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Abstract
We consider the problem of countingtransitive factorizationsof permutations; that is, we study
tuples(σr , . . . , σ1) of permutations on{1, . . . , n} such that (1) the productσr · · · σ1 is equal to
a given target permutationπ , and (2) the group generated by the factorsσi acts transitively on
{1, . . . , n}. This problem is widely known as theHurwitz Enumeration Problem, since an encoding
due to Hurwitz shows it to be equivalent to the enumeration of connected branched coverings of the
sphere by a surface of given genus with specified branching.
Much of our work concerns the enumeration of transitive factorizations of permutations into a
minimal number of transposition factors. This problem has received considerable attention, and a
formula for the numberc(π) of such factorizations of an arbitrary permutationπ has been derived
through various means. The formula is remarkably simple, being a product of well-known combi-
natorial numbers, but no bijective proof of it is known except in the special case whereπ is a full
cycle. A major goal of this thesis is to provide further combinatorial rationale for this formula.
We begin by introducing an encoding of factorizations (into transpositions)as edge-labelled
maps. Our central result is a bijection that allows trees to be “pruned” fromsuch maps. This is
shown to explain the appearance of factors of the formkk in the aforementioned formula forc(π).
It also has the effect of shifting focus to the combinatorics of smooth maps (i.e. maps without
vertices of degree one). By providing decompositions for certain smooth planar maps, we are able
to give combinatorial evaluations ofc(π) whenπ is composed of up to three cycles.
Many of these results are generalized to factorizations in which the factorsare cycles of any
length. We also investigate theDouble Hurwitz Problem, which calls for the enumeration of factor-
izations whose leftmost factor is of specified cycle type, and whose remaining factors are transpo-
sitions. Finally, we extend our methods to the enumeration of factorizations up toan equivalence
relation induced by possible commutations between adjacent factors.
v
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Broadly speaking, this thesis is concerned with countingfactorizations of permutations. That is,
we are interested in finding the number of decompositions of a given permutation π as a product
π = σr · · · σ1 of permutation factorsσi satisfying various conditions. Specifically, we shall focus
on transitive factorizations, which are defined by the condition that the groups generat d by their
factors act transitively on the underlying set of symbols.
Transitive factorizations, in general, bear an important relation to geometrythrough a corre-
spondence between them and certain branched coverings of the spher. T is discrete encoding of
branched covers is due to Hurwitz [44], and will be described briefly in §2.3.6. While it is has
been the primary reason for much recent interest in transitive factorizations, we emphasize that this
geometric connection is peripheral here. We treat factorizations as purely combinatorial structures,
and no understanding of the associated geometry is assumed or required of th reader.
Throughout, factorizations will be studied exclusively through their graphical representation as
specially labelled maps. The particular correspondence exploited here betw en factorizations and
maps is not altogether new. Rather, the novelty of our approach lies in a detaile investigation of the
descent structureof these maps. Of particular note is the ability to simplify maps bypruning trees.
This allows for a shift in focus from transitive factorizations to the combinatorics ofsmooth maps.
We begin, in Chapter 2, with a thorough analysis of transitive factorizationswhose factors are
all transpositions. This is the most widely studied class of transitive factorizations, and structurally
the simplest. We have therefore chosen to introduce our methods in this context, despite the fact
that they also apply in more general settings. After the basic approach hasbeen established, these
1
2 Introduction
generalizations are then surveyed in Chapter 3. Finally, Chapter 4 treats thproblem of counting
transitive factorizations up to an equivalence relation defined in terms of commutations of adjacent
factors. As will be seen there, the methods of Chapters 2 and 3 extend naturally to be applicable to
this modified problem.
Supplementary comments and references have been collected at the end ofs veral major sec-
tions under the headingAdditional Notes. Appendix A contains technical material related to §4.2,
and suggestions for future work are summarized in Appendix B.
We caution the reader that, in order to minimize redundancy in terminology, conventions are
occasionally adopted in the text that are to be understood in a restricted context. These conventions
typically have the effect of augmenting previously stated definitions. In particular, the definition of
a map is modified for the remainder of Chapter 2 by the conventions listed on page 38, while the
definition of apolymapis altered on page 99 for the remainder of Chapter 3, and again on page 110
for the duration of §3.3.
In a similar vein, we warn that our usage of certain symbols is context sensitive. (For instance,
the pervasive symbolw is first met on page 26, and then redefined on pages 114, 132, 158, and
173.) This has been done in a deliberate effort to emphasize the similarities between a variety
of different, but strongly related, problems. An index of frequently used notation is provided on
page 187. Symbols are listed there in order of their first appearance in a new context.
1.2 Main Results
As mentioned above, this thesis is concerned with the analysis of factorizations through corre-
spondences between them and labelled maps. The general link between factorizations and maps is
well-known, but the particular bijections utilized here (Theorems 2.4.11, 2.4.21 and their relatives
in later chapters) are significant, as they have not, to our knowledge, previously been exploited in
tackling enumerative problems.
The crux of our analysis is a new method, called “tree pruning”, that effectively simplifies the
maps associated with factorizations. Theorems 2.6.7 and 2.6.10 in Chapter 2 describe the tree prun-
ing bijection and its primary enumerative consequence, namely that a generating series for transitive
factorizations into transpositions can be expressed as the composition of a series counting certain
smooth maps with the series counting rooted, labelled trees. This algebraic dependence on the tree
series has previously been observed by other authors, but tree pruning offers the first combinatorial
explanation of its presence. Theorems 2.7.11 and 2.7.14 provide bijections which allow for the
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straightforward enumeration of smooth maps with two and three faces, respectively. When com-
bined with the tree pruning bijection, these results lead to new bijective derivations (Theorems 2.8.4
and 2.8.7) of two special cases of Hurwitz’s formula. Moreover, we giva combinatorial proof of a
recursion that shows the generating series for minimal transitive factorizati ns to be rational when
written in terms of the tree series; this is Theorem 2.7.17, which was first established algebraically
in [33, 36].
A host of extensions of these ideas to more general factorizations follow inChapter 3, where the
pruning of cacti is paramount (Theorem 3.3.13). Much of the chapter is devoted to new combina-
torial proofs of known results, including progress on thedouble Hurwitz problem(Corollaries 3.4.7
and 3.4.9). Some of these results appear in an amplified form. In particular, we draw attention
to Corollary 3.3.15, which extends an earlier result [31] concerning the number of minimal tran-
sitive factorizations of permutations intok-cycles. See also Corollary 3.4.14, which is related to a
bijection of Goulden and Yong [39].
A new graphical model of equivalence classes of factorizations is describ d in Chapter 4, as
is the application of pruning techniques to the enumeration of these classes (Theorem 4.3.9). The
model itself quickly leads to a derivation of Springer’s formula [65] for thenumber of inequivalent
minimal factorizations of a full cycle into cycles of arbitrary lengths (Theorem 4.3.6). Pruning cacti
then allows for a straightforward treatment of inequivalent factorizationsof permutations that are
a product of two cycles. The main result along these lines is Corollary 4.3.12, which generalizes
a counting series for these objects found by Goulden, Jackson, and Latour [32]. This work is
extended in Corollary 4.3.14 to give an admittedly unrefined first expression for a generating series
for inequivalent factorizations of permutations composed of three cycles. The thesis concludes with
Theorem 4.4.2, which represents an initial step towards introducing the notion of equivalence into
the double Hurwitz problem.
1.3 Background Material and Notational Conventions
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the material summarized below. Although we have used
standard notation when possible, we caution that certain nonstandard terminology has been adopted
for the convenience it provides. A thorough scan of this section is therefor strongly suggested for
every reader.
4 Introduction
1.3.1 Sets, Compositions and Partitions
If n ∈ N then we frequently write [n] for the set{1, 2, . . . , n}. As usual,|S| denotes the cardinality
of the finite setS.
A compositionof n ∈ N is a tupleα = (α1, . . . , αm) ∈ Nm such thatα1 + · · · + αm = n. The
integersαi are called theparts of α and the number of parts inα is known as itslength. We write
α |H n to indicate thatα is a composition ofn, andℓ(α) denotes the length ofα.
A partition is a composition having weakly decreasing parts: that is,(α1, . . . , αm) |H n is a
partition ofn if α1 ≥ α2 ≥ · · · ≥ αm. We writeα ⊢ n to signify thatα is a partition ofn. If the
partitionα hasmi parts equal toi , then we writeα = [1m1 2m2 · · · ], suppressing entries withmi =
0. Any ambiguity between this definition of [n] and the previously mentioned [n] = {1, . . . , n}
should be easily resolved from context. We also define| Aut(α)| =
∏
i mi !, which is the number
of automorphisms ofα. For example,α = (4, 4, 2, 2, 2, 1) = [1 23 42] is a partition of 15 having
ℓ(α) = 6 and| Aut(α)| = 12.
1.3.2 Generating Series and Lagrange Inversion
Let R be a commutative ring with a unit. Recall thatR[S] and R[[ S]] are, respectively, the rings
of polynomials andformal power seriesin the setSof algebraically independent and commuting
indeterminates with coefficients fromR. All generating series appearing in this thesis belong to
R[[ S]], where the coefficient ringR is invariably a subring ofQ[[T ]] for some setT .
If x = (x1, . . . , xn) andi = (i1, . . . , in), then we definexi to be the monomialx
i1
1 · · · x
in
n . The
coefficient ofxi in the seriesf (x) ∈ R[[x1, . . . , xn]] is denoted by [xi ] f (x) It is also convenient to
definei! = i1!i2! · · · in! so that, for instance, [xi/i!] f (x) = i1! · · · in! [xi ] f (x). We write f (0) for
the constant term of the seriesf . Theformal derivative of the seriesf (x) =
∑
n anx
n ∈ R[[x]] is
defined to be the seriesd fdx =
∑
n nanx
n−1, and theformal integral of f is given by
∫





n+1. Note that f ′(x) = g(x) and f (0) = 0 implies f (x) =
∫
g(x) dx.
The next result, known as theLagrange implicit function theorem (or, briefly, Lagrange
inversion), will be a very important tool in our study.
Theorem 1.3.1(Lagrange). Let φ ∈ R[[λ]] be such thatφ(0) 6= 0. Then there exists a unique
formal power seriesw ∈ R[[x]] such thatw = xφ(w). Moreover, for any f∈ R[[λ]] and n > 0
we have
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Example 1.3.2.Let R = Q[u, q1, q2, . . .] and consider the seriesφ(λ) = euQ(λ) ∈ R[[λ]], where
Q(λ) = q1λ + q2λ2 + q3λ3 + · · · . Then there is a unique seriesw ∈ R[[x]] which satisfies the
functional equation
w = xφ(w) = xeuQ(w).
Moreover, we can apply Lagrange inversion to determine the coefficientof the generic monomial
qβur xn in the compositionQ(w). Here we have used the notationqβ = qβ1qβ2 · · · qβm, where





whence it follows that
[qβu















































If β ⊢ n andℓ(β) = r + 1, then the termqβ appears exactly(r + 1)!/| Aut(β)| times in the final
summation, giving
[qβu
r xn] Q(w) =
nℓ(β)−1
| Aut(β)|
in this case. The coefficient is zero under any other conditions. 
For further information regarding generating series and their combinatorial applications, we
direct the reader to any of the standard references on combinatorial enumeration, such as [67], [68],
[74] and [26].
6 Introduction
1.3.3 Complete Symmetric Functions and Umbral Composition
Fix k ≥ 0 andm ≥ 1. Then thecomplete symmetric functionof total degreek in the indetermi-
natesx1, . . . , xm is the serieshk ∈ Q[x1, . . . , xm] defined as follows:




xi11 · · · x
im
m .
We also introduce the seriesh+k consisting of all terms ofhk of positive degree. That is,




xi11 · · · x
im
m .
Finally, with x = (x1, . . . , xm), we define the generating series






















k be any formal power series over a commutative ringR (with unit). Then
we define the seriesA(t) ◦ 1+(t ; x) ∈ R[[x]] as the following umbral composition ofA(t) with
the complete symmetric functions,








1 · · · x
im
m . (1.1)
The indeterminatet here is obviously a dummy variable. ThusA(t) ◦ 1+(t ; x) is obtained from
A(t) by replacingtk with the sum of all monomialsxi11 · · · x
im
m of total degreek and positive degree
in eachxi .
Lemma 1.3.3. Let A(t) ∈ R[[ t ]] be any formal power series over the commutative ring R. Then,
for m ≥ 2,









xi − x j
.

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1.3.4 Cyclic Lists
Two sequences(a0, a1, . . . , an) and(b0, b1, . . . , bn) areequivalent up to cyclic shiftif there is some
integer j such thatbi = ai+ j for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n, wherei + j denotes the least nonnegative residue
of i + j modulo n + 1. We call the equivalence classes under this relationcyclic lists (or cir-
cular sequences), and use the notation(a0, . . . , an)◦ to indicate the class containing the sequence
(a0, . . . , an). Thus, for example,(1, 3, 2, 4, 2)◦ = (4, 2, 1, 3, 2)◦ = (3, 2, 4, 2, 1)◦.
Generally speaking, use of the notation(am, am+1, . . . , an)◦ indicates that the symbolak is to be
interpreted asak̄, wherek̄ is the unique residue ofk modulon − m+ 1 in the rangem ≤ k̄ ≤ n. For
instance, use of the notation(a0, a1, a2, a3)◦ impliesa−1 = a3 anda9 = a1.
A cyclic list L = (a0, . . . , an)◦ of real numbers is said to beincreasing if one of its represen-
tative sequences is strictly increasing. A similar definition holds fornondecreasingcyclic lists. A
pair (ai−1, ai ) satisfyingai−1 ≥ ai is called adescentof L. ThusL is increasing if and only if it has
no descents. For example,(3, 4, 1, 2)◦ is increasing, whereas(3, 1, 2, 4)◦ is contains two descents,
namely 3≥ 1 and 4≥ 3.
Finally, if S is a finite set of real numbers, then we writeS◦ for the unique increasing circular se-
quence composed of the elements ofS. For example,S = {2, 1, 5, 4, 0} givesS◦ = (0, 1, 2, 4, 5)◦.
1.3.5 The Symmetric Group
If X is a finite nonempty set then thesymmetric group SX is the group of permutations onX. For
a positive integern, we writeSn in place ofS[n] .
The symbolι will be used to denote the identity element ofSn (the parametern being under-
stood from context). We multiply permutations from right to left; that is, in a manner consistent
with the usual composition of functions:

1 2 3 4 5 6




1 2 3 4 5 6




1 2 3 4 5 6
3 1 6 5 4 2


Thesupport of π ∈ Sn is the subsetS ⊆ [n] of symbols which are not fixed byπ , that is,i ∈ S
if and only if π(i ) 6= i . Thus, for example, the identity has empty support. We callπ ak-cycle if
its support can be arranged in a cyclic list(a1, . . . , ak)◦ such thatπ(ai ) = ai+1 for all i . We write
(a1 · · · ak) for this k-cycle. We usually refer to 2-cycles astranspositionsandn-cycles inSn as
full cycles.
Each permutationπ ∈ Sn acts on [n] in the obvious way, and we let orbπ denote the collection
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of orbits under this action. If orbπ = {O1, . . . ,Om}, thenOi = {π j (ai ) : 0 ≤ j < ki } for some
ai ∈ [n] and a minimalki > 0. Thusπ = π1 · · · πm, whereπi is theki -cycle(ai π(ai ) · · · πki −1(ai ))
supported byOi . We call theπi the (disjoint) cycles of π . The decomposition ofπ into disjoint
cycles is unique. When it causes no confusion, we suppress cycles oflength 1 (fixed points) from a
permutation written in disjoint cycle form. For example:
σ =

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 7 4 1 8 6 2 9 5

 = (1 3 4)(2 7)(5 8 9).
If π ∈ Sn hasmi disjoint i -cycles, then thecycle typeof π is the partition [1m1 2m2 · · · ] of n.
We writeℓ(π) for the number of cycles ofπ . Clearlyℓ(π) = ℓ(α) whenπ has cycle typeα. For
example,σ above has cycle type [1 2 32] and ℓ(σ ) = 4, while ι ∈ Sn has cycle type [1n] and
ℓ(ι) = n.
Theconjugacy class{σ−1πσ : σ ∈ Sn} of a permutationπ contains all those permutations
having the same cycle type asπ . If α ⊢ n then we writeCα for the conjugacy class inSn consisting





j =1 α j
,





1.3.6 The Group Algebra of the Symmetric Group
Recall that thegroup algebraof Sn overC is the algebraCSn of all formal linear combinations of
permutations on symbols with scalars inC. It is well known that its centreZ(CSn) has a basis
{Kα : α ⊢ n} consisting of theclass sumsKα =
∑
σ∈Cα
σ . That is, any element ofZ(CSn) can
be resolved into a linear combination of class sums. Thus, forα ⊢ n andz ∈ Z(CSn), we extend
the usual coefficient operator notation and write [Kα] z for the coefficient ofKα in the expansion of
z into these basis elements. The scalarscαβ1,...,βr = [Kα] Kβ1 · · · Kβr are known as theconnection
coefficientsof Z(CSn).
There is another important basis{Fθ : θ ⊢ n} of Z(CSn), this one consisting oforthogonal
idempotents. That is,FθFρ = δθ,ρFθ for all θ, ρ ⊢ n, whereδθ,ρ is 1 if θ = ρ and 0 otherwise.
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χ θα Kα, (1.2)
whereχ θα is the value of the character of the irreducible representation ofSn indexed byθ ⊢ n at
any element of the classCα, and f θ = χ θ[1n] is the degree of this character. Further details can be
found in [63].
1.3.7 Graphs
We definegraphs as usual, with loops and multiple edges allowed. That is, agraph is a tuple
G = (V, E, φ), whereV and E are finite disjoint sets andφ is a function which assigns, to each
e ∈ E, a multiset{u, v} with u, v ∈ V . The elements ofV andE are called theverticesandedges
of G , respectively. Asubgraph of G = (V, E, φ) is a graphG ′ = (V ′, E′, φ′) such thatV ′ ⊆ V ,
E′ ⊆ E, φ′ = φ|E′ , andφ′(e′) ⊆ V ′ for all e′ ∈ E′.
Of course, graphs have their usual representation inR3 as collections of points (vertices) con-
nected by curves (edges). In particular, ifφ(e) = {u, v}, then edgee is a curve joining verticesu
andv. We frequently abuse terminology and refer to{u, v}, rather thane itself, as an edge. This
generally allows us to suppress mention of the incidence functionφ e tirely.
The vertexv is incident with the edgee if v ∈ φ(e). We write δ(v) for the set of all edges
incident withv. A loop is an edge incident with only one vertex. Two distinct verticesu andv are
adjacent if they are both incident with a common edge. Thedegreeof a vertexv, written deg(v),
is the number of edges incident withv, with loops counted twice.
An isomorphism of the graphsG = (V, E, φ) andG ′ = (V ′, E′, φ′) consists of a pair( f, g)
of bijections f : V −→ V ′ andg : E −→ E′ such thatv ∈ V is incident withe ∈ E in G if and only
if f (v) is incident withg(e) in G ′. Thus an isomorphism of graphs preserves edge incidence.
A walk of length k + 1 in G is a sequencev0, e0, v1, e1, . . . , vk, ek, vk+1 of verticesvi and
edgesei such thatei is incident with bothvi andvi+1 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k. A walk of length 0 is
a single vertex. If no vertex or edge is duplicated in a walk then it is called apath. The walk
v0, e0, . . . , ek, vk+1 is said to beclosedif v0 = vk+1, and in this case we identify it with the circular
sequence((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦.
A graph isconnectedif there is a walk between any two of its vertices. Acomponentof the
graphG is a maximal connected subgraph ofG . We writeG \e for the graph obtained by deleting
edgee from G , ande is said to be abridge if G \e has more components thanG . In fact, if G is
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connected thene is a bridge ofG precisely whenG \e has exactly two components. Furthermore,
it can be shown that an edge is a bridge if and only if it does not belong to a cycle. A tree is a
connected graph without cycles, and thus every edge of a tree is a bridge.
A vertex-labelling of the graphG = (V, E, φ) is a functionλ : V −→ L, whereL is an
arbitrary set. The elements ofL are calledvertex labels, and the pair(G , λ) constitutes avertex-
labelled graph. Note that the vertex labelsneed not be distinct. An isomorphism of vertex-
labelled graphs must preserve labels as well as incidence. That is, the ver ex-labelled graphs(G , λ)
and (G ′, λ′) are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism( f, g) of the graphsG andG ′ such that
λ′( f (v)) = λ(v) for all v ∈ V . Edges can be assigned labels in a like manner to giveedg -labelled
graphs. Moreover, various labellings may be superimposed upon each other, even if they label the
same objects. For instance, (vertex)-rooted, vertex-labelled graphs are obtained by superimposing
two vertex-labellings on graphs: the first uses distinct labels 1, . . . , n, and the second assigns 0 to
all vertices except one, to which it assigns the symbolR, thereby distinguishing it as the root.
We adopt two conventions concerning labelled graphs. First, ifv is a vertex of the vertex-
labelled graph(G , λ), then we abuse notation and also use the symbolv t represent the labelλ(v)
of v. Our particular meaning will always be clear from context, and if labels aredistinct then such
usage is unambiguous in any case. Second, we generally suppress all mention of particular labelling
schemes, making simple reference tothe vertex-labelled graphG , for example. Here it is to be
understood that the labelling under consideration is a bijection with [n], for somen ∈ N. Similarly,
if the vertices ofG are said to belabelled with the set L, then the labelling is supposed to be a
bijection withL. Analogous conventions also apply for edge-labelled graphs. Thus, by convention,
a vertex- and edge-labelled graph on n vertices and m edgeshas vertices labelled (distinctly) with
the integers 1, . . . , n, and edges labelled (distinctly) with the integers 1, . . . , m.
1.3.8 Maps
A map is a 2-dimensional cellular complex whose polyhedron (i.e. geometric realization) is homeo-
morphic to some orientable surface. Asurface, in this context, is a compact, connected, 2-manifold
without boundary. The reader is directed to any text on combinatorial surface topology for further
details on cellular decomposition and surfaces. See, for example, [69].
The 0-cells, 1-cells, and 2-cells of a mapM are referred to as itsvertices, edges, andfaces,
respectively. Thegenusof M is the genus of its polyhedron. IfM hasV vertices,E edges, and
F faces, then its genusg is determined by theEuler-Poincaré formula,V − E + F = 2 − 2g. In
what follows we make no effort to distinguish between a map and its polyhedron.
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In practice, it is convenient to consider maps from a less technical perspective than is indicated
by the definition given above. A map can be thought of as an embedding of a conne ted graphG in
a canonical orientable surfaceS of given genus (i.e. a sphere with a prescribed number of handles).
More precisely, the embeddingφ : G −→ S defines a map if each of the connected components of
S − φ(G ) is homeomorphic to an open disc. Of course, the map so defined has skeletonG , and its
faces correspond with the components ofS − φ(G ).
Much of our work will concern maps of genus 0, also known aspl nar maps. Of course, these
are maps that arise as embeddings of graphs on the sphere or, equivalently, th plane. When such a
map is rendered in the plane, one of its faces is unbounded. We call this theouter face.
The vertices and edges of the mapM , along with their associated incidence relations, form
a connected graph known as theskeletonof M . Graph theoretic terminology (e.g. walk, loop,
bridge) applied toM invariably refers to its skeleton. We writeM \e for the structure resulting
from the deletion of edgefrom M . If e is not a bridge ofM , thenM \e is itself a map having the
same genus asM , but one fewer edges and one fewer faces. Ife = {a, b} is a bridge, thenM \e
naturally separates into two mapsMa andMb whose genera sum to the genus ofM .
By definition, orientability guarantees the existence of a consistentclockwisesense of rotation
everywhere on a map. This, in turn, allows for the unambiguous definition ofright and left. Let
F be a face of the mapM . Then there is one (and only one) closed walk inM which traverses
precisely those edges incident withF and, in doing so, keepsF to the left of the line of traversal.
We call this walk theboundary walk of F . Its length is called thedegreeof F as is denoted by
deg(F). If F has boundary walkW = ((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦, then any subsequence( i−1, vi , ei )
of W consisting of two consecutive edges and their common incident vertex is called acorner of
F . Plainly, a corner cannot belong to more than one face of a loopless map.
An isomorphism of the mapsM andM ′ is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism be-
tween them which sendsi -cells toi -cells and preserves incidence. Anautomorphism of M is an
isomorphism fromM to itself. The condition that an isomorphism be orientation-preserving is a
natural one for various reasons. In essence, it asserts that turninga map “inside out” is not a valid
symmetry. In direct analogy with the case of graphs, the various cells of a map can belabelled
with arbitrary sets. In fact, all substructures of a map which are preservd by isomorphism (such
as corners) can also be labelled. The notion of isomorphism is amplified for each class of labelled
maps to force the preservation of all labels. We adopt the same conventionsfor labellings of maps
as we do for labellings of graphs.
Each edge of a map can be considered to be composed of twohalf-edges, one for each “end” of
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the edge. Thus a half-edge is uniquely determined by a pair(v, e) consisting of a vertexv and an
incident edgee. In particular, the closed walk((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦ is fully specified by a cyclic
list (h0, . . . , hk)◦ of half-edges, wherehi determined by the pair(vi , ei ). Note that a clockwise tour
about any vertexv, via a circle of small radius centred atv, encounters all half-edges incident with
v exactly once in some cyclic order. We call the cyclic list of half-edges so produced thecirculator
of v.
Half-edges get sent to half-edges under an isomorphism of maps, and thus they can be labelled.
Let M be a half-edge-labelled map with vertex setV and edge setE. Note that, by convention, this
implies the half-edges ofM are labelled with the set{1, . . . , 2m}, wherem = |E|. We associate
with each edge ∈ E the transpositionτe = (h h′) ∈ S2m, whereh andh′ are the half-edges that
composee. With each vertexv ∈ V we associate thek-cycle cv = (h1 h2 · · · hk) ∈ S2m, where
(h1, . . . , hk)◦ is the circulator ofv. Geometrically,cv can be interpreted as an instruction to “pivot
clockwise” around vertexv from one of its incident half-edges to the next. Similarly, the action of





v∈V cv, then a cycle ofǫν is seen to be cyclic list of the half-edges encountered along the
boundary walk of a face ofM . Hence the cycles ofǫν completely determine the boundary walks
of the faces ofM .
To put this more formally, define arotation system on the symbols{1, . . . , 2m} to be a pair
R = (ǫ, ν) of permutations inS2n such thatǫ ∈ C[2m] . (That is, all cycles ofǫ are transpositions.)
The rotation system(ǫ, ν) is said to betransitive if the permutationsǫ andν together generate
the full symmetric groupSn. Then we have the following theorem [15, 42, 71], which serves to
completely combinatorialize half-edge-labelled maps:
Theorem 1.3.4(Embedding Theorem). There is a bijection between transitive rotation systems on
the symbols{1, 2, . . . , 2m} and half-edge-labelled maps on m edges. Moreover, ifR = (ǫ, ν) is a
transitive rotation system, and ifM is the half-edge-labelled map corresponding toR under this
bijection, then the vertices, edges, and faces ofM are in correspondence with the cycles of the
permutationsν, ǫ, andǫν, respectively. 
The correspondence referred to in the theorem, between the cells ofM and the cycles ofν, ǫ,
andǫν, is precisely that which is described above. That is: (1) the cycle(i j ) of ǫ corresponds with
an edge whose ends are labelledi and j , (2) the cycle(i1, · · · ik) of ν corresponds with a vertex
whose circulator is(i1, . . . , ik)◦, and (3) the cycle( j1 · · · jm) of ǫν corresponds with a face whose




It is well known that the set of transpositions{(i j ) : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} generates all ofSn. That
is, any permutationπ ∈ Sn can be expressed as a product of these transpositions. This leads to the
following definitions.
Definition 2.1.1. A factorization of π ∈ Sn is a tuple(τr , . . . , τ1) of transpositionsτi ∈ Sn such
that τr · · · τ1 = π . Thelength of this factorization is r and itsclass is the cycle type ofπ .
For example,((1 4), (2 3), (3 5), (2 4), (1 3), (1 5)) is a factorization of(1 2)(3 4)(5) of length 6
and of class [1 22], since
(1 2)(3 4)(5) = (1 4)(2 3)(3 5)(2 4)(1 3)(1 5). (2.1)
We often circumvent the formality of Definition 2.1.1 and refer to an expression such as (2.1) as a
factorization. Later, in Chapter 3, we shall consider factorizations whose factors are of arbitrary cy-
cle type, but throughout this chapter the termfactorizationwill always have the meaning described
above.
Definition 2.1.2. The factorization f= (τr , . . . , τ1) in Sn is transitive if the group〈 τ1, . . . , τr 〉
generated by its factors acts transitively on[n]. That is, f is transitive if for any a, b ∈ [n] there is
a permutationσ ∈ 〈 τ1, . . . , τr 〉 such thatσ(a) = b.
For instance, the factorization (2.1) is transitive, whereas(1 2)(3 4)(5) = (3 5)(3 4)(1 2)(4 5)
is not. Transitive factorizations are a natural and very important class offactorizations to consider.
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More will be said on this shortly; for now, suffice it to say that transitive factorizations play a similar
rôle in the study of factorizations as do connected graphs in the study of graphs. In fact, we shall
soon see that this is far from being a loose analogy.
The primary focus of this chapter is the enumeration of transitive factorizations hrough graphi-
cal constructions. To this end, we begin with a few comments concerning the permissible lengths of
factorizations under various conditions. We shall then be in a position to discuss some of the known
results concerning the enumeration of factorizations. Finally, we introducea variety of graphical
representations of factorizations and devote the balance of the chapter toth ir enumerative applica-
tions.
2.2 The Length of a Factorization
The aim of this section is to determine the number of transpositions required to factor a given
permutation. The problem is straightforward if no conditions are placed on the factors, but if we
restrict our attention to transitive factorizations then more thought is required.
2.2.1 Cuts and Joins
Complete information about the possible lengths of factorizations follows fromthe following lemma.
It describes the effect that multiplication by a transposition has on the numberof cycles in a permu-
tation.





ℓ(π) + 1 if a and b are on the same cycle ofπ,
ℓ(π) − 1 if a and b are on different cycles ofπ.
Proof. Supposea andb are on the same cycle ofπ , so that it has the form(a · · · a′ b · · · b′). Then
ℓ((a b)π) = ℓ(π) + 1 follows since(a b)(a · · · a′ b · · · b′) = (a · · · a′)(b · · · b′). Similarly if a
and b appear on distinct cycles(a · · · a′) and (b · · · b′) of π , thenℓ((a b)π) = ℓ(π) − 1 since
(a b)(a · · · a′)(b · · · b′) = (a · · · a′ b · · · b′). 
The proof of the lemma is to observe that multiplying a permutation on the left by a transposition
either cuts one of the permutation’s cycles in two, or joins two of its cycles into one. The following
terminology reflects this description.
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Definition 2.2.2. The transposition(a b) is called acut for π if ℓ((a b)π) = ℓ(π) + 1, and it is a
called ajoin for π if ℓ((a b)π) = ℓ(π) − 1.
This definition extends to factorizations, as follows.
Definition 2.2.3. Let f = (τ1, . . . , τr ) be a factorization. Then the factorτi is a cut of f if τi is a
cut for the initial productτi−1 · · · τ1. Similarly,τi is a join of f if it is a join for τi−1 · · · τ1.
Example 2.2.4.The factor(2 4) is a cut of the factorization
(1 2 3)(4 5) = (4 5)(2 4)(2 3)(1 3)(1 4),
and each of the remaining factors is a join. 
The following fundamental lemma relates numbers of cuts and joins in a factorizati n to the
number of cycles in its target permutation.
Lemma 2.2.5. Letπ ∈ Sn be a factorization with C cuts and J joins. Thenℓ(π) = n + C − J .
Proof. We use induction on the lengthr of the factorization. Ifr = 1 then clearlyℓ(π) = n − 1,
C = 0 and J = 1, as desired. Suppose the result holds forr = k and letπ = τk+1τk · · · τ1 be
a factorization havingC cuts andJ joins amongst its factors. First let us assumeτk+1 is a cut in
this factorization. Thenτk+1 is a cut ofσ = τk · · · τ1, giving ℓ(π) = ℓ(τk+1σ) = ℓ(σ ) + 1. But
the factorizationσ = τk · · · τ1 hasC − 1 cuts andJ joins, implyingℓ(σ ) = n + (C − 1) − J by
hypothesis. Thusℓ(π) = (n + (C − 1) − J) + 1 = n + C − J. A similar argument applies when
τk+1 is a join, and the result follows by induction. 
2.2.2 Minimal Factorizations
Let f be a factorization of the permutationπ . It is well known that if f is of even (respectively,
odd) length thenall factorizations ofπ are of even (odd) length. The next result establishes this
elementary fact and also provides a lower bound on the length off when no conditions are placed
on its factors.
Proposition 2.2.6. If π ∈ Sn admits a factorization into r transpositions, then r≥ n − ℓ(π)
and r ≡ n − ℓ(π) (mod 2). In particular, either all factorizations ofπ are of even length, or all
factorizations ofπ are of odd length.
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Proof. Suppose we have a factorization ofπ with r factors,C of which are cuts andJ of which
are joins. Then Lemma 2.2.5 givesℓ(π) = n + C − J, so thatn − ℓ(π) = J − C. But clearly
r = J + C, so we haven − ℓ(π) ≤ r andn − ℓ(π) ≡ J − C ≡ r (mod 2) as required. 
Note that thek-cycle(i1 i2 · · · ik) admits the following factorization intok − 1 transpositions:
(i1 i2 · · · ik) = (i1 i2)(i2 i3) · · · (ik−2 ik−1)(ik−1 ik).
It follows immediately that any permutation having cycle typeα = (α1, α2, . . .) ⊢ n admits a factor-
ization into
∑
i (αi −1) = n−ℓ(α) transpositions. Thus the lower bound given by Proposition 2.2.6
for the length of a factorization is attainable.
Definition 2.2.7. A factorization ofπ ∈ Sn into exactly n− ℓ(π) factors is said to beminimal.
The number n− ℓ(π) is called therank of π .
2.2.3 Components
Proposition 2.2.6 identifies all possible lengths of a factorization ofπ ∈ Sn in the case that no
restrictions are placed on the factors. We now investigate a lower bound for the length of a factor-
ization ofπ whose factors are restricted by a generalization of the transitivity condition.
Any subgroupS of Sn acts on the set [n] in a natural way. That is, ifσ ∈ S and i ∈ [n]
thenσ acts oni to give σ · i = σ(i ). This action partitions [n] into disjoint orbits. We write
O
i
S = {σ(i ) : σ ∈ S} for the unique orbit containingi ∈ [n], and orbS for the set of orbits under






S = ∅ for all i, j ∈ [n].
Let f = (τr , . . . , τ1) be a factorization ofπ ∈ Sn. ThenS = 〈 τr , . . . , τ1 〉 acts on [n] as just
described. Recall thatf is transitive ifSacts transitively on [n]. More generally, letC1, . . . , Cc be
the orbits of this action and, fori = 1, . . . , c, let πi = π |Ci be the restriction ofπ to the setCi .
Then, by selecting those factors off which act nontrivially onCi , we naturally obtain a transitive
factorization fi of πi . For example, for the factorization
(1 2 3)(4)(5 6)(7)(8) = (1 2)(7 8)(4 5)(2 3)(5 6)(4 6)(7 8),
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we have
C1 = {1, 2, 3} C2 = {4, 5, 6} C3 = {7, 8}
π1 = (1 2 3) π2 = (4)(5 6) π3 = (7)(8)
f1 = ((1 2), (2 3)) f2 = ((4 5), (5 6), (4 6)) f3 = ((7 8), (7 8)).
The transitive factorizationsf1, . . . , fc are called thecomponentsof f . Clearly the transposition
factors of fi and f j commute fori 6= j . Hence everyc-component factorizationf is a shuffling
of the factors ofc transitive factorizations. This identifies the transitive factorizations as the basic
“connected” blocks out of which all factorizations are built. Of course,f is transitive precisely
when it has exactly one component.
We would like to find a lower bound on the length of a factorization ofπ havingc components.
To do so we require the following technical lemma:
Lemma 2.2.8. Let S be a subgroup ofSn. Let (a b) ∈ Sn be any transposition, and let T be the
subgroup generated by S and(a b). Then




| orbS| if OaS = O
b
S
| orbS| − 1 otherwise.
Proof. Fix any i 6∈ OaS ∪ O
b
S. If j ∈ O
i
S then j 6= a, b, so that(a b) · j = j and henceπ · j ∈ O
i
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Now consider the casei ∈ OaS ∪ O
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S. Without loss of generality assumei ∈ O
a
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S then there existπ, σ ∈ S such thatπ · i = a andσ · j = b,
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The result follows immediately. 
Proposition 2.2.9. If π ∈ Sn admits a c-component factorization into r transpositions then
r ≥ n + ℓ(π) − 2c.
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Proof. Proceed by induction onr . If r = 1 then the factorization isπ = τ1, whereτ1 is a trans-
position. Thusℓ(π) = n − 1, the factorization hasn − 1 components, and the result holds in this
case. Now suppose it holds for all factorizations withr = k factors, and choose any factorization
π = τk+1τk · · · τ1. Setσ = τk · · · τ1 andS = 〈 τ1, . . . , τk 〉. Then the induction hypothesis gives
k ≥ n + ℓ(σ ) − 2 | orbS|. (2.2)
We consider two possibilities for the transpositionτk+1.
First supposeτk+1 = (a b) is a cut ofσ . Thenℓ(π) = ℓ(τk+1σ) = ℓ(σ ) + 1. We also have
OS(a) = OS(b) sincea andb are on the same cycle ofσ = τk · · · τ1. Thus Lemma 2.2.8 gives
| orbS| = | orbT |, whereT is the group generated bySand(a b). From (2.2) we therefore have
k + 1 ≥ n + ℓ(π) − 2 | orbT |. (2.3)
Next supposeτk+1 = (a b) is a join ofσ . Thenℓ(π) = ℓ(τk+1σ) = ℓ(σ ) − 1 and Lemma 2.2.8
gives| orbT | ≥ | orbS|−1. With (2.2) this again yields (2.3). The result follows by induction since
T = 〈 τ1, . . . , τk+1 〉. 
Corollary 2.2.10. Let π be a permutation having c disjoint cyclesπ1, . . . , πk. If f is a minimal
factorization ofπ , then its components are f1, . . . , fk, where fi is a minimal factorization ofπi .
Proof. Let f = (τr , . . . , τ1) be a minimal factorization ofπ ∈ Sn, and supposef1, . . . , fc are
the components of . Then fi is a transitive factorization of lengthr i of some permutationσi
acting on a subsetSi ⊂ [n]. Clearly S1, . . . , Sc are disjoint sets, andπ = σ1 · · · σc. Also note that
r1 + · · · + rc = r and|S1| + · · · + |Sk| = n. By Proposition 2.2.9 we have
r i ≥ |Si | + ℓ(σi ) − 2 (2.4)
for eachi . Summing overi givesr ≥ n +
∑
i ℓ(σi ) − 2c, from which the minimality condition
r = n − ℓ(π) gives




This impliesc ≥ ℓ(π), asℓ(σi ) ≥ 1 for all i . But π = τr · · · τ1 forcesc = | orb〈 τ1, . . . , τr 〉| ≤
ℓ(π). Thusc = ℓ(π) = k, and (2.5) now yieldsℓ(σi ) = 1 for i = 1, . . . , c. That is,σi is a full cycle
of Sni . Sinceπ = σ1 · · · σk, it follows that the permutationsσi coincide with the disjoint cycles of
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π . Finally, ℓ(σi ) = 1 forces (2.5) to be tight, which in turn forces (2.4) to be tight for alli . Thus
r i = |Si | − 1, so thatfi is a minimal factorization ofσi . 
2.2.4 Transitive Factorizations
As mentioned previously, a factorization is transitive if and only if it has one component. It is
readily demonstrated that the bound of Proposition 2.2.9 is always attainable inthe transitive case.
(This is true for any number of components. The demonstration is similar but lengthi r.) For any
α = (α1, . . . , αk) ⊢ n we can express the generic permutation
π = (11 · · · α11)(1
2 · · · α22) · · · (1
k · · · αkk)
of cycle typeα as the product
π = (1k−11k) · · · (1213)(1112)(11 · · · α111
2 · · · α221
3 · · · αk−1k−11
k · · ·αkk).
Then-cycle on the far right of this product can be further factored (both minimally and transitively)
into n − 1 transpositions, giving a factorization ofπ into (n − 1) + (k − 1) = n + ℓ(π) − 2
transpositions. As these transpositions clearly act transitively on [n], the bound of Proposition 2.2.9
has been attained. Accordingly, we make the following definitions.
Definition 2.2.11. A transitive factorization ofπ ∈ Sn having exactly n+ ℓ(π) − 2 factors is said
to beminimal transitive. The number n+ ℓ(π) − 2 itself is known as thetransitive rank of π .
Intuitively we expect that, of then + ℓ(π) − 2 factors in a minimal transitive factorization of
π ∈ Sn, there must be exactlyn − 1 joins (for transitivity) andℓ(π) − 1 cuts (to obtainℓ(π) cycles
in the product). This intuition is proved correct by the following corollary ofProposition 2.2.9.
Corollary 2.2.12. A minimal transitive factorization ofπ ∈ Sn has n− 1 joins andℓ(π) − 1 cuts.
Proof. Suppose such a factorization hasC cuts andJ joins. Then, since it must have exactly
n + ℓ(π) − 2 factors, we haveC + J = n + ℓ(π) − 2. But Lemma 2.2.5 givesℓ(π) = n + C − J.
Solving this system givesC = ℓ(π) − 1 andJ = n − 1, as desired. 
Let f = (τr , . . . , τ1) be any transitive factorization ofπ ∈ Sn, not necessarily minimal. Then
certainlyr ≥ n + ℓ(π) − 2. Moreover, the parity restriction of Proposition 2.2.6 guarantees thatr
exceedsn + ℓ(π) − 2 by an even integer. This leads to the following definition.
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Definition 2.2.13. Let f be a transitive factorization ofπ ∈ Sn of length r. Thegenus of f is
the nonnegative integer g defined by r= (n + ℓ(π) − 2) + 2g. We write rg(α) for the number
n + ℓ(α) + 2g − 2 of factors in any genus g factorization of classα ⊢ n.
The reason for this peculiar choice of terminology will be made apparent later, in §2.4. We
emphasize that, by definition, a genusg factorization is transitive. Thus the phrases“genus 0
factorization” and“ minimal transitive factorization” are synonymous.
2.2.5 Additional Notes
With the possible exception of Proposition 2.2.9, the material of this section is folklore. In [29], it
is shown that a transitive factorizationf of π ∈ Sn has at leastn + ℓ(π) − 2 factors by considering
spanning trees of the graph off . This is Proposition 2.2.9 in the casec = 1. The approach followed
here is suggested in [70].
2.3 Enumeration of Factorizations and Hurwitz’s Problem
The study of factorizations has quite a long history, dating back at least to the late 19th century and
the work of Hurwitz, so a good deal is known about their structure and how to count them. In this
section we review some techniques which have been successfully applied toanalyzing these objects.
We begin by looking at a very general algebraic technique for counting factorizations, based on
computations in the group algebra of the symmetric group. In principle, this method is applicable
to the enumeration of factorizations of any prescribed length, but, in practice, i an be applied
only in the simplest circumstances. Next we turn our attention to transitive factorizati ns, our
principal objects of study. We present an elegant formula of Hurwitz forthe number of minimal
transitive factorizations of a permutation of arbitrary cycle type, and summarize one of its proofs.
The method of proof we discuss is based on a simple combinatorial decomposition, but is heavily
supported by a purely algebraic argument — one which seems to belie the simplicity of the formula
that it verifies. This having been said, the same method has recently been ext nded to factorizations
of higher genus with considerable success, and no alternative path to these new results is currently
known. We conclude the section by briefly commenting on a link between transitive factorizations
and geometry.
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2.3.1 Factorizations of a Prescribed Length
Let Fr (α) denote the number of factorizations (not necessarily transitive) of any permutationπ ∈ Cα
into exactlyr transpositions. We shall now quickly derive the generating series











of these numbers, wherep = (p1, p2, . . .) is a vector of indeterminates andpα = pα1 pα2 · · · for
α = (α1, α2, . . .).
If π ∈ Cα then observe that the connection coefficient [Kα] Kβ1 · · · Kβr of CSn is equal to
the number ofr -tuples (σ1, . . . , σr ) of permutations withσi ∈ Cβi that satisfyσ1 · · · σr = π .
(See §1.3.6.) In particular, we haveFr (α) = [Kα] (K[1n−2 2])r . One can exploit the relations (1.2)
between the orthogonal idempotents ofCSn and the class sums to express an arbitrary connection
coefficient as a character sum:
[Kα] Kβ1 · · · Kβr =
1
n!







χ θβ1 · · · χ
θ
βr
χ θα . (2.6)






f θ (ξθ )







χ θ[1n−2 2]. (2.7)
Recall that theSchur symmetric functions{sθ : θ ⊢ n} and thepower sum symmetric functions












We can therefore expressχ θα as a scaling of the coefficient ofpα in the resolution ofsθ into power
sums. By doing so, (2.7) leads to the expression









Equations (2.7) and (2.9) can, in principle, be used to determineFr (α). However, whileξθ
is easy to evaluate (see [51], p.118), the evaluation of the arbitrary character appearing in (2.7)
or, equivalently, the extraction of the required coefficient from (2.9),is generally intractable. One
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particularly nice exception is the special case whenα = (n), corresponding to factorizations of a
full cycle. In this case the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule implies thatχ θα vanishes unlessθ is ahookof
the form [1n−k k]. Straightforward computation using (2.7) then leads to the following result, which













(n − 2k − 1)r
factorizations of any full cycle ofSn into r transpositions. 
2.3.2 Transitive Factorizations and Hurwitz Numbers
It happens that the number of topologically inequivalent, almost simple,n-fold coverings of the
sphere by a Riemann surface of genusg i directly related to the number of genusg factorizations
in Sn. (A brief description of this connection can be found in §2.3.6.) It was in thiscontext
that the study of minimal transitive factorizations began, in the late 19th century, with Hurwitz’s
investigation of branched coverings of the sphere by the sphere.
Definition 2.3.2. We write Hg(α) for the number of genus g factorizations of any fixed permutation
π ∈ Cα. The numbers Hg(α) are known asHurwitz numbers. The generating series











wherep = (p1, p2, . . .) and pα = pα1 pα2 · · · , will be called theHurwitz series.
In the literature, various scalings of the numbersHg(α) are also referred to as Hurwitz numbers.
The determination of these numbers is commonly referred to as theHurwitz Enumeration Problem.
Note that the scaling factor|Cα| appearing in the series (2.10) is a natural one. Since there are
Hg(α) genusg factorizations of each of the|Cα| permutations in the conjugacy classCα, there are
|Cα|Hg(α) genusg factorizations of classα in total.
Recall that (2.7) counts factorizations only by their length and class, withoutregard to the num-
ber of components. However, since a multi-component factorization is a shuffling of the factors of a
collection of transitive ones, a standard exponential generating series argument for connected struc-
tures yields the following relationship between the classes of all factorizations and their transitive
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atoms:






With (2.7) or (2.9) this connection can, in principle, be used to determine the Hurwitz series, but one
is still confronted with all the computational pitfalls of the non-transitive case,nd the logarithm
now involved compounds these troubles further. Furthermore, this expression offers no combina-
torial insight into the nature of transitivity, nor is it amenable to simplification evenin cases where
simple formulas are known to exist, such as in genus 0.
Hurwitz [44] discovered the following remarkably simple formula for the number H0(α) of
minimal transitive (i.e. genus 0) factorizations of any permutation of cycle typeα.
Theorem 2.3.3(The Hurwitz Formula). For α = (α1, . . . , αm) ⊢ n we have
H0(α) = n









Hurwitz did not actually provide a complete proof of Theorem 2.3.3. This did not come until
a century later, when Goulden and Jackson [29] rediscovered and fully proved the formula. At
least three other proofs are now known, of analytic, geometric and combinatorial flavours. See the
Additional Notes at the end of this section further information.
Although obtained independently of Hurwitz’s work, the proof of Theorem 2.3.3 offered by
Goulden and Jackson begins with essentially the same combinatorial argumentthat Hurwitz had
followed. Through acut and joinanalysis (details will follow in §2.3.3) they develop a recurrence
relation for the numbersH0(α) in the form of a differential equation satisfied by8(g)(z, p, u).
By applying a change of variables and following an algebraic argument centred around Lagrange
inversion, they then demonstrate that the numbers generated by (2.12) satisfy this ame recurrence.
Finally, Theorem 2.3.3 is established by the uniqueness of solutions with given initial conditions.
Much more is known in the way of explicit formulae for Hurwitz numbers, but none of the higher
genus analogues of Theorem 2.3.3 shares its simple multiplicative form. Some furth r details can
be found in §2.3.7. Here we mention only the following evaluation of the specialHurwitz number
Hg((n)), which counts genusg factorizations of a fixed full cycle ofSn. The result was first
published in this form in [64].
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Theorem 2.3.4.For n ≥ 1 and any g≥ 0 we have
Hg((n)) =








Proof. This comes routinely from Theorem 2.3.1 upon settingr = rg((n)) = n − 1 + 2g. 
2.3.3 Lagrangian Structure in the Hurwitz Series
A recurrence relation forH0(α) is obtained by noting that the final factorτr in a minimal transi-
tive factorization f = (τr , . . . , τ1) must either be a cut of , and therefore cut an(i + j )-cycle
of τr −1 · · · τ1 into an i -cycle and aj -cycle, or be a join off , and do the reverse. In the former
case,(τr −1, . . . , τr ) is a transitive factorization, while in the latter it has exactly two components.
Thus deleting the final factorτr , and considering these two cases separately, leads to the following






















A good amount of technical work is required to show that ifH0(α) is given by (2.12) then8(0) does
indeed satisfy this differential equation. The verification in [29] involves complicated summations
and essential use of Lagrange’s implicit function theorem. One particular implic tly defined series








Now lets = s(z, p) be the unique formal power series solution of the functional equation
s = zexpφ0(s, p). (2.14)
This series arises in the verification of (2.13) as a result of the many connetio s between it and






8(0)(z, p, 1) = φ0(s, p), (2.15)
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which can be verified using Lagrange inversion and (2.12). Note that theindeterminateu has
been suppressed. This does not result in a loss of information, asu c n be recovered through
8(g)(z, p, u) = u2g−28(g)(uz, up, 1). We shall comment on possible combinatorial interpretations
of (2.15) later, in §2.4.2.
Recently, these results have been generalized to factorizations of arbitrary genus. The following
theorem of Goulden, Jackson and Vakil [34] demonstrates that the strong link between factorizations
and the series(z, p) persists for all genera.
Theorem 2.3.5.Let8(g)(z, p) = 8(g)(z, p, 1). For each i≥ 0 set


















log(1 − φ1(s, p))−1 − φ0(s, p)
)
,











K gθ φθ1(s, p)φθ2(s, p) · · · ,
where the innermost summation is over all partitionsθ = (θ1, θ2, . . .) ⊢ n of length e− 2(g − 1)
having no part equal to 1, and where the coefficients Kgθ are known rational constants. 
The rational constantsK gθ in the theorem are, up to sign, important numbers known asHodge
integralswhich properly belong to the realm of algebraic geometry. Their appearance here reflects
the deep connections between the combinatorics of the symmetric group and geometry. See the
Additional Notes for further references.
2.3.4 Labelled Trees
A standard combinatorial argument shows that the generating seriesw = w(x, u) counting rooted
vertex-labelled trees with respect to number of vertices (marked byx) and edges (marked byu)
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satisfies the functional equation
w = xeuw. (2.16)








and thus there arenn−1 rooted trees on labelled vertices. Reversing the rooting process by dividing
by n immediately gives the following theorem, typically credited to Cayley [10].
Theorem 2.3.6.There are nn−2 trees on n labelled vertices. 
Of course, there arenn doubly rooted trees on vertices and, in general,nn+i labelled trees
with i + 2 independently marked vertices. Numbers of the formnn+i might therefore be calledtree
numbers. The appearance of such numbers in Hurwitz’s formula (2.12) makes it unurprising that
the seriesw of (2.17) will play a fundamental rôle in our analysis of transitive factorizations.
Definition 2.3.7. Throughout this chapter the symbolw will be used exclusively as defined in(2.17).
We refer tow = w(x, u) as thetree series.
Implicit differentiation of (2.16) yields the following useful formula for the generating series








Combinatorially, this is reflected by the observation that the unique directed pah between the roots
of a doubly rooted tree decomposes the tree into an ordered sequence ofrooted trees.
2.3.5 The Symmetrized Hurwitz Series










1 · · · x
απ(m)
m if ℓ(α) = m,
0 otherwise,
(2.19)
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extended linearly to act on all series in thepi ’s. Then, withx = (x1, . . . , xm), let 9
(g)
m (x, u) be the
image of8(g)(1, p, u) under5m. It follows that















In genus 0, Theorem 2.3.3 can be used to obtain an expression for the symmetrized Hurwitz series
in terms of the tree series. Before stating this result, we first introduce some furth r notation.
Definition 2.3.8. The symbolwi will be used throughout this chapter to denote the seriesw(xi , u).
That is,wi = wi (xi , u) is the unique series solution to the functional equationwi = xi euwi .
Theorem 2.3.9.Let m≥ 1 and, for1 ≤ i ≤ m, letwi = w(xi , u). Then














Proof. Use Theorem 2.3.3 together with (2.17) and (2.20). 










so that Theorem 2.3.9 can be rewritten as














For m ≥ 3, this expresses9(0)m (x, u) as a rational function in the tree seriesw1, . . . , wm. The
situation is similar for all genera. In light of Theorem 2.3.5, it is known that














for all m ≥ 1 andg ≥ 1, whereP(g)m (a1, . . . , am) is a unique symmetric polynomial of total degree
m + 3g − 3. In fact, for the partitionα = (α1, . . . , αm) we have
Hg(α) = P
(g)
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Further details can be found in [33] and [34]. A primary goal of this thesisis to explain the combi-
natorial significance of the dependence of9(g)m (x, u) on the tree seriesw.
2.3.6 Geometry and Hurwitz Numbers
Below we provide a sketch of the connection between the combinatorics of transitive factorizations
and the geometry of branched coverings. Our description is not intendedto b technically complete.
For more extensive coverage, see [69], [22], or [19]. These references are listed in increasing order
of the level of detail they provide.
Let S2 be the Riemann sphere, or, equivalently, the extended complex planeC ∪ {∞} with its
usual topology. Abranched n-fold covering of the sphere by a surfaceS of given genus is a non-
constant meromorphic functionf : S−→ S2 such that| f −1(p)| = n for all but a finite number of
points p ∈ S2. The pointsp for which | f −1(p)| < n are calledbranch points of the covering, and
all others areregular points. The numbern is also called thedegreeof the covering. For example,
the mapz 7→ z2 is a degree 2 branched covering of the sphere by the sphere with branch points 0
and∞. The coveringf ′ : S−→S2 is equivalent to f if there is a homeomorphismφ : S−→ Ssuch
that f = f ′φ.
For eachp ∈ S2 there is a partitionα = [1a12a2 · · · ] ⊢ n, called thebranching type of p, such
that f behaves likez 7→ zi locally around exactlyai of the points in f −1(p). Regular points are
those with branching type [1n], and a branch point with branching type [1n−2 2] is said to besimple.
An almost simplecovering is one in which all branch points, except possibly one, are simple.
Roughly speaking, one can view a branchedn-fold covering of the sphere asn labelled sheets
(i.e. copies of the extended complex plane) wrapped about the sphere in sucha way that they interact
over only a finite number of points. These points are the branch points of thecover. The manner in
which the sheets interact over a given branch pointp is dictated by a permutationπ ∈ Sn of the
their labels. In particular, starting on sheeti , a counterclockwise tour on the covering surface over
p will terminate on sheetπ(i ). The cycle type ofπ is the branching type ofp. For example,π is
the identity precisely whenp has branching type [1n], in which casep is a regular point and the
sheets overp are mutually disjoint. Ifπ is a transposition, then the branching type ofp is [1n−2 2],
so thatp is a simple branch point. In this case, only two sheets interact overp.
If P1, . . . , Pm are the branch points of a degreen covering f , andπ1, . . . , πm are their associated
permutations, then the consistency relationι = π1 · · · πm can be deduced geometrically. In the case
whereP1, . . . , Pm−1 are simple branch points, so thatπi is a transpositionτi for 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1,
it follows thatπm = τm−1 · · · τ1. Thus we obtain fromf a factorization ofπm into transpositions.
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Moreover, this factorization is transitive precisely whenf is aconnectedcovering, and its genus is
the genus of the covering surface.
Up to a known scaling that accounts for the (artificial) labelling of sheets, theHurwitz number
Hg(α) is therefore seen to count inequivalent, connected, almost simple, degree n coverings of
the sphere by a surface of genusg, for which ∞ has branching typeα. The formularg(a) =
n + ℓ(α) + 2g − 2 for the length of the corresponding factorizations is, in the geometrical context,
a consequence of theRiemann-Hurwitz formula.
2.3.7 Additional Notes
The application of representation theory to the problem of enumerating permutation factorizations
was initiated by Hurwitz [44], who showed that the answers to such problemscould be expressed
in terms of the irreducible characters ofSn. Equation (2.9) appears in [29]. In fact, Goulden
and Jackson used this expression and (2.11) to generate the data which led them to conjecture the
Hurwitz formula. (Hurwitz’s work was not known to them at the time.) Mednykh[52, 53] also
gives a complete solution of the general Hurwitz enumeration problem in terms of complicated
expressions involving character sums.
Computations inCSn like those of §2.3.1 were first used by Stanley [66] to count factorizations
of permutations into full cycles. Jackson [47] applied these same methods to obtain more general
results, including Theorem 2.3.1. A combinatorial proof of Theorem 2.3.1 can be found in [25].
Hurwitz first stated the formula bearing his name in [45]. His work was largelyforgotten for
nearly a century, during which time various authors rediscovered the formula, in whole or in part.
Dénes [13] showed combinatorially thatH0((n)) = nn−2, and the physicists Crescimanno and
Taylor [12] found the expressionH0([1n]) = nn−3(2n − 2)!. Arnol’d [2] was able to obtain a
formula for H0((p, q)). A detailed exposition of Goulden and Jackson’s proof of Theorem 2.3.3is
contained in [57]. Hurwitz himself had obtained (2.13), in the form of a recurr nce, but did not fully
prove that it is satisfied by the numbers that bear his name. He did, however, provide insight on how
such a proof might proceed. Strehl offers a possible reconstruction of Hurwitz’s ideas in [70].
Bousquet-Ḿelou and Schaeffer [8] have recently derived the Hurwitz formula, in full generality,
as a consequence of a bijection between a class of factorizations more gene al than those considered
here and certain rooted trees. Their proof of the formula is not truly bijective, however, as the final
stage of their argument requires inclusion-exclusion to restrict to factoriza ions into transpositions.
We defer further discussion on their approach until §3.2.7. At the time of writing, no bijective proof
of Theorem 2.3.3 has been found.
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Branched coverings of the sphere have been counted by analytic methodsthat altogether avoid
Hurwitz’s encoding of the problem in terms of permutation factorizations. In particular, singularity
theory and the analysis of theLyashko-Looijenga maphave led to substantial results. Briefly, the
Lyashko-Looijenga map assigns to a meromorphic functionf the polynomial whose roots are the
critical values off . When its domain is restricted to almost simplen-fold coverings of the sphere by
a surface of genusg for which ∞ has branched typeα ⊢ n, the Lyashko-Looijenga map is a finite
covering of the space of monic polynomials of degreerg(α) = n+ℓ(α)+2g−2. The degree of this
covering bears a simple relation to the Hurwitz numberHg(α), and can be computed through other
methods. The formula forH0(n) follows from Looijenga’s inaugural work [50]. This was extended
by Arnol’d [1] to evaluateH0((p, q)), and then by Goryunov and Lando [23] to arrive at the general
formula for H0(α), with arbitraryα. Later, in the seminal paper [17], Ekedahl, Lando, Shapiro,
and Vainshtein pushed these ideas much further to prove that the Hurwitz numbers (of all genera)
are related to particularHodge integrals, which are intersection numbers for the Chern classes of
certain line bundles on the moduli space of complex curves.
Vakil [72] has also given a proof of the Hurwitz formula in the context of enumerative geometry.
Using the theory of stable maps, he derives recursions satisfied byHg(α), for arbitraryα, in genera
g = 0 andg = 1. He then observes that these recursions are also satisfied by the solutions of
certain straightforward graph enumeration problems. Forg = 0, counting the relevant graphs leads
to Theorem 2.3.3. Wheng = 1, the graph counting problem also admits a closed form solution,
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Hereα = (α1, . . . , αm) is a partition ofn andei is the i -th elementary symmetric function evalu-
ated at(α1, . . . , αm). Although the classes of labelled graphs that are enumerated to obtain these
results are very simple to describe, no bijection between them and factorizations has been found.
Combinatorializing the geometric argument that leads to Vakil’s recursions appears to be difficult.
The formula above was originally conjectured by Goulden and Jackson in [33], and also proved by
them in [30] using methods completely different from Vakil’s. See also Appendix B.
Theorem 2.3.4 is first stated explicitly in [64], though the result upon which itis based (namely,
Theorem 2.3.1) appears earlier in [47] and [25]. The proof given in [64] is identical to that of [47],
but the the connection with geometry was not observed in the latter paper. Formulas forH1((p, q))
for special values ofp andq are also given in [64].
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Minimal transitive factorizations are also known to be related to parking functions. In particular,
[6] contains a bijection between parking functions and minimal factorizations of full cycles, thus
giving another proof thatH0((n)) = nn−2. More recently, a bijection betweenprimeparking func-
tions and transitive factorizations of class(1, n − 1) has been found by Kim and Seo [48], thereby
proving thatH0((n − 1, 1)) = (n − 1)n. Their methods have been extended by Rattan [60].
2.4 Graphical Representation of Factorizations
None of the approaches to the enumeration of factorizations described in the previous section is
fully satisfying from a purely combinatorial perspective, as each relies on algebraic arguments for
which no combinatorial interpretation is known. In fact, at present, there isno known bijective
proof of Theorem 2.3.3, despite its strikingly simple form. We wish to better understand Hurwitz’s
formula from a combinatorial standpoint.
In this section we introduce a general, graphical representation of factorizati ns that we shall
exploit throughout the remainder of the chapter (indeed, throughout thisentire thesis). We begin
with Dénes’ well known encoding of minimal factorizations of full cycles as vertex- and edge-
labelled trees. The balance of the section is devoted to extending of this encoding t give bijections
between arbitrary factorizations and certain classes of labelled maps.
2.4.1 Counting Minimal Factorizations
Let π be a full cycle inSn. Sinceπ acts transitively on [n], every factorization ofπ is transitive.
In particular, minimal transitive factorizations ofπ are identified with minimal factorizations ofπ ,
which are precisely the factorizations of lengthn − 1.
Dénes [13] discovered the following formula for the numberH0((n)) of minimal transitive fac-
torizations of the full cycle(1 2 · · · n). The formula is interesting in its own right, but the method
of proof is truly intriguing. We shall actually reprove this result in a more general setting in §2.4.7,
so some details are suppressed in the proof given here.
Theorem 2.4.1(Dénes). There are nn−2 minimal transitive factorizations of any full cycle inSn.
Sketch proof:Let f = (τn−1, . . . , τ1) be a minimal (transitive) factorization of a full cycle inSn,
whereτi = (ai bi ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Construct the graphT f having labelled vertices{1, 2, . . . , n}
and edges{{ai bi } : 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1}. Assign labeli to edge{ai , bi }, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Note
that the transitivity off impliesT f is connected. ThusT f is a vertex- and edge-labelled tree. This


















Figure 2.1: The tree corresponding to the factorization (2.23).
construction is reversible, andf 7→ T f is seen to be a bijection between minimal factorizations of
full cycles in Sn and vertex- and edge-labelled trees onn vertices. As there arenn−2 trees onn
labelled vertices, and(n−1)! edge labellings of each, there are(n−1)! nn−2 minimal factorizations
of full cycles in Sn. The result follows by symmetry, since there are(n − 1)! full cycles onn
symbols. 
Example 2.4.2.For example, the tree corresponding to the factorization
(1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9) = (1 6)(3 4)(6 9)(1 5)(2 4)(6 8)(1 4)(7 6) (2.23)
under D́enes’ correspondence is drawn in Figure 2.1. 
Consider now a minimal factorizationf of the permutationπ ∈ Sn. From Corollary 2.2.10, a
minimal factorization ofπ is a shuffling of minimal factorizations of its disjoint cycles. Ifπ has cy-
cle type(α1, . . . , αm), then by Theorem 2.4.1 its cycles can be minimally factored inα
α1−2










proves the following result, which can also be found in [13].








minimal factorizations of any permutationπ having cycle type(α1, . . . , αm) ⊢ n. 
This result can also be put in a graphical context. By mimicking Dénes’ proof, we find that
minimal factorizations of classα = (α1, . . . , αm) ⊢ n are in correspondence with vertex- and edge-
labelled forests consisting of treesT1, . . . , Tm havingα1, . . . , αm vertices, respectively. It is easy to
count such forests and, upon doing so and dividing by a symmetry factor, we obtain Corollary 2.4.3.






















Figure 2.2: The graph of the factorization (2.24).
2.4.2 The Graph of a Factorization
Let f = (τr , . . . , τ1) be a factorization inSn with factorsτi = (ai bi ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r . Following
the proof of Theorem 2.4.1, we construct a graphG f on the vertices{1, 2, . . . , n} by interpreting
the transpositionτi as the edge{ai , bi }, for 1 ≤ i ≤ r , and assigning this edge the labeli . Factors
occurring more than once inf correspond to multiple edges ofG f .
We refer toG f as thegraph of f . For example, Figure 2.2 shows the graph of the factorization
(1 2 3 4 5)(6 7 8 9 10) = (6 7)(2 8)(4 5)(8 9)(2 7)(3 4)(1 2)(1 9)(3 4)(2 5)(9 10)(3 5). (2.24)
Clearly,G f completely encodes the factorizationf . Thus f 7→ G f is a one-one correspondence
between factorizations inSn of lengthr and loopless graphs onn labelled vertices andr labelled
edges.
Dénes’ combinatorial derivation of the number of minimal transitive factorizations f a full
cycle (Theorem 2.4.1) naturally compels us to seek a similar proof of the more gen ral Hurwitz
formula. In analogy with the graphical derivation of Corollary 2.4.3, it is reasonable to conjecture
that the factorsααii in Hurwitz’s formula correspond to tree-like structures in the graph of a minimal
transitive factorization. The factor(n + ℓ(α) − 2)! probably again corresponds to an edge-labelling
of this graph, but the factornℓ(α)−3 seems difficult to explain combinatorially; in particular, the
appearance ofn−3 may well correspond to an elusive symmetry.
The simple relationship (2.15) between the generating series for transitive factorizations and
the implicitly defined series of (2.14) also calls for a combinatorial explanation along these lines.
For instance, the differential operator on the left-hand side of (2.15) corresponds to the marking
of two vertices in the graph of a factorization. The seriess, on the other hand, is reminiscent of
the functional equationT = zeT for the generating seriesT = T(z) for labelled rooted trees. In
fact, the numbernn of doubly-rooted labelled trees onn vertices appears inφ0(s, p), and so the
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indeterminatepn may serve to record the number of trees of a given size that should be pasted
together to form the graph of a factorization. No such combinatorial understanding of the r̂ole
of s is currently known, though the interest in finding one is underscored by the ubiquity ofs in
Theorem 2.3.5. The connections with geometry mentioned there,viz. Hodge integrals, suggest
that such an understanding could bring with it fresh combinatorial insight into the geometry of the
moduli space of curves.
Despite all this tantalizing combinatorial structure, the only transitive factorizations currently
understood from a natural combinatorial standpoint are genus 0 factorizati ns of full cycles, for
which Theorem 2.4.1 provides a simple characterization. (Schaeffer andothers [41, 58] have given
combinatorial interpretations of certain computations inCSn that enable them to count factoriza-
tions of full cycles of arbitrary genus, but their approach is not particularly satisfying, as the com-
binatorics seems far from natural.) Our investigation of the graphs of factoriza i ns is motivated
by a desire to extend this understanding and, in particular, to explain the significance of tree-like
structure in factorizations.
2.4.3 Carriers and Orbits
Observe that the set of edges incident with a vertexv in the graph off = (τr , . . . , τ1) corresponds
with the set of factors off which move the symbolv. That is,δ(v) = {e ∈ [r ] : τe(v) 6= v}. We
shall use this basic connection to translate properties of a factorization into properties of its graph.
For completeness, we begin with a formal proof of the fact that connectivity of G f characterizes
transitivity of f . More generally, it can be shown that the connected components ofG f are the
graphs of the components off .
Proposition 2.4.4. A factorization is transitive if and only if its graph is connected.
Proof. Let f = (τr , . . . , τ1) be a factorization ofπ ∈ Sn and letS = 〈 τ1, . . . , τr 〉. Recall thatf
is transitive if and only ifSacts transitively on [n].
Suppose first thatG f is connected. Then for anya, b ∈ [n] with a 6= b there must be a walk
v0, e0, . . . , ek, vk+1 in G f from v0 = a to vk+1 = b. Thus we haveτej = (v j v j +1) for all 0 ≤ j < k,
and so the productσ = τek · · · τe1 ∈ Ssatisfiesσ(a) = b. HenceSacts transitively on [n].
Assume now thatf is transitive and choosea, b ∈ [n] with a 6= b. Then there is some product
σ = τem · · · τe0 ∈ S satisfyingσ(a) = b, and this product determines a walk froma to b in G f as
follows: Let τei0 be the first (rightmost) factor that movesv0 = a, and setv1 = τei0(v0). Now let
τei1 be the first factor afterτei0 which movesv1, and setv2 = τei1(v1). Proceed in this manner until





































Figure 2.3: (A) The carrier and (B) the orbit of vertex 1 in the graph of afactorization.
a vertexvk is obtained such that no factor afterτeik movesvk+1. By construction we have
vk+1 = (τeik · · · τei0)(v0) = (τem · · · τe0)(v0) = σ(a) = b,
and hencev0, ei0, v1, ei1, · · · , vk, eik, vk+1 is a walk froma to b. ThereforeG f is connected. 
The construction in the second half of the proof of Proposition 2.4.4 can beapplied to the
productπ = τr · · · τ1 and anyv ∈ [n] to define a walkv0, e0, · · · , ek, vk+1 in G f from v0 = v
to vk+1 = π(v). More precisely, this walk is uniquely determined by the conditionsv0 = v,





minδ(v0) if i = 0,
min{e ∈ δ(vi ) : e > ei−1} if 0 < i < k,
maxδ(vk+1) if i = k.
(2.25)
We call this walk thecarrier of v. Figure 2.3A illustrates the carrier ofv = 1 in the graph of a
factorization ofπ = (1 2 3)(4 5)(6 7 8 9). Notice that it starts atv and ends atπ(v) = 2, with edge
labels increasing along the walk.
If v lies on the cycle(v π(v) · · · πm(v)), then concatenating the carriers ofv, π(v), . . . , πm(v)
results in a closed walk which we call theorbit of v. Of course, the orbit ofv is equivalent to the
orbit of πs(v) for anys. Figure 2.3B illustrates the orbit ofv = 1 in the graph of a factorization
of π = (1 2 3)(4 5)(6 7 8 9). It is obtained by concatenating the carriers ofv = 1, π(v) = 2, and
π2(v) = 3. Hollow vertices mark the endpoints of these carriers. Note that the orbit traverses edge
8 twice, once in each direction.
The following lemma serves to identify a closed walk inG f as an orbit.
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Lemma 2.4.5. Let f be a factorization ofπ and let W= ((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦ be a closed walk





minδ(vi ) if ei−1 = maxδ(vi ),
min{e ∈ δ(vi ) : e > ei−1} otherwise,
(2.26)
are satisfied, then W is the orbit of some vertexv. In particular, if D = {i : ei−1 ≥ ei } and
D◦ = (i0, . . . , im)◦, then(vi0 vi1 · · · vim) is a cycle ofπ and W is the orbit ofvi0.
Proof. First observe thatk > 0 sinceG f is loopless. It follows thatD 6= ∅, as otherwise we
would havee0 < . . . < ek < e0 with k > 0. Choose anys and setp = is and q = is+1.
Then the inequalitiesep−1 ≥ ep andeq−1 ≥ eq, together with the conditions (2.26), imply that
ep = minδ(vp), eq−1 = maxδ(vq), andei = min{e ∈ δ(vi ) : e > ei−1} for p < i < q − 1. Thus
the walkvp, ep, . . . , vq−1, eq−1, vq satisfies conditions (2.25). It is therefore the carrier ofvp. It
follows thatvis+1 = π(vis) for all s and thatW is the concatenation of the carriers ofvi0, vi1, . . . , vim.
Finally, the condition(ei−1, vi , ei ) 6= (ej −1, v j , ej ) for i 6= j ensures that none of these carriers
coincide. Therefore(vi0 vi1 . . . vim) is a cycle ofπ andW is the orbit ofvi0. 
2.4.4 The Map of a Factorization
Let G be a connected, loopless, vertex- and edge-labelled graph, withn vertices andm edges.
Through the correspondence described below,G is associated with a unique loopless, vertex- and
edge-labelled map.
Let L be the set of all 2m symbols of the formev in which edgee is incident with vertexv of
G . For each edge = {u, v} of G , let τe be the transposition(eu ev) ∈ SL . For each vertexv, let cv
be thek-cycle(ev1 · · · e
v
k) ∈ SL , where(e1, . . . , ek)
◦ = δ(v)◦. Let ν =
∏
v∈V cv andǫ =
∏
e∈E τe.
Then the pair(ǫ, ν) is a rotation system on the symbolsL. Moreover, sinceG is connected, this
rotation system is transitive. (An argument similar to the proof of Proposition 2.4.4 formally proves
this claim.) By Theorem 1.3.4,(ǫ, ν) corresponds to a unique loopless map with half-edges labelled
by L. These half-edge labels induce vertex labels and edge labels in the obvious way, and so we
obtain a loopless, vertex- and edge-labelled map whose skeleton isG . We writeM (G ) for this map.
Example 2.4.6.Consider the graphG presented in Figure 2.4A. The corresponding transitive rota-
tion system is(ǫ, ν), where































Figure 2.4: Constructing the map of a factorization from its graph.
ǫ = (12 13)(21 25)(32 34)(41 42)(51 54)(62 65)
ν = (21 41 51)(12 32 42 62)(13)(34 54)(25 65).
For example, edge 3 ofG contributes the transpositionτ3 = (2 4) to ǫ and vertex 2 contributes the
4-cyclec2 = (12 32 42 62) to ν. Figure 2.4B illustrates the (planar) half-edge-labelled map corre-
sponding to this rotation system through Theorem 1.3.4. Finally, Figure 2.4C shows the loopless,
vertex- and edge-labelled mapM (G ) associated withG . The two internal faces of this map have
been shaded to underscore the distinction between it and the original graph. Notice that the edge
labels encountered along a clockwise tour around any vertex appear in cyclic increasing order. 
We now define therotator of a vertex in an edge-labelled map, a fundamental construct that is
analogous to a circulator in a half-edge-labelled map.
Definition 2.4.7. LetM be an edge-labelled map. Therotator of a vertexv of M is the cyclic list
of edge labels encountered along a clockwise tour of small radius aboutv.
For example, in the map of Figure 2.4C, the rotators of vertices 1 and 2 are, respectively,
(2, 4, 5)◦ and(1, 3, 4, 6)◦. In general, observe thatM (G ) is constructed so thatδ(v)◦ is the rotator
of vertexv. ThusG 7→ M (G ) is a bijection between connected, loopless, vertex- and edge-labelled
graphs and loopless, vertex- and edge-labelled maps whose rotators are increasing.
By virtue of Proposition 2.4.4, it follows thatf 7→ M (G f ) is a bijection between transitive
factorizations and loopless, vertex- and edge-labelled maps with increasing rotators.
Definition 2.4.8. The mapM (G f ) corresponding to the transitive factorization f is called themap
of f , and will be denoted simply byM f .We writeMAP for the bijection f 7→ M f .
























































Figure 2.5: Graphs and maps of the factorizations (2.27) and (2.28).
Example 2.4.9.Figure 2.5A displays the graph (on the left) and map (on the right) of the factoriza-
tion
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5) = (2 4)(3 4)(4 5)(3 5)(2 4)(1 5)(2 5)(1 2), (2.27)
and Figure 2.5B does the same for the factorization
(1)(2 3)(4 5) = (3 4)(2 4)(2 4)(4 5)(1 5)(2 5)(3 5)(1 2). (2.28)
Notice that the map of the latter factorization is of genus 1, despite the fact thatthe graphs of both
factorizations are planar. In fact, both factorizations have genus equal to that of their map. This is
not a coincidence. As we shall see in §2.4.6, the bijectionMAP generally preserves genus. 
2.4.5 Edge-Labelled Maps and Descent Structure
In what follows, we shall be concerned only with maps that arise from factorizations. Since every
such map is loopless and edge-labelled with increasing rotators, it will avoid agreat deal of re-
dundancy to absorb these two properties into the definition of a map. Unless otherwise stated, the
following conditions are assumed throughout the remainder of Chapter 2.
• All maps are loopless.
• All maps are edge-labelled in such a way that rotators are increasing.




























Figure 2.6: Descent structure of the map of the factorization (2.29).
For instance, under these conventions, the correspondenceMAP is a bijection between transitive
factorizations and vertex-labelled maps. We now introduce some fundamental d finitions that apply
to any (loopless, edge-labelled) map.
Let F be a face of the mapM , and let((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦ be the boundary walk ofF . If
ei−1 ≥ ei , then we call the pair(ei−1, ei ) a descentof face F , and we say that vertexvi is at a
descentof F . The corner(ei−1, vi , ei ) of F identified by the descent(ei−1, ei ) is called adescent
corner. The set{vi : ei−1 ≥ ei } of all vertices at descents ofF is said to be thedescent setof F .
There is a natural cyclic ordering of this set, obtained by listing the vertices inthe order in which
they appear along the boundary walk ofF . The resulting cyclic sequence is called thedescent cycle
of F . Finally, since the rotator of every vertex is increasing, each vertex is ata descent of exactly
one face. Thus the descent sets of the faces ofM are disjoint and partition the vertex set. IfM has
mi faces withi descents, then [1m12m2 · · · ] is called thedescent partitionof M .
Example 2.4.10.Figure 2.6 illustrates these definitions with the mapM f of the factorization
(5 6)(9 12)(6 14)(3 13)(2 8)(4 12)(2 6)(9 11)(1 8)(6 7)(3 12)(2 13)(9 10)(5 14)(4 8) (2.29)
of π = (1 2 3 4)(5)(6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14). The boundary walk of the shaded faceF of this map
is highlighted; the direction of traversal keepsF on the left and pivots clockwise at each vertex.
Formally, the boundary walk is
((v0, e0), . . . , (v7, e7))
◦ = ((1, 7), (8, 11), (2, 4), (13, 12), (3, 5), (12, 10), (4, 1), (8, 7))◦,
which has four descents, namely(11, 4), (12, 5), (10, 1), and(7, 7). Vertex labels have been placed
at descent corners throughout the figure. In particular, vertices 1, 2, 3 and 4 are at descents ofF , so
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that F has descent set{1, 2, 3, 4}. The descent cycle ofF is seen to be(1, 2, 3, 4)◦. Since the other
faces ofM f have 1 and 9 descents, the descent partition ofM f is (9, 4, 1) ⊢ 14.
Notice that the boundary walk ofF is simply the orbit of vertex 1. Moreover, this orbit is
the concatenation of the carriers of the vertices 1, 2, 3, and 4 that are atd scents ofF . With
Lemma 2.4.5, this explains the coincidence of the descent cycle ofF and the cycle(1 2 3 4) of the
target permutationπ . These observations will be formalized in §2.4.6, below. 
2.4.6 A Bijection Between Factorizations and Maps
The following theorem is central to our discussion. It describes how the genus and class of a
factorization are encoded in its map.
Theorem 2.4.11.The correspondenceMAP : f 7→ M f restricts to a bijection between genus g
factorizations of classα and genus g vertex-labelled maps with descent partitionα. Moreover, if f
is a factorization ofπ ∈ Sn, then the descent cycles ofM f coincide with the cycles ofπ .
Proof. We have already seen thatMAP is a bijection between transitive factorizations and vertex-
labelled maps. Thus we need only show that the map of a genusg factorization of classα is indeed
of genusg with descent partitionα.
Let f be a genusg factorization ofπ ∈ Cα. Let F be a face ofM f and let((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦
be its boundary walk. Then this walk passes each corner ofF exactly once, so that(ei−1, vi , ei ) 6=
(ej −1, v j , ej ) for i 6= j . Furthermore, sinceM f is loopless we can assert unambiguously thatei
immediately followsei−1 in the rotator of vertexvi . But the rotator ofvi is δ(vi )





minδ(vi ) if ei−1 = maxδ(vi ),
min{e ∈ δ(vi ) : e > ei−1} otherwise.
Let D = {i : ei−1 ≥ ei } index the descents ofF , and letD◦ = (i0, . . . , im)◦. Then(vi0, . . . , vim)
◦ is
the descent cycle ofF , and Lemma 2.4.5 implies that this coincides with a cycle ofπ . Since every
vertex is at a descent of exactly one face, this correspondence between faces ofM f and cycles ofπ
is one-one. In particular, the descent partition ofM f coincides with the cycle type ofπ .
Finally, supposeα ⊢ n. ThenM f hasn vertices andℓ(α) faces, as its descent partition isα.
Since f must be of lengthrg(α) = n + ℓ(α) + 2g − 2 we find thatM f also hasn + ℓ(α) + 2g − 2
edges. The Euler-Poincaré formula identifiesg as the genus ofM f . 
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Observe that Theorem 2.4.11 identifies the Hurwitz series8(g)(z, p, u), defined in (2.10), as the
generating series for genusg vertex-labelled maps with respect to labelled vertices (marked byz),
labelled edges (marked byu), and descent partition (marked byp).
Let f be a transitive factorization. The edge-labelling ofM f determines the descent structure
of M f , and hence, by Theorem 2.4.11, the class off . Relabelling the vertices ofM f results in
a new map whose associated factorization is of the same class asf . The next proposition shows
that relabelling almost always results in a map distinct fromM f , which in turn corresponds to a
factorization distinct fromf .
Proposition 2.4.12.A map on n6= 2 vertices has no nontrivial automorphisms.
Proof. Supposeφ is a nontrivial automorphism of the mapM . Sinceφ preserves edge-labels, it
cannot fix all vertices. Letu andv be distinct vertices withφ(u) = v. Thenu andv must have the
same rotator, since isomorphisms preserve rotators. This impliesu andv are adjacent to each other,
and nothing else. ThusM has exactly two vertices. 
Corollary 2.4.13. Let α ⊢ n, where n 6= 2. Then there are|Cα|Hg(α)/n! genus g maps with
descent partitionα.
Proof. Let Mg(α) be the number of genusg maps with descent partitionα. If n 6= 2, the propo-
sition implies there aren!Mg(α) vertex-labelled genusg maps with descent partitionα. By The-
orem 2.4.11, there are the same number of genusg factorizations of classα. That is,n!Mg(α) =
|Cα|Hg(α). 
The corollary may leave some doubt as to the nature of maps on only two vertices. Th next
proposition provides a full description of these maps, and will be used later.
Proposition 2.4.14.For g ≥ 0, there are exactly two maps with only two vertices. One of these
maps has one face and2g + 1 edges, and the other has two faces and2g + 2 edges.
Proof. The two possible vertex labellings of map on two vertices are obviously equivalent. Thus
the number of genusg maps on two vertices with descent partitionα ⊢ 2 is equal to the number
of genusg factorizations of classα. If α = (2), then(1 2) = (1 2)2g+1 is clearly the only such
factorization, where the notation(1 2)k meansk copies of the factor(1 2). If α = (1, 1), then
(1)(2) = (1 2)2g+2 is the only factorization. 
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The previous proposition establishes a (trivial) topological result through the link between fac-
torizations and maps forged by Theorem 2.4.11. Generally speaking, ouroverall purpose is to ex-
ploit this link in the opposite direction and investigate factorizations through theirassociated maps.
We now consider a brief example that may illustrate the usefulness of this enterprise.
Letσ ∈ Sn. Then permuting the vertex labels of a mapM by replacingi with σ(i ) is equivalent
to conjugating the factors of the factorizationf corresponding toM . That is, if f = (τr , . . . , τ1),
then the relabelled map corresponds to the factorization(στr σ−1, . . . , σ τ1σ−1). Proposition 2.4.12,
which essentially states that all vertex labellings of a map are inequivalent, is therefore equivalent
to the following result. The proof given here is based entirely inSn, and should be compared with
the simple topological proof of Proposition 2.4.12.
Proposition 2.4.15.Let f = (τr , . . . , τ1) be a transitive factorization ofπ ∈ Sn. For σ ∈ Sn, let
fσ = (στr σ−1, . . . , σ τ1σ−1). Then fσ1 = fσ2 impliesσ1 = σ2, except in the case n= 2.
Proof. Whenn = 2, eachτi is the transposition(1 2) and so fσ1 = fσ2 for all σ1, σ2 ∈ S2. Now
let n > 2, and suppose thatfσ1 = fσ2 for σ1 6= σ2. Thenτi ρ = ρτi for eachi = 1, . . . , r , where
ρ = σ2σ
−1
1 . Sinceρ 6= ι there is some transpositionτ j = (a b) such thatρ does not fix botha and
b. But (a b)ρ = ρ(a b), so it follows thatρ(a) = b andρ(b) = a. Since f is transitive andn > 2
there must be a factorτk equal to either(a c) or (b c), wherec 6= a, b. Suppose, without loss of
generality, thatτk = (a c). Then(a c)ρ = ρ(a c). But ρ(a c) sendsa to ρ(c), while (a c)ρ sendsa
to b, sinceρ(a) = b 6= c. Thusρ(a) = ρ(c), which gives the contradictiona = c. 
2.4.7 Genus 0 Factorizations of Full Cycles
When applied in the genus 0 case withα = (n), Theorem 2.4.11 shows that the number of min-
imal transitive factorizations of full cycles inSn is equal to the number of vertex-labelled pla-
nar maps with one face. Such maps correspond with vertex- and edge-labell d trees, so we have
|C(n)| H0((n)) = (n − 1)! nn−2, or H0((n)) = nn−2. Of course, this is just a reiteration of Dénes’
proof of Theorem 2.4.1. Note, however, that this derivation ofH0((n)) is not fully bijective, because
the factor(n − 1)! introduced by edge-labelling must be eliminated by division. We now show how
the argument can be modified to make it truly bijective.
Notice that Theorem 2.4.11 actually provides a bijection between minimal transitive factoriza-
tions of the full cycle(1 2 · · · n) and planar vertex- and edge-labelled trees whose lone descent
cycle is(1, 2, . . . , n)◦. All vertex labels save one can be stripped from such a tree without any loss
of information, since the restriction on the descent cycle allows only one vert x-labelling once any

























Figure 2.7: A bijection between factorizations of full cycles and labelled trees.
particular label has been assigned. Thus minimal factorizations of(1 2 · · · n) are in bijection with
vertex-rooted, edge-labelled trees onn vertices, where the root vertex carries labeln. Now observe
that the edge labels of such a tree can be “pushed” away from the root and nto the vertices, in the
sense that the label of an edge gets shifted to whichever of its endpoints is furthest from the root.
This process results in a tree onn labelled vertices, and is clearly reversible.
This sequence of transformations gives a bijection between minimal factorizati ns of(1 2 · · · n)
and trees onn labelled vertices. The correspondence is illustrated in Figure 2.7, starting with the
factorization
(1 2 3 4 5 6 7) = (3 6)(4 6)(3 7)(1 3)(5 6)(2 3).
The leftmost tree is the map of the factorization, and the other trees are obtained by first stripping
vertex labels and then pushing edge-labels. The circled vertex in the central tree is its root. This
bijection is equivalent to that given by Moszkowski in [54].
2.4.8 Genus 1 Factorizations of Full Cycles
We shall now use Theorem 2.4.11 to enumerate genus 1 factorizations of full cycles inSn. This
special case is substantially more complicated than that of minimal transitive factoriz ti ns treated
in the previous section. The approach we take here,viz. pruning trees, will be substantially mod-
ified and generalized to all classes of factorizations in the next section. Our current description
of the method is intended only as a preliminary to the more general case, and is accordingly ab-
breviated. To be succinct, we refer to genus 1 maps with one face asone-mapsthroughout our
discussion. Also, all maps, graphs, and trees that we encounter are both vertex- and edge-labelled,
unless otherwise specified.
Theorem 2.4.11 implies that we can count genus 1 factorizations of full cycles inSn by deter-
mining the number of one-maps onn vertices. Such maps haver1((n)) = n + 1 edges, so their
skeleton graphs are trees with two additional edges. These graphs can be prunedby first iteratively
































Figure 2.8: Pruning trees from graphs and maps.
removing vertices of degree one, and then contracting all edges joining vertices of degree two, pro-
vided such contractions do not result in loops. Through this process, the keletons of one-maps can
be categorized into the seven types depicted in Figure 2.8A.
Pruning is reversed by “replacing” each bivalent vertex with a doubly rooted tree and all other
vertices with singly rooted trees. Replacing a vertex with a rooted tree is donein th obvious way,
by identifying the vertex with the root of the tree. Replacement of a bivalentv rtexv with a doubly
rooted treeT is only slightly more involved: ifv is incident with edges labelledi and j , where
i < j , thenv is first deleted, then the first root ofT is attached to edgei , and finally the second
root is attached to edgej . A schematic for pruning process and its reversal is given in Figure 2.8B.
Labels have been suppressed in these diagrams for clarity.
Of course, one-maps can also be pruned. We call a one-mapirreducible if it has no univalent
vertices and if no edge connecting two bivalent vertices can be contracted without forming a loop.
Thus pruning a one-map results in an irreducible one-map and a collection ofr oted and doubly-






































Figure 2.9: Classes of irreducible one-maps.
rooted trees. However, to reconstruct the original map from this data, thecyclic orderings of tree
edges around the vertices of the irreducible map must be known. Fortunately, these orderings are
completely specified by the increasing rotator condition. Thus the pruning process is reversible, as
is demonstrated in Figure 2.8C. Clearly two one-maps are isomorphic if and onlyif the irreducible
maps and trees obtained from each by pruning are isomorphic, with corresp nding locations for
attachment of the trees. Thus one-maps can be viewed as the composition of irreducible one-maps
with trees.
Figure 2.9 illustrates the five distinct classes of irreducible one-maps, where we have used the
standard polygonal representation of the torus. The skeletons of thesemaps are also shown for
comparison with Figure 2.8A. (Note that graphs 6 and 7 of Figure 2.8A cannot be embedded on
the torus to produce maps with one face.) Fori = 1, . . . , 5, let ci be the number of (vertex- and
edge-labelled) maps in classi . Then the generating series for one-maps with respect to labelled
vertices, marked byx, and edges, marked byu, is


























wherew = w(x, u) is the tree series andv = v(x, u) is the generating series for doubly-rooted
trees. All series are exponential inx andu.
We now determinec1, . . . , c5. To do so, we first hand-count all possible assignments of edge
labels to the maps in Figure 2.9 such that rotators are increasing. We then divide by the appropriate
number of automorphisms to obtain the true number of edge-labellings of each map. Fin lly, we use
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Proposition 2.4.12 to deduce the number of distinct vertex-labellings of the resulting edge-labelled
structures. These are the numbersc1, . . . , c5. The symbolsa, b, c, d, e and f used in our analysis
are defined as in Figure 2.9.
Class 1: If a is the minimal label, then the ordera < b < c is fixed. A similar situation holds if
eitherb or c is minimal. Thus there are 3 admissible labellings of the map. But there are also 3
automorphisms, corresponding to rotation of edges around the vertices, and therefore only 3/3 = 1
edge-labelled map in this class. Since this map has 2 vertices, its two possible vertex labellings are
equivalent. Thus we also havec1 = 1.
Class 2: If a is minimal, thena < b < c and(b, c, d)◦ must be increasing. Thusa < d < b < c
or a < b < c < d. A similar analysis holds ifd is minimal. If b is minimal, thenb < c < a
andb < c < d, giving only two possibilities,b < c < a < d andb < c < d < a. The same
holds ifc is minimal. Thus there are 8 admissible labellings. There is only one nontrivial symmetry
(a ↔ d, c ↔ b), and hence 8/2 = 4 inequivalent maps. There are 3 vertices, so Proposition 2.4.12
guarantees all 3! vertex-labellings are distinct. Thusc2 = 3! · 4.




= 6 ways this can occur.
If b is minimal, thenb < c < a and(a, d, e)◦ is increasing. A quick check shows 6 possibilities in
this case, and the same is true ifc, d or e is minimal. Thus there are 5·6 = 30 admissible labellings.
There is only one nontrivial symmetry(b ↔ d, c ↔ e), so there are 30/2 = 15 inequivalent maps
in this class. Hencec3 = 4! · 15.




= 30 ways this
can occur, and the same is true ifb, c, d, e or f is minimal. Thus there are 6· 30 = 180 admissible
labellings. There are 3·2 = 6 automorphisms, obtained through all compositions of rotation around
one vertex and the exchange(a ↔ d, b ↔ e, c ↔ f ). Hence there are 180/6 = 30 inequivalent
maps in this class, andc4 = 5! · 30.
Class 5: If a is minimal, then the ordera < b < c < d is fixed. The same holds ifb, c, or d is
minimal. Thus there are 4 admissible labellings of the map. There are 4 automorphisms (rotations
around the central vertex), so there is only44 = 1 edge-labelled map in this class. Thusc5 = 3! · 1.
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By definition,n!(n + 1)! [xnun+1] M(x, u) is the number of one-maps onn vertices. Equivalently,
this is the number of genus 1 factorizations of full cycles inSn, which is (n − 1)!H1((n)) since









One can now apply Lagrange inversion to expandM(x, 1) as a series inx, thereby evaluating























Equating coefficients now completes the proof of the following result, which isseen to be in agree-
ment with Theorem 2.3.4.
Theorem 2.4.16.For any n≥ 1, we have H1((n)) = 124n
n+1(n2 − 1). 








The series on the right counts doubly vertex-rooted and singly edge-root d trees with an additional
two edges adjoined (where both vertices and edges are labelled) up to a fac r of 4!, which possibly
accounts for some symmetry. This is probably coincidental, as such pleasant forms are not apparent
for higher genus one-face maps, but perhaps there is a combinatorial construction based on these
observations that bypasses the case-analytic path we have followed.
2.4.9 Face-Labelled Maps
The examples of the previous two sections demonstrate how the connection between maps and
factorizations can be gainfully applied to the study of factorizations. We nowdevelop a variation of
the bijectionMAP that links factorizations to face-labelled maps.
We first require some new terminology. The face labels of a face-labelled map naturally induce
an ordering on the parts of its descent partition. It is natural, then, to let theresulting composition
























Figure 2.10: A face-labelled map of descent class(3, 2, 4) |H 9.
represent the descent structure of such a map.
Definition 2.4.17. Let α = (α1, . . . , αm) be an m-part composition. A face-labelled map with m
faces is said to be ofdescent class α if face s has exactlyαs descents, for1 ≤ s ≤ m.
For example, Figure 2.10A shows a face-labelled map of descent class(3, 2, 4) |H 9, with
crosses placed at descent corners.
The next theorem is a corollary of Theorem 2.4.11 and the fact that vertex-lab lled maps have
no nontrivial automorphisms. It gives an alternative interpretation of the Hurwitz numbersHg(α)
in terms of face-labelled maps with distinguished descents.
Theorem 2.4.18.Letα be a composition and fixπ ∈ Cα. Then there is a bijection between genus g
factorizations ofπ and face-labelled genus g maps of descent classα in which one descent of each
face has been distinguished.
Proof. Supposeα hasm parts. Letπ1, . . . , πm be the cycles ofπ , and letpi be the minimal symbol
of πi . Without loss of generality, assume that the cyclesπi have been indexed so thatp1 ≤ · · · ≤ pm.
Let f be a genusg factorization ofπ . By Theorem 2.4.11,M f is a genusg vertex-labelled map with
m faces with descent cyclesπ1, . . . , πm. For 1 ≤ s ≤ m, assign labels to the face ofM f having
descent cycleπs. This yields a face-labelled map of descent classα. Distinguish the vertices with
labelsp1, . . . , pm in some way, and then strip all vertex labels from this map. This transformation
is reversible, since the locations of all labels are uniquely determined by the desc nt cycles from the
locations ofp1, . . . , pm. We therefore obtain a face-labelled genusg map of descent classα, with
one descent of each face distinguished. Clearly any such map can be costru ted in this way and,
since vertex-labelled maps have no nontrivial automorphisms, two different factorizations never
lead to the same maps. 
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For example, the bijection of Theorem 2.4.18 associates the map drawn in Figure 2.10B with
the factorization
(1 2 3)(4 5)(6 7 8 9) = (1 9)(2 6)(3 5)(6 7)(2 3)(4 5)(1 8)(2 4)(1 7)(3 9).
In fact, we have already made use of a special case of Theorem 2.4.18.In genus 0 withπ =
(1 2 · · · n), it was the basis of the bijective proof of Theorem 2.4.1 given in §2.4.7. Itwill be used
again in §2.8 as a basis for further bijections of a similar nature.
2.4.10 Properly Labelled Maps
In Theorem 2.4.11 we established the bijectionMAP between factorizations and vertex-labelled
maps, and in Theorem 2.4.18 we described a close relative of this bijection that connects factoriza-
tions with certain face-labelled maps. In this section, we consider another modification of MAP, this
one associating factorizations with vertex- and face-labelled maps. Althoughthese correspondences
are extremely similar, each provides a slightly different representation of factorizations which is par-
ticularly well suited for certain applications. Theorem 2.4.21, below, will be convenient when we
extend the method of pruning trees introduced in §2.4.8 in to arbitrary factoriza i ns.
With any compositionα = (α1, . . . , αm) |H n we associate a sequenceD1(α), . . . , Dm(α) of
subsets [n], defined as follows:
Ds(α) = {α1 + · · · + αs−1 + 1, . . . , α1 + · · · + αs}, for 1 ≤ s ≤ m.
We refer to these sets as thecanonical descent setsassociated withα. For example, ifα = (3, 2, 4)
then its associated canonical descent sets areD1(α) = {1, 2, 3}, D2(α) = {4, 5} and D3(α) =
{6, 7, 8, 9}. We writeS(α) for the set of all permutationsπ such that orbπ = {D1(α), . . . , Dm(α)}.
That is,S(α) contains the
∏
i (αi − 1)! permutations whose cycles are supported by the canonical
descent sets associated withα.
Definition 2.4.19. A vertex- and face-labelled map is said to beproperly labelled if it is of descent
classα = (α1, . . . , αm) and if face s has descent setDs(α), for 1 ≤ s ≤ m.
Example 2.4.20.Figure 2.11 shows a properly labelled map of descent classα = (10, 3, 2) |H 15.
Its descent sets are the canonical descent sets ofα, namely
D1(α) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}, D2(α) = {11, 12, 13}, and D3(α) = {14, 15}.
































Figure 2.11: A properly-labelled map of descent class(10, 3, 2) |H 15.
Stripped of its face labels, this is actually the map of a factorization of
π = (1 10 9 2 6 3 7 5 4 8)(13 12 11)(14 15),
which is one of the 9! 2! 1! members ofS(α). 
The relationship between factorizations and properly labelled maps is formalized in the next
theorem. Its proof is nearly identical to that of Theorem 2.4.18, and is not given in full detail.
Theorem 2.4.21.Let α be a composition. There is a bijection between genus g factorizations of
permutations inS(α) and properly labelled genus g maps of descent classα.
Proof. Let α havem parts. If f is a factorization ofπ ∈ S(α), then the descent cycles ofM f are
supported by the canonical descent setsD1(α), . . . , Dm(α). Assigning labels to the face ofM f
having descent setDs(α) yields the properly labelled map corresponding tof . 





properly labelled genus g maps of descent classα = (α1, . . . , αm).
Proof. This follows immediately from the theorem since|S(α)| =
∏
i (αi − 1)!. 
Thus the number of properly labelled genusg maps of descent classα is a simple scaling of
the Hurwitz numberHg(α). Much of the remainder of this chapter is devoted to the study of the
generating series for such maps, which is defined as follows.
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Definition 2.4.23. We write Mg(α) for the number of properly labelled genus g maps of descent
classα. For fixed m≥ 1, setx = (x1, . . . , xm) and let












be the generating series for the numbers{Mg(α) : ℓ(α) = m}. When considering the genus 0
series, we often write9m in place of9(0)m .
Notice thatx1, . . . , xm andu are naturally exponential indeterminates in (2.32), withxi marking
vertices at descents of facei of a properly labelled map (these are labelled with thei -th canonical
descent set), andu marking labelled edges. Throughout this chapter, the symbolx will always
represent the vector(x1, . . . , xm), wherem is understood from context.
The apparent clash of notation between the definition of9(g)m given here and the one presented
in §2.3.5 is resolved by Corollary 2.4.22, since the identityMg(α) = Hg(α)
∏
i (αi − 1)! shows
the series (2.32) for properly labelled maps to be equal to the symmetrized Hurwitz series (2.20).
The combinatorial effect of the operator (2.19), which transformed the Hurwitz series8(g) into
the symmetrized series9(g)m (see §2.3.5), is seen to be that of applying face labels to the maps of
factorizations.







1 (x, u) = w, (2.33)
while (2.31) asserts that
9
(1)




Note the dependence of both expressions on the tree seriesw.
2.4.11 Comments on Labelling
Proposition 2.4.12 implies that all vertex-labellings of a map are distinct (.e. result in nonisomor-
phic vertex-labelled maps) unless the map has exactly two vertices. Thus the number of properly
labelled maps should be easily obtained from the number of face-labelled maps.The following
technical results make this notion precise.
Proposition 2.4.24.A face-labelled map with more than two vertices or more than one face has no
nontrivial isomorphisms.
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Proof. By Proposition 2.4.12, we need only consider face-labelled maps with exactlytwo vertices
and at least two faces. LetM be such a map, say of genusg with verticesu andv. Proposition 2.4.14
impliesM has two faces and 2g + 2 edges. Moreover, the increasing rotator condition forces these
faces to have boundary walks
((u, 1), (v, 2), . . . , (u, 2g + 1), (v, 2g + 2))◦ and ((v, 1), (u, 2), . . . , (v, 2g + 1), (u, 2g + 2))◦.
Switchingu andv therefore interchanges the labelled faces ofM , resulting in a distinct map. 
Corollary 2.4.25. Letα = (α1, . . . , αm) 6= (2). Then there are Mg(α)/(α1! · · · αm!) genus g face-
labelled maps of descent classα.
Proof. Let M be a genusg face-labelled map of descent classα. Propositions 2.4.12 and 2.4.24
imply that the vertices of facei can be labelled withDi (α) in αi ! distinct ways. Doing so for each
face results in a properly labelled map, and the result follows. 
The corollary indicates that9(g)m (x, u) can widely be regarded as the generating series for genus
g maps withm labelled faces, wherexi is anordinary marker for descents in facei , andu is an
exponential marker for labelled edges. The sole exception occurs for maps with only one face and












In what follows, we shall often ignore this anomaly and interpret9(g)m as the series for face-labelled
maps rather than properly labelled maps. This usually has the effect of simplifying our combinato-
rial manipulations, since we need not worry about preserving vertex labls. We adopt this alternative
interpretation of9(g)m only whenm 6= 1, or when a differential operator such asx∂/∂x is being ap-
plied to9(g)1 (x, u). In the latter case, note that the series(x∂/∂x)9
(g)
1 (x, u) does faithfully count
one-face genusg maps in which one vertex has been distinguished.
2.4.12 Additional Notes
A number of authors have given bijective proofs of Theorem 2.4.1. Moszkowski [54] was the first
among these, but see also [38], [39], and [57]. Both [39] and [57] contain an alternative description
of Moszkowski’s bijection like the one presented in §2.4.7. A different, butrelated, correspon-
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dence between trees and factorizations of full cycles also appears in [39]. We shall encounter a
generalization of this bijection in §3.4.6. The graph of a general factorization is considered in [4].
Arnol’d [2] is often credited with being the first to assign “map-like” properties to the graph
of a factorization, though this seems somewhat generous. Through analytic methods he determines
H0((p, q)), and then, as a corollary, he makes the corresponding graph-theoreticclaim regarding the
number of vertex- and edge-labelled graphs with the property that the product f the transpositions
induced by the edges is equal to a permutation of cycle type(p, q). Arnol’d refers to the graph of a
factorization as amonodromy graph.
The link established by Theorem 2.4.11 between factorizations and maps with certain descent
structure also appears, independently, in [56] and [57]. Poulalhon’sdescription [57] is essentially
identical to Theorem 2.4.11, whereas in [56] the correspondence arises from geometrical consider-
ations and is presented in different form.
2.5 Differential Equations for Labelled Maps
In this section we investigate a differential decomposition for face-labelled maps, and show how it
provides an algebraic rationale for the dependence of the symmetrized Hurwitz series on the tree
series. Throughout, we avoid vertex labellings altogether and regard9(g)m as the generating series
for genusg maps withm labelled faces. (See §2.4.11 for comments on labelling.)
2.5.1 Decomposition of Planar Maps
Theorem 2.5.1, below, gives a differential equation satisfied by the generating series9m(x, u) for
planar, properly labelled maps. It first appeared in [33], in a rough form, and then again in [36] in
a form identical to that given here. The proof offered in both cases is algebraic, consisting of an
analysis of the action of the symmetrization operator (2.19) on the cut-join equation (2.13). The
proof we give here relies on a decomposition for planar face-labelled maps.
Theorem 2.5.1.Fix m ≥ 2. For any subsetλ = {λ1, . . . , λk} ⊆ [m], whereλ1 < · · · < λk, let
xλ = (xλ1, . . . , xλk). For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, letxi = x[m]\{i }. Also, for each i, let∂i denote the operator
xi ∂/∂xi , and letPi be the collection of all pairs{γ, λ} of subsets of[m] such thatγ ∩ λ = {i } and
γ ∪ λ = [m]. Then












x j ∂i 9m−1(x j , u) − xi ∂ j 9m−1(xi , u)
xi − x j
. (2.34)
Proof. The series on the left-hand side of (2.34) counts all possible structuresM \e, whereM is a
face-labelled planar map withm faces ande is its maximal edge. The enumeration is with respect
to labelled edges ofM \e and the descent class ofM . We show that the series on the right counts
these same objects. To this end, letM be a face-labelled planar map withm faces, and lete = {a, b}
be its maximal edge. Consider the effect of deletinge from M .
Suppose first thate is incident with only one faceF of M , labelledi . As shown below, deletion
of e separatesM into two planar maps,Ma andMb, containing verticesa andb, respectively.
These maps inherit labels fromM in the obvious way.
e
a b a b
F Fa Fb
Ma MbM
The faces ofMa andMb are labelled withγ ⊆ [m] andλ ⊆ [m], respectively, whereγ ∩ λ = {i }
andγ ∪ λ = [m]. Let Fa andFb be the faces ofMa andMb with label i . Sincee is maximal, both
a andb are at descents ofF . Thusa is at a descent ofFa, andb is at a descent ofFb. The series
counting all pairs(Ma,Mb) is therefore
∂i 9|γ |(xγ , u) · ∂i 9|λ|(xλ, u)
where the operator∂i has the effect of distinguishing verticesa andb at descents ofFa and Fb.
Summing overi and over permissible pairs{λ, γ } gives the first summation on the right-hand side
of (2.34).
Now suppose is incident with two distinct facesFi andF j of M , labelledi and j , respectively.
Sincee is maximal,a is at a descent of one of these faces, andb is at a descent of the other. Without
loss of generality, assumea is at a descent ofFi . Deletion ofe creates a new mapM0 by fusingFi
andF j into a single faceF0, which we label 0. All other faces and edges ofM0 inherit labels from
M . The deletion ofe is illustrated below.








Observe that a vertex is at a descent ofF0 if and only if it is at a descent ofFi or F j . If F0 has
n descents, facesFi and F j therefore haved andn − d descents, respectively, for somed with
1 ≤ d ≤ n − 1. Moreover,b is uniquely determined by the location ofa and this value ofd.
Let xi j = x[m]\{i, j }, and define
G(x, xi j , u) = x
∂
∂x
9m−1(x, xi j , u).
Regardingx as a marker for descents of face 0, this series counts mapsM0 with m − 1 faces
labelled{0, . . . , m}\{i, j } in which a vertexa at a descent of face 0 has been distinguished. From
the considerations above, the series counting all possible structuresM \ is therefore obtained from






j . By (1.1) and Lemma 1.3.3, this yields
G(x, xi j , u) ◦ 1+(x ; xi , x j ) =
x j G(xi , xi j , u) − xi G(x j , xi j , u)
xi − x j
.
But, since9m−1 is symmetric,G(xi , xi j , u) = ∂i 9m−1(x j , u) andG(x j , xi j , u) = ∂ j 9m−1(xi , u).
Summing over all pairs{i, j } ⊆ [m] gives the second summation on the right-hand side of (2.34).




















x j ∂i 9m−1(x j , u)
xi − x j
.
Proof. If {γ, λ} ∈ Pi and|γ | = 1, thenγ = {i } for somei ∈ [m] andλ = [m]. Hence, by (2.33),
∂i 9|γ |(xγ , u) = ∂i 91(xi , u) = wi , and∂i 9|λ|(xλ, u) = ∂i 9m(x, u). The result follows immediately
upon rearranging (2.34). 
Both [33] and [36] also give a differential equation satisfied by the serie9(g)m (x, u) with positive
genusg. The restriction here to planar maps is intended only to simplify our presentation. It
is straightforward, though not particularly enlightening, to modify the proofof Theorem 2.5.1 to
obtain decompositions for maps of any genus.
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2.5.2 A Change of Variables
The significance of the seemingly obscure differential operator on the left-hand side of Corol-
lary 2.5.2 will now be explained. For this purpose, we momentarily regardw1, . . . , wm as alge-
braically independent indeterminates, forgetting the usual definition of these symbols as tree series.
Then, following [36], we change variables by substituting
xi = wi e
−uwi ∈ Q[u][[ wi ]] (2.35)
for each occurrence ofxi in 9m(x, u). That is, we introduce the series
Ŵm(w, u) = 9m(w1e−uw1, . . . , wme−uwm, u) ∈ Q[u][[ w]] , (2.36)
wherew = (w1, . . . , wm). Of course, the substitution (2.35) can be inverted to identifywi as a
series inxi andu. In particular, we havewi = xi euwi . Comparing with (2.16), we see thatwi is
indeed the tree seriesw(xi , u) ∈ Q[u][[ xi ]], which explains our choice of notation.
Having described the change of variables (2.35) and its inverse, we may now pass freely between
the ringsQ[u][[ x]] andQ[u][[ w]]. For instance, we can rewrite (2.36) as
Ŵm(w, u) = 9m(x, u), (2.37)
where both sides are to be interpreted either as series in the independent variablesw andu, or as
series in the independent variablesx andu. Under the former interpretation, differentiating (2.37)
with the chain rule gives
∂
∂u






(Di 9m)(x, u) ·
∂xi
∂u
= (Dm+19m)(x, u) −
m∑
i=1









whereDi represents differentiation with respect to thei -th argument. Note that we have used (2.35)
to evaluate∂xi /∂u = −w2i e
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though we caution that the operator∂/∂u has different meanings on the left- and right-hand sides
of this equation. In particular, both thewi on the left and thexi on the right are to be regarded as
constants (independent ofu) for the purposes of this operator.
Equation (2.38) shows that the differential operator of Corollary 2.5.2 has a pleasant form in
terms of the tree serieswi . In fact, we can invert the operator to obtain the following recursive
expression forŴm(w, u).
Theorem 2.5.3.Fix m ≥ 2. For any subsetλ = {λ1, . . . , λk} ⊆ [m], whereλ1 < · · · < λk, define




















w j e−uw j ∂i Ŵm−1(w j , u)
wi e−uwi − w j e−uw j
du,
wherew1, . . . , wm are considered to be constants independent of u in the integrations.










92(x1, x2, u) =
u2w1w2
(1 − uw1)(1 − uw2)
.
Proof. Directly applying Theorem 2.5.3 in the casem = 2 produces
Ŵ2(w1, w2, u) =
∫
w2e−uw2∂1Ŵ1(w1, u) − w1e−uw1∂2Ŵ1(w2, u)
w1e−uw1 − w2e−uw2
du.
From (2.21) and (2.33) we have∂i Ŵ1(wi , u) = wi , and thus



















− u(w1 + w2). (2.39)
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Therefore (2.35) and (2.37) yield





− u(w1 + w2).




92(x1, x2, u) =
w2








92(x1, x2, u) =
w1





from which the result follows. 
Corollary 2.5.5.
93(x1, x2, x3, u) =
u4w1w2w3
(1 − uw1)(1 − uw2)(1 − uw3)
.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.5.3 and (2.40). Details can be found in [36]. 
Of course, the previous two corollaries are seen to be in agreement with Theorem 2.3.9 and, in
general, the recursive formula of Theorem 2.5.3 can be applied (as above) to compute closed form
expressions for9m(x, u) for any m ≥ 2. However, it is not known how to obtain Theorem 2.3.9
through this method. In fact, it is not even clear from the recurrence thatthe series9m(x, u) is
rational inw1, . . . , wm. This last point, at least, is cleared up by the following simplification of
Theorem 2.5.3 in the casem ≥ 4.













w j ∂i Ŵm−1(w j , u)
(1 − uwi )(wi − w j )
du.





9|γ |(xγ , u) =
w j
(wi − w j )(1 − uwi )
−
x j





9|λ|(xλ, u) = xi
∂
∂xi
9m−1(x j , u),
where the first equation comes from (2.40). Upon substituting these expressions in the differential










































Figure 2.12: A properly labelled map and its core.
equation of Corollary 2.5.2, all terms with denominatorxi − x j cancel. Integrating the resulting
equation with respect tou completes the proof. 
Together with Corollary 2.5.5, this theorem demonstrates that9m(x, u) is a rational function of
w1, . . . , wm. However, the combinatorial rationale for this dependence on the tree seri s is unclear,
since the combinatorics of Theorem 2.5.1 is lost in the algebraic contortions used to deduce The-
orem 2.5.6. We now abandon this algebraic approach and return to the combinatorics of properly
labelled maps.
2.6 Smooth Maps and Pruning Trees
In §2.4.8, we found thatpruning treeswas a key step toward the enumeration of one-face maps on
the torus. In this section we consider the extension of this method to arbitrary factorizations.
2.6.1 Cores and Branches
A leaf of a map is a vertex of degree one, and a map issmooth if it has no leaves. Iteratively
removing leaves (and their incident edges) from a map clearly results in a smooth ap of the same
genus. Moreover, if the original map is not a plane tree (i.e. one-face planar map) then the smooth
map obtained in this way is unique. We call the map resulting from the reduction ofM thecoreof
M , and denote it byM c. It inherits labels fromM in the obvious way. See Figure 2.12.
There is a natural correspondence between the faces of a map and those of its core, since faces
are not destroyed by the removal of leaves. IfF is a face ofM and Fc is the corresponding face
of M c, then the boundary walk ofFc is obtained from that ofF by removing all occurrences of
vertices and edges not in the core. The rotator of a vertexv in M c is therefore obtained from its
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Figure 2.14: A properly labelled map and its branches.
rotator inM by deleting edges not inM c. It follows thatv is at a descent ofFc if and only if it is
at a descent ofF , as can be verified in Figure 2.12.
Let M be any map that is not a plane tree, and lete = {u, v} be an edge ofM such thatv lies
in M c but u does not. Then detachinge from v results in two maps; one of these containsv, and
the other is a vertex-rooted plane treeT whose root is a leaf, incident only with edgee. The root of
T may be regarded as “missing” so that this decomposition preserves vertices. We callT a branch
of faceF , and edgee thestemof this branch. Vertexv is known as thebase vertexof T , and its
base corneris the corner ofFc at whiche was attached. See Figure 2.13 for an illustration. The
base corner ofT in Fc is indicated with an arrow in the diagram.
If the vertices ofM are labelled, then the non-root vertices of its branches are also naturally
labelled, while their roots are not. For example, Figure 2.14 displays the branches of properly
labelled map, grouped by the face to which they belong.
The next two results are clear from the definitions above and the increasing rotator condition.
The first of these lemmas makes the pruning of trees a plausible method for decomposing generic
maps, and the second allows descent structure to be preserved in the pruning process.
Lemma 2.6.1. Two maps are isomorphic if and only if their cores are isomorphic and the branches
based at corresponding vertices coincide. 
















Figure 2.15: A two-face map on the torus.
Lemma 2.6.2. Let F be a face of the mapM , and let T be a branch of F. Then every vertex of T
is at a descent of F. 
2.6.2 Normally Indexed Boundary Walks
Let M be a vertex-labelled map, and letF be a face ofM of degreek + 1. Then there arek + 1
distinct vertex-edge pairs(v, e) occurring along the boundary walkW of F . If we fix one such
pair, (v0, e0), then the symbolsvi andei , for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, are well-defined by the assertion that
W = ((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦. We therefore say thatW can beindexedin k + 1 distinct ways by
the symbolsvi andei . We would like to distinguish one of thesek + 1 possibilities as a canonical
indexing scheme forW. Phrased differently, we wish to determine a canonical “starting point” for
boundary walks.
Definition 2.6.3. Let W = ((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦ be a boundary walk in a vertex-labelled map.
For 0 ≤ i ≤ k, define the list Li = (ei , ei+1, . . . , ei+k, vi , vi+1, . . . , vi+k) ∈ Z2k+2. We say W
is normally indexed by the symbols{v0, . . . , vk} and{e0, . . . , ek} if L 0 is minimal, under standard
lexicographic order, amongst the lists{L0, . . . , Lk} .
The fact that the vertex-edge pairs(v, e) of a boundary walk are distinct implies that any such
walk of lengthk + 1 admits a unique normal indexing by{v0, . . . , vk} and{e0, . . . , ek}. Therefore
asserting that((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦ is a normally indexed boundary walk unambiguously defines
the symbolsvi andei .
Example 2.6.4.The map in Figure 2.15 has two faces,F andG, of degrees 11 and 3, respectively.
The boundary walk((v0, e0), . . . , (v10, e10))◦ of F is normally indexed when
((v0, e0), . . . , (v10, e10))
= ((a, 1), (b, 2), (a, 3), (c, 6), (d, 4), (b, 1), (a, 2), (b, 4), (d, 5), (e, 7), (c, 3)).
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Figure 2.16: The proof of Lemma 2.6.5, withL = (2, 7, 1, 3, 6, 5, 7, 3)◦ ande = 4.
Similarly, the boundary walk((u0, f0), (u1, f1), (u2, f2))◦ of G is normally indexed precisely when
((u0, f0), (u1, f1), (u2, f2)) = ((d, 5), (c, 6), (e, 7)). 
The definition we have given for normal indexing may seem somewhat unnaural. In particular,
it would be far simpler to say that((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦ is normally indexed when(v0, e0) is
minimal amongst all vertex-edge pairs(vi , ei ). Indeed, this alternative definition would serve our
immediate purposes very well. The rationale supporting Definition 2.6.3 will be unv iled later,
in §2.8.1, where we prove that it usually makes vertex labels irrelevant in thedetermination of
normal indexing. Thus Definition 2.6.3 extends naturally to all maps, with or without vertex labels.
2.6.3 The Index of a Branch
We begin this section with a lemma concerning cyclic sequences. Its purpose may not be clear
initially, but we shall see shortly that it plays a central rôle in everything to follow.
Lemma 2.6.5. Let L = (e0, . . . , ek)◦ be a cyclic list of real numbers with d descents. If e∈ R
is not in the list L, then there are exactly d values of i with0 ≤ i ≤ k such that(ei−1, e, ei )◦ is
nondecreasing.
Proof. Let P be the polygonal path in the plane connecting the points(0, e0), . . . , (k, ek), (k+1, e0),
in that order. Letsi be thei -th step ofP. We callsi anup stepif ei > ei−1 and adown stepotherwise.
Thus down steps ofP correspond with descents ofL. For example, Figure 2.16 shows the pathP
corresponding to the listL = (2, 7, 1, 3, 6, 5, 7, 3)◦.
Note that(ei−1, e, ei )◦ is nondecreasing if and only if eitheri−1 < e < ei , or e > ei−1 ≥ ei , or
ei−1 ≥ ei > e. Plainly, one of these conditions holds if and only if either (A)si is an up step which
the liney = e crosses, or (B)si is a down step which this line misses. Since the origin and terminus
























































Figure 2.17: (A) The mapN and (B) its coreN c.
of P have the samey-coordinate, the numbers of up steps and down steps crossed byy = emust be
equal. Thus the number of indicesi for which (A) or (B) is satisfied is equal tod, the total number
of down steps ofP, and this completes the proof. See Figure 2.16 for an illustration. The dashed
line ise = 4, and steps for which(ei−1, e, ei )◦ is nondecreasing have been thickened. 
Let M be a properly labelled map. LetF and Fc be corresponding faces ofM and M c,
and let((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦ be the normally indexed boundary walk ofFc. If T is a branch of
F with steme and base vertexv, then the base corner ofT is (eb−1, v, eb) for a uniqueb with
0 ≤ b ≤ k. Hence(eb−1, e, eb)◦ is increasing, as it is a subsequence of the rotator ofv in M .
However, Lemma 2.6.5 implies that(ej −1, e, ej )◦ is increasing for exactlyd values ofj in the range
0 ≤ j ≤ k, whered is the number of descents ofFc. Let these values ofj be j1 < · · · < jd. Then
the index of branchT is the unique value ofi ∈ {1, . . . , d} such thatji = b.
Example 2.6.6.Consider the properly labelled mapN and its coreN c drawn in Figure 2.17. For
s = 1, 2, 3, letFs andFcs , respectively, be the faces ofN andN
c with labels. It will be convenient
here to identify the branches ofN by their stems; we writeBe for the branch with steme = 5.
To compute the indices of the various branches{B5, B11, B2, B8, B10} of F1, first note that the
normally indexed boundary walk ofFc1 is
((v0, e0), . . . , (v8, e8))
◦ = ((3, 3), (11, 4), (8, 6), (10, 9), (14, 14), (16, 15), (4, 7), (14, 9), (10, 12))◦.
ThusFc1 hasd = 2 descents, namelye5 ≥ e6 ande8 ≥ e0.
Consider the branchT = B5 of F1. The base corner ofT is (4, 8, 6) = (e1, v2, e2), henceb = 2.
Thed = 2 values ofj with 0 ≤ j ≤ 8 such that(ej −1, 5, ej )◦ is increasing arej1 = 2 and j2 = 6.
Sinceb = 2 = j1, we havei = 1. Thus branchB5 has index 1.
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Face Branches Indices
1 B5, B11, B2, B8, B10 1, 1, 2, 2, 2
2 B13, B18, B1 1, 1, 2
3 B17, B16 1, 2
Table 2.1: The indices of the branches ofN .
Now consider branchT = B8 of F1. The base corner of this branch is(7, 14, 9) = (e6, v7, e7),
so thatb = 7. Thed = 2 values ofj with 0 ≤ j ≤ 8 such that(ej −1, 8, ej )◦ is increasing are now
j1 = 3 and j2 = 7. Sinceb = 7 = j2, the index ofB8 is i = 2.
The branches ofF2 are{B13, B18, B1}, and the normally indexed boundary walk ofFc2 is
((v0, e0), . . . , (v3, e3))
◦ = ((11, 3), (3, 12), (10, 6), (8, 4))◦.
Thus Fc2 hasd = 3 descents, namelye1 ≥ e2, e2 ≥ e3, ande3 ≥ e0. The base corner of branch
T = B1 is (12, 10, 6) = (e1, v2, e2), sob = 2. Thed = 3 values ofj with 0 ≤ j ≤ 3 for which
(ej −1, 1, ej )◦ is increasing arej1 = 0, j2 = 2, and j3 = 3. Sinceb = 2 = j2, B1 has index 2.
Computing the indices of the remaining branches ofN in a like manner leads to the data listed
in Table 2.1. 
2.6.4 Pruning Trees
Consider again the mapN drawn in Figure 2.17 and analyzed in Example 2.6.6. Let(θ1, θ2, θ3) =
(2, 3, 2) be the descent class ofN c. Fors = 1, 2, 3, and for eachi with 1 ≤ i ≤ θs, let Bsi be the
set of all branches of faces of N that are of indexi . From each of these setsBsi , construct a new
rooted treeTsi by identifying the roots of the various branches it contains. Finally, groupthese trees
















In this way,N decomposes into the smooth mapN c and the forestsF1,F2 andF3 depicted in
Figure 2.18. Notice that these forests provide a complete encoding of the information in Table 2.1.
We could therefore reverse this construction and fully recoverN from the data(N c,F1,F2,F3).
The process outlined above effectively prunes trees from the properly labelled mapN , and
does so in a reversible manner. The next theorem formally specifies this process for arbitrary maps.
We shall henceforth refer to the bijection described by this theorem as thetree pruning bijection .











































Figure 2.18: The smooth map and forests obtained from the mapN of Figure 2.17A.
Theorem 2.6.7(Tree Pruning Bijection). Let g ≥ 0 and m ≥ 1, with (g, m) 6= (0, 1), and let
α = (α1, . . . , αm) be any m-part composition. Then there is a bijection between properly labelled
genus g maps of descent classα and tuples(θ,S ,F1, . . . ,Fm) with the following properties:
(a) θ = (θ1, . . . , θm) is a composition withθi ≤ αi .
(b) S is a smooth, vertex- and face-labelled genus g map of descent classθ .
(c) Fs is an ordered forest ofθs rooted trees with labelled non-root vertices and edges.
(d) The descent set of face s ofS together with the vertex labels ofFs partition Ds(α).
(e) The edge labels ofS together with those ofF1, . . . ,Fm partition {1, 2, . . . , rg(α)}.
Proof. Let M be a properly labelled genusg map of descent classα = (α1, . . . , αm), and suppose
its coreM c has descent classθ = (θ1, . . . , θm). Then, for 1≤ s ≤ m and 1≤ i ≤ θs, assemble
all branches of faces of M that are of indexi into a rooted treeTsi by identifying their roots as
a common new root vertex. LetFs = (Ts1 , . . . , T
s
θs
) be the ordered forest consisting of the trees
obtained from faces. We claim the tuple(θ,M c,F1, . . . ,Fm) satisfies properties (a) through (e).
In fact, all conditions but (d) are immediate from the construction, and (d) isa direct result of
Lemma 2.6.2.
Lemma 2.6.1 implies that the correspondenceM 7→ (θ,M c,F1, . . . ,Fm) described above is
one-one. We now prove it is also surjective, onto the set of all tuples(θ,S ,F1, . . . ,Fm) satisfying




s ∈ {1, . . . , m} andi ∈ {1, . . . , θi }. Let e be an edge ofTsi incident with the root. Detachinge from
the root leaves another rooted treeBe whose root is incident only withe. Now let F be the face
of S labelleds, so thatF hasθs descents, and let((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦ be its normally indexed
boundary walk. Then Lemma 2.6.5 implies that(ej −1, e, ej )◦ is increasing for exactlyθs values of
j with 0 ≤ j ≤ k, say j1 < · · · < jθs. Attach the treeBe to S atv ji , doing so in the unique manner




































































Figure 2.19: Tree pruning bijection.
that leaves the rotator ofv ji increasing. Repeat this process for alls, i ande to obtain a vertex- and
face-labelled mapM . ClearlyM c = S , and the fact thatM is of descent classα follows from
conditions (a) through (e). 
Example 2.6.8.Figure 2.19 illustrates the tree pruning bijection. The two-face planar mapM in
the upper panel corresponds with the tuple((2, 2),S ,F1,F2), whose components are shown in the
lower panel. 
The tree pruning bijection suggests that understanding the nature of transitive factorizations
is tantamount to understanding the structure of smooth properly labelled maps.In light of this
revelation we make the following definitions.
Definition 2.6.9. Let Sg(θ) be the number of smooth, properly labelled, genus g maps of descent
classθ . For m ≥ 1 we define the generating series for the numbers{Sg(θ) : ℓ(θ) = m} by












wherez = (z1, . . . , zm). When considering the genus 0 series, we often writeŴmin place ofŴ(0)m .
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The apparent discrepancy between this definition ofŴm and the notation used in §2.5 is resolved





m . This result finally identifies the combinatorial significance of the dependence of9
(g)
m
on the tree series. We remind the reader that the symbolwi in the statement of theorem represents
the tree serieswi = w(xi , u). (See Definition 2.3.8).
Theorem 2.6.10.For any g≥ 0 and m≥ 1 with (g, m) 6= (0, 1) we have
9(g)m (x, u) = Ŵ
(g)
m (w, u),
wherex = (x1, . . . , xm) andw = (w1, . . . , wm).
Proof. Let α be anym-part composition. Then the number of tuples(θ,S ,F1, . . . ,Fm) satisfying
properties (a) through (e) of the Theorem 2.6.7 is equal (by the theorem)to Mg(α). We now count
these objects directly.
The genusg mapS is of descent classθ . There are, by definition, exactlySg(θ) properly
labelled maps of this type. The forestFi consists ofθi rooted trees, with labelled non-root vertices
and edges. The series counting such trees is exp(uwi ), whereu marks edges andxi marks labelled
vertices. Thus the series counting forestsFi is exp(uwi )θi . Distributing labels properly betweenS
and the forestsF1, . . . ,Fm (i.e. according to (d) and (e) of Theorem 2.6.7) amounts to multiplying


































The result follows at once upon simplifying this expression with the aid of (2.16). 
Perhaps surprisingly, Theorem 2.6.10 and the identity (2.22) combine to show thatŴ(g)m (z, u) is
rational inz andu for all m ≥ 3. For example, in genus 0 we immediately deduce the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.6.11.For any m≥ 2, we have























Figure 2.20: The 2-face planar map associated with(1, 5, 2, 7, 3, 8, 6, 4)◦.
Through the tree pruning bijection, a combinatorial proof of this result would provide a combi-
natorial proof of Theorem 2.3.9, which is equivalent to Hurwitz’s formula. In the next section we
describe some progress that has been made along these lines.
2.7 Combinatorial Constructions for Smooth Maps
We have seen that the combinatorics of transitive factorizations is essentiallyequivalent to that of
smooth properly labelled maps. In this section we investigate these maps in detail, focusing on the
planar case. In particular, we present bijections that illuminate the structureof smooth planar maps
with two and three faces, and thereby offer combinatorial proofs of Theorem 2.6.11 form = 2, 3.
We also describe a general differential decomposition for maps with at least four faces. This yields
another proof of Theorem 2.5.6, and explains the serendipitous algebraic simplifications exploited
in the earlier, algebraic derivation of that result.
The comments made in §2.4.11 concerning interpretations of9(g)m (x, u) also apply toŴ
(g)
m (z, u).
That is, the latter series can largely be regarded as counting smooth face-labell d maps with respect
to labelled edges and descent class. We take this perspective throughout this section.
2.7.1 Two-Face Smooth Planar Maps
Recall that acircular permutation of [n] is a cyclic ordering of the elements of [n]. That is,
σ = (a0, . . . , an−1)◦ is a circular permutation of [n] if {a0, a1, . . . , an−1} = {1, 2, . . . , n}. The pair
(ai−1, ai ) of consecutive elements ofσ is called arise if ai−1 < ai , and afall if ai−1 > ai .
A smooth planar map with two faces is simply a cycle, so smooth face-labelled planar maps
of descent classα = (a, b) correspond with circular permutations havinga rises andb falls. For
instance, the map corresponding to the circular permutationσ = (1, 5, 2, 7, 3, 8, 6, 4)◦ is drawn in
Figure 2.20. Note thatσ has 3 rises and 5 falls, and the map is of descent class(3, 5).
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We require the following well-known result. The proof given here is based on an inclusion-
exclusion argument.
Lemma 2.7.1. Let a, b ≥ 1 and set n= a + b. Then there are
n! [r a f b] log
(
r − f
re f − f er
)
circular permutations of{1, . . . , n} having exactly a rises and b falls.
Proof. Let σ = (a0, . . . , an−1)◦ be a circular permutation of [n]. Let Iσ = {i : ai < ai+1} index
the rises ofσ , and letSσ be the set of circular sequences that can be obtained by choosing a subset
I ⊂ Iσ and, for alli ∈ I , replacing the pairai , ai+1 with the patternai , ∗, ai+1. For example, if
σ = (1, 3, 2, 5, 4)◦ then
Sσ = {(1, 3, 2, 5, 4)
◦, (1, ∗, 3, 2, 5, 4)◦, (1, ∗, 3, 2, ∗, 5, 4)◦, (1, 3, 2, ∗, 5, 4)◦}.
Note that each element ofSσ corresponds with a unique cyclic list of maximal contiguous pat-
terns of the formai ∗ · · · ∗ ai+ j , whereai < · · · < ai+ j . For example, ifσ = (1, 3, 4, 2, 5, 6)◦ then
(1, ∗, 3, ∗, 4, 2, ∗, 5, 6)◦ ∈ Sσ corresponds to the list(1 ∗ 3 ∗ 4, 2 ∗ 5, 6)◦. Let F(x, u) be the gener-
ating series for such lists, withx marking symbols of [n] (exponentially) andu marking occurrences
of ∗ (ordinarily). The generating series, with respect to these markers, forpatternsai ∗ · · · ∗ ai+ j
satisfyingai < · · · < ai+ j is
∑
k≥1 u
k−1xk/k! = (eux − 1)/u. Since log(1− z)−1 is the exponential
generating series for cycles, it follows that







Let G(x, r ) be the generating series for circular permutations onn ≥ 2 symbols, wherex marks
these symbols (exponentially) andr marks rises between them (ordinarily). Then the above re-
placement argument givesG(x, r + 1) = F(x, r ) − x, where the subtraction eliminates the single
permutation on one symbol. Thus
G(x, r ) = F(x, r − 1) − x = log
(
r − 1
r − e(r −1)x
)
− x. (2.41)
A circular permutation on symbols witha rises hasb = n − a falls. The number of such permu-
tations is therefore(a + b)! [r a f b] G( f, r f −1). The result follows from (2.41). 










Proof. Lemma 2.7.1 gives
Ŵ
(0)




(a + b)! [r a f b] log
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Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 2.7.2, Theorem 2.6.10 and (2.16). 
With some routine algebra, them = 2 case of Theorem 2.6.11 can be deduced from these
results. In fact, Corollary 2.7.3 gives precisely the identity (2.39) that wasm nipulated to prove
Corollary 2.5.4, which is in turn equivalent to the Theorem 2.6.11 whenm = 2.
This derivation of the series9(0)2 (x1, x2, u) is certainly more explanative than that given in §2.5.2,
but it still is not bijective. Moreover, it is not at all clear how this method canbe extended to count
maps with more than two faces. We shall therefore now make a fresh attempt atproving Theo-
rem 2.6.11, first in the casem = 2, and then more generally.
2.7.2 Attaching Edges to a Map
The following lemma, which is a slight modification of Lemma 2.6.5, lies at the heart ofall the
remaining results of this chapter. Its specific rôle will be made clear below.
Lemma 2.7.4. Let L = (e0, . . . , ek)◦ be a cyclic list of real numbers with d descents. Let e be
any number not in the list L, and let i1 < · · · < id be the values of i with0 ≤ i ≤ k such that
(ei−1, e, ei )◦ is nondecreasing. Then, for any1 ≤ t < s ≤ d, the cyclic list(ei t , ei t +1, . . . , eis−1, e)
◦
has exactly s− t descents.
Proof. Let f = e+ δ, where 0< δ < mini |e− ei |. Then clearly(ej −1, f, ej )◦ is nondecreasing if
and only if(ej −1, e, ej )◦ is nondecreasing. In particular, there are exactlys − t − 1 indices j with
i t < j < is such that(ej −1, f, ej )◦ is nondecreasing. Also note that(e, f, ei t )
◦ is nondecreasing,
while (eis−1, f, e)
◦ is not. Let( f0, . . . , fi t+is)
◦ = (ei t , ei t+1, . . . , eis−1, e)
◦. Then( fi−1, f, fi )◦ is
nondecreasing for exactly(s− t −1)+1 = s− t values ofi with 0 ≤ i ≤ m. Lemma 2.6.5 therefore
implies that( f0, . . . , fi t+is)
◦ hass − t descents, as required. 
































Figure 2.21: Attaching an edge to a map.
Let F be a face of the mapM and let((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦ be the boundary walk ofF . If
e ∈ R and(ei−1, e, ei )◦ is nondecreasing, then we say corner(ei−1, vi , ei ) admits labele. We write
AF(e) for the set of all corners ofF which admite. Graphically, the condition(ei−1, vi , ei ) ∈ AF(e)
means that if an edge labellede were attached tovi in the corner(ei−1, vi , ei ), then increasing
rotators would be maintained.
Let c = (ei−1, vi , ei ) andc′ = (ej −1, v j , ej ) be distinct corners ofF . Then bothc andc′ belong
to AF(e) if and only if a new map can be produced by adding an edge{vi , v j } with labele between
these corners. Suppose this is the case, and letN be the map resulting from the addition of{vi , v j }.
ThenN has the same genus asM but one extra face. Indeed,{vi , v j } separatesF into two faces of
N . For our purposes, it will be convenient to assign labels to these faces.W therefore introduce
the (admittedly convoluted) notationM ⊕ (c, c′)es,t to denote the map obtained by assigning labels
s andt , respectively, to the faces ofN containing corners(e, vi , ei ) and(e, v j , ej ).
Example 2.7.5.Consider the mapM drawn in Figure 2.21A, with faceF as indicated. Then
AF(4) = {c0, c1, c2, c3, c4}, where
c0 = (3, z, 6), c1 = (6, u, 6), c2 = (2, v, 5), c3 = (8, x, 8), c4 = (1, y, 10). (2.42)
Shaded half-edges extending from these corners intoF have been drawn to emphasize how an
edge with label 4 could be attached toM . Figure 2.21B shows the four-face mapM ⊕ (c1, c2)41,2
resulting from the attachment of the edge{u, v} with label 4 between cornersc1 andc2. Note the
face-labelling of this new map. 
Observe that the descents ofF are split amongst facess andt of M ⊕ (c, c′)es,t . That is, if F
hasd descents, then facess andt haveds anddt descents, respectively, where(ds, dt) |H d. In fact,





















































Figure 2.22: An illustration of Lemma 2.7.6.
if label e and cornerc ∈ AF(e) are fixed, then the next lemma shows that with every composition
(ds, dt) |H d there corresponds auniquecornerc′ ∈ AF(e) such that faces andt of M ⊕ (c, c′)es,t
haveds anddt descents, respectively. This enables us to add edges to a map while maintaining
complete control of its descent class.
Lemma 2.7.6. Let M be a map and let F be a face ofM with d descents and boundary walk
((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦. Let e ∈ R be distinct from e0, . . . , ek. Then|AF(e)| = d. Moreover, if
AF(e) = {c0, . . . , cd−1}, where cj = (ei j −1, vi j , ei j ) and0 = i0 < · · · < id−1 ≤ k, then faces s and
t of M ⊕ (c0, c j )es,t have j and d− j descents, respectively, for1 ≤ j ≤ d − 1.
Proof. That |AF(e)| = d follows immediately from the definition ofAF(e) and Lemma 2.6.5.
SupposeAF(e) = {c0, . . . , cd−1}, wherec j = (ei j −1, vi j , ei j ) and 0= i0 < · · · < id−1 ≤ k. If 1 ≤
j ≤ d −1, then faces of M ⊕ (c0, c j )es,t has boundary walk((vi0, ei0), . . . , (vi j −1, ei j −1), (vi j , e))
◦.
Lemma 2.7.4 shows that this face hasj descents. Since a vertex is at a descent of facess or t of
M ⊕ (c0, c j )es,t if and only if it is at a descent of faceF of M , facet hasd − j descents. 
Example 2.7.7.Reconsider the mapM with faceF drawn in Figure 2.21A. In Example 2.7.5 we
saw that|AF(4)| = 5, and plainlyF has 5 descents. Define cornersc0, . . . , c4 of F as in (2.42).
Then panels A through D of Figure 2.22 illustrate the mapsM ⊕ (c0, c1)41,2, M ⊕ (c0, c2)
4
1,2,
M ⊕(c0, c3)41,2 andM ⊕(c0, c4)
4
1,2, respectively. In each of these maps, face 1 has been highlighted















Figure 2.23: Three-face planar maps with a tail.
and its descents have been marked with crosses. Note that faces 1 and 2 of M ⊕ (c0, c j )41,2 have j
and 5− j descents, respectively, for 1≤ j ≤ 4. 
2.7.3 Two-Face Smooth Planar Maps Revisited
We are now ready to make another attempt at counting two-face smooth planarm ps, this time
through the use of Lemma 2.7.6. We begin by introducing some convenient terminology.
Definition 2.7.8. An ordered path is a planar map with one face and exactly two leaves, one
coloured white and the other grey. The leaves are called theends of the path.
Definition 2.7.9. A mapM is said to have atail in face F if either (1)M is smooth and a vertex
at a descent of F has been coloured grey, or (2)M contains only one branch, which is an ordered
path in face F whose white end is the base vertex of the branch.
A diagram reveals the reason for our use of the termtail. For example, both maps of Figure 2.23
have a tail in the face markedF . The following lemma shows that it is easy to derive the generating
series for maps with a tail from the series for smooth maps.
Lemma 2.7.10.Let θ |H n with ℓ(θ) = m. Then the number of genus g, face-labelled maps of












Proof. A map with a tail in facei is formed by selecting a smooth map and either distinguishing a
descent of facei , or attaching a branchT in facei , whereT is a path. A branch can be attached at
a vertex if and only if the increasing rotator condition is maintained in the process. Thus, if a face
hasd descents, then Lemma 2.6.5 implies that a branch can be attached in that face atexactlyd
possible base vertices.
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The series(zi ∂/∂zi )Ŵ
(g)
m (z, u) counts smooth maps with one descent of facei distinguished, the
seriesuzi /(1 − uzi ) counts pathsT to be attached as a branch in facei , and(zi ∂/∂zi )Ŵ
(g)
m (z, u)
counts maps with a distinguished base vertex for attachment ofT . Thus the series counting maps











The result follows upon simplification. 
Attaching a single edge to an ordered path clearly produces a two-face map. Moreover, if the
added edge connects one end of the path to some interior vertex, then the two-face map so produced
has a tail. In the next theorem, we show how this naı̈ve construction leads to a bijection between
ordered paths and maps with tails.
Theorem 2.7.11.Fix θ = (θ1, θ2) |H n. There is a bijection between face-labelled planar maps of
descent classθ with a tail, and edge-labelled pairs(λ,P), whereλ is an edge andP is an ordered
path containing n vertices.
Proof. Let Mθ be the set of face-labelled planar maps that have a tail and are of descent classθ , and
let Pn be the set of all pairs(λ,P) of the form described in the theorem. We defineθ :Pn −→Mθ
by constructingθ (λ,P) as follows.
Let F be the sole face ofP, and let((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦ be its boundary walk, wherev0 and





















(We remark that we could be more definitive here, as we clearly havem = n − 1 andk = 2n − 3.
However, our more general notation has been chosen with later abstractions in mind, and does not
muddy the argument in any case.)
Plainly, F hasn descents andc0 ∈ AF(λ). Therefore Lemma 2.7.6 guarantees a unique corner
cr ∈ AF(λ), with 0 < r ≤ k, such that the two-face mapP ⊕ (c0, cr )λ1,2 is of descent class
(θ1, n − θ1) = (θ1, θ2). Let θ (λ,P) be this new map. Stripv0 of its colour and, ifr 6= m, colour
vertexvr white. The construction is illustrated in Figure 2.24. Ifr 6= m, thenvm is the only vertex of
θ (λ,P) of degree 1, and it is the grey end of a path extending fromvr . If r = m, thenθ (λ,P)
is smooth andvm is grey. In either case,θ (λ,P) ∈ Mθ .

















Figure 2.24: The maps produced by(θ1,θ2).
We claim thatθ : Pn −→ Mθ is a bijection. It is clearly one-one, since any given mapM =
θ (λ,P) is of one of the three types shown on the right side of Figure 2.24, and thusboth edge
λ and vertexv0 of M can be uniquely identified, as follows. First letvr be the grey vertex ifM
is smooth, and the white vertex otherwise. Thenλ = {v0, vr } is the unique edge such that the
vertex-edge pair(vr , λ) appears in the boundary walk of face 1 ofM c.
To see thatθ is onto, observe that everyM ∈ Mθ belongs to exactly one of the three classes
of maps on the right-hand side of Figure 2.24. Thus edgeλ and verticesv0, vr of M are uniquely
determined, as above. LetP be the ordered path with white endv0 that is obtained by deleting
edgeλ from M , and letF be the sole face ofP. ThenM = P ⊕ (c0, cr )λ1,2, wherev0 is at
cornerc0 ∈ AF(λ) andvr is at cornercr ∈ AF(λ). SinceM ∈ Mθ is of descent classθ , so also is
P ⊕ (c0, cr )λ1,2. But, by definition,θ (λ,P) = P ⊕ (c0, c
′)λ1,2, wherec
′ ∈ AF(λ) is theunique
corner such that this map is of descent classθ . It follows thatc′ = cr , and thusM = θ (λ,P).
Thereforeθ is surjective, and the proof is complete. 
Example 2.7.12.Let P be the ordered path shown in Panel A of Figure 2.25, and letλ = 5. The
single faceF of P has boundary walk((v0, e0), . . . , (v13, e13))◦, where
(e0, e1, . . . , e13) = (8, 4, 3, 6, 1, 7, 2, 2, 7, 1, 6, 3, 4, 8).
Let ci = (ei−1, vi , ei ) for 0 ≤ i ≤ 13. ThenAF(5) = {ci0, . . . , ci7}, where
(i0, . . . , i7) = (0, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 13).
Except forci0, these corners are in indicated with small crosses in Panel B. By Lemma 2.7.6,the


































Figure 2.25: Constructing two-face planar maps from ordered paths.
mapP⊕(c0, ci j )
5
1,2 has descent class( j, 8− j ) for 1 ≤ j ≤ 7. Thus for the bijectionθ determined
by θ = ( j, 8 − j ) we haveθ (λ,P) = P ⊕ (c0, cr )λ1,2, wherer = i j .
For example, ifθ = (3, 5) then θ (λ,P) is obtained by adding edge{v0, vi3} = {v0, v5}
with label 5 toP between cornersc0 andc5, as illustrated in Panel C. Ifθ = (6, 2), then edge
{v0, vi6} = {v0, v10} is instead added toP between cornersc0 andc10 to produce the map of Panel
D. Crosses have been drawn at the descents of these maps, showing that they are, indeed, of descent
classes(3, 5) and(6, 2), respectively.
To reverse the construction illustrated in Panel C, letv be the white vertex of the final mapM
shown there, and observe that the vertex-edge pair(v, 5) appears in the boundary walk of face 1 of
the coreM c. This identifies edge 5 as the additional edge. Transfer the white colouringof v to the
opposite end of edge 5. Then removal of edge 5 results in the initial pathP. 
Together with Lemma 2.7.10, the previous theorem provides another combinatorial pr of of













Ŵ2(z1, z2, u) =
u2z1z2
(1 − uz1)(1 − uz2)
. (2.43)
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Proof. Let G(z1, z2, u) be the series on the left-hand side of (2.43). By Lemma 2.7.10,G counts
two-face, face-labelled planar maps with a tail. Theorem 2.7.11 gives an edge-preserving bijection
between maps of this type of any fixed descent class(θ1, θ2) |H n, and edge-labelled pairs(λ,P)
such thatλ is an edge andP is an ordered path on vertices. ThusG(z1, z2, u) = F(z, u) ◦
1+(z; z1, z2), whereF(z, u) is the series counting pairs(e,P) with respect to vertices ofP,
marked byz, and labelled edges, marked byu. Clearly F(z, u) = u · z/(1 − uz), so Lemma 1.3.3
gives











The result follows upon simplification. 
Finally, we mention that Theorem 2.7.11 could be stated in a more simple form than the o e we
have chosen here. In particular, the theorem obviously gives a bijection between permutations on
n symbols and planar maps of fixed descent class(θ1, θ2) |H n with a tail. Thus there aren! such
maps, and Corollary 2.7.13 is obtained immediately by noting that the coefficient of unzθ11 z
θ2
2 /n!
in the series on the right-hand side of (2.43) is alson!. Our presentation has been chosen with the
generalizations of Chapter 3 in mind.
2.7.4 Three-Face Smooth Planar Maps
Theorem 2.7.14, below, describes a bijection between ordered paths andthree-face smooth planar
maps of fixed descent class. The structure of this bijection is very similar to that given in Theo-
rem 2.7.11, but its many cases make it more complicated.
Theorem 2.7.14.Fix θ = (θ1, θ2, θ3) |H n. There is a bijection between smooth face-labelled
planar maps of descent classθ and edge-labelled tuples(λ,P, γ ), whereλ, γ are distinct edges
andP is an ordered path containing n vertices.
Proof. Let Mθ be the set of smooth face-labelled planar maps of descent classθ , nd letPn be the
set of all tuples(λ,P, γ ) as described in the theorem. We defineθ : Pn −→ Mθ through the
following construction. Proofs of claims made within the construction can be found after the main
proof.
Given (λ,P, γ ) ∈ Pn, let F be the single face ofP and let((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦ be its
boundary walk, wherev0 andvm are the white and grey ends ofP, respectively. Of course,F has
n descents. For 0≤ i ≤ k, let ci = (ei−1, vi , ei ). The situation is illustrated below.




















Notice that we trivially havec0 ∈ AF(λ) andcm ∈ AF(γ ). Now define












1 if (ek, γ, λ)◦ is nondecreasing,
0 otherwise.
(2.45)
Then|I1| + ǫ1 + |I2| + ǫ2 = n − 1 (Claim 1). Sinceθ1 + θ2 + θ3 = n, we have only the following
two cases to consider.
Case 1:Suppose|I1| + ǫ1 ≥ θ1.
Sincec0 ∈ AF(λ), Lemma 2.7.6 ensures a uniquecr ∈ AF(λ) such thatP ⊕ (c0, cr )λ1,2 is of
descent class(θ1, n−θ1) = (θ1, θ2+θ3). In fact, we haver ≤ m (Claim 2.) LetN = P⊕(c0, cr )λ1,2.













Let G denote face 2 ofN . ThenG has boundary walk((vr , er ), . . . , (vk, ek), (v0, λ))◦ andθ2 + θ3
descents. We now consider casesr < m andr = m separately.
If r < m, thencm ∈ AG(γ ) and Lemma 2.7.6 ensures a uniquec ∈ AG(γ ) such thatN ⊕
(cm, c)
γ
2,3 is of descent class(θ1, θ2, θ3). Strip the colour fromv0 andvm, and letθ (λ,P, γ ) =
N ⊕ (cn, c)
γ
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If r = m, then c′m = (λ, vm, em) is a corner ofG. Moreover,c
′
m ∈ AG(γ ) (Claim 3.)
Lemma 2.7.6 therefore gives a uniquec ∈ AG(γ ) such thatN ⊕ (c′m, c)
γ
2,3 is of descent class
(θ1, θ2, θ3). Stripv0 andvm of their colour, and letθ (λ,P, γ ) = N ⊕ (c′m, c)
γ
2,3. The construc-











= (λ, vm, em)
c
v0
Case 2:Suppose|I1| + ǫ1 < θ1 and|I2| + ǫ2 > θ2.
Sincecm ∈ AF(γ ), Lemma 2.7.6 guarantees a uniquecr ∈ AF(γ ) such thatP ⊕ (cm, cr )
γ
2,1
is of descent class(n − θ2, θ2) = (θ1 + θ3, θ2). In fact, we havem < r ≤ k (Claim 4.) Let
N = P ⊕ (cm, cr )
γ









Let G denote face 1 ofN . ThenG has boundary walk((vr , er ), . . . , (vm−1, em−1), (vm, γ ))◦
and θ1 + θ3 descents. Sincec0 ∈ AG(λ), Lemma 2.7.6 ensures a uniquec ∈ AG(λ) such that
N ⊕ (c0, c)λ1,3 is of descent class(θ1, θ2, θ3). In fact, eitherc = (γ, vr , er ) or c = cs for somes
with r < s ≤ 2k (Claim 5.) Stripv0 andvm of their colours, and letθ (λ,P, γ ) = N ⊕ (c0, c)λ1,3.






























Analysis: Clearlyθ (λ,P, γ ), as constructed above, is an element ofMθ for all (λ,P, γ ) ∈ Pn.
We claim thatθ :Pn −→Mθ is a bijection. The proof is best described with the aid of Figure 2.26,
which shows the ten disjoint classes of three-face smooth planar maps that can be produced by the
construction. In particular, maps belonging to classes A through H are obtained through case 1 of
the construction, while classes I and J correspond to case 2.
Let M be a face-labelled map belonging to one of classes A through H. Then the particular
class ofM can be determined, and the diagrams of Figure 2.26 unambiguously identify ver ces












































































Figure 2.26: The maps produced by(θ1,θ2,θ3).
v0, vm and edgesλ, γ of M . This is clear from the fact that such maps lack automorphisms, but the
identifications could be carried out practically, as follows. For a vertexv of M , let Lv be the cyclic
sequence of alternating face- and edge-labels encountered on a clockwise tour aboutv. If M has
two vertices of degree 3, sayu andv, such thatLu = (1, a, 2, b, 3, c)◦ andLv = (1, d, 3, e, 2, f )◦
for some edgesa, b, c, d, e, f , then it belongs to one of classes C through F, and we havevr = v,
γ = b = {u, vm} andλ = d = {v, v0}. Classes C through F are now distinguished by equalities
betweenu andv0, andv andvm. For example, class C is characterized by the conditionsu 6= v0 and
v 6= vm, while class D hasu = v0 andv 6= vm. Similarly, if M has a vertexv of degree 4 such that
Lv = (1, a, 3, b, 2, c, 3, d)◦, thenM is of class B, and we haveλ = a = {v, v0}, γ = c = {v, vm}.
The argument above shows that the construction ofθ (λ,P, γ ) is reversible, henceθ is one-
one. To see thatθ is onto, first observe that every mapM ∈ Mθ belongs to one of the classes of
maps shown in Figure 2.26. The particular class ofM is then uniquely determined as above, as are
verticesv0, vm and edgesλ, γ . Let P be the ordered path obtained by removingλ andγ from M
and colouringv0 white andvm grey. Let((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦ be the boundary walk of the single
faceF of P, and setci = (ei−1, vi , ei ) for 0 ≤ i ≤ k, so thatc0 ∈ AF(λ) andcm ∈ AF(γ ). Now
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defineI1, ǫ1, I2 andǫ2 as in (2.44) and (2.45).
SupposeM is of class A through H. LetN0 = M \γ , and letG be the face ofN0 created
by the amalgamation of faces 2 and 3 ofM upon removal ofγ . If G is assigned label 2, then
N0 is of descent class(θ1, θ2 + θ3), sinceM ∈ Mθ . Moreover, face 1 ofN0 has boundary walk
((v0, e0), . . . , (vr −1, er −1), (vr , λ))◦ for somer with 1 < r ≤ m, and we haveN0 = P⊕(c0, cr )λ1,2.
If r < m then Lemma 2.7.6 implies|I1| ≥ θ1, whereasr = m implies |I1| ≥ θ1 − 1. However,
in the latter case, observe that(em−1, λ, γ )◦ is increasing, since it is a subsequence of the rotator of
vm in M . Therefore|I1| + ǫ1 ≥ θ1 in either case. By the uniqueness guaranteed by Lemma 2.7.6,
N0 coincides with the intermediary mapN created in (case 1 of) the construction ofθ (λ,P, γ ).
Now setc = cm if r < m, andc = (λ, vm, em) if r = m. ThenM = N0 ⊕ (c, c′)
γ
2,3 for some
cornerc′ ∈ AG(γ ). But cornerc′ is unique (by Lemma 2.7.6) andN = N0, so comparison with
the construction ofθ (λ,P, γ ) reveals thatM = θ (λ,P, γ ).
If M is of class I or J, then a similar argument provesM = θ (λ,P, γ ). (Here we find that
|I2| + ǫ2 > θ2, so case 2 of the construction is in effect.) Thusθ is onto, and the main proof is
complete. Proofs of the supporting claims follow. 
Proof of Claim 1:Consider the two-face smooth planar mapQ obtained fromP by first augmenting









The two faces,Q1 andQ2, of Q have boundary walks
((v0, e0), . . . , (vm−1, em−1), (vm, γ ), (v, λ))
◦ and ((vm, em), . . . , (vk, ek), (v0, λ), (v, γ ))
◦,
respectively. Note thatAQ1(λ) = {(λ, v0, e0), (em−1, vm, γ )}∪{(ei−1, vi , ei ) : i ∈ I1} if (em−1, λ, γ )
◦
is nondecreasing, andAQ1(λ) = {(λ, v0, e0)}∪{(ei−1, vi , ei ) : i ∈ I1} otherwise. Thus|AQ1(λ)| =
1 + |I1| + ǫ1. Similarly, we get|AQ2(γ )| = 1 + |I2| + ǫ2. But, by Lemma 2.7.6, facesQ1 and
Q2 have |AQ1(λ)| and |AQ2(γ )| descents, respectively. SinceQ hasn + 1 vertices, this gives
|AQ1(λ)| + |AQ2(γ )| = n + 1. Thus|I1| + ǫ1 + |I2| + ǫ2 = n − 1. 
Proof of Claim 2: Sincecm ∈ AF(λ), Lemma 2.7.6 impliesP ⊕ (c0, cm)λ1,2 has descent class
(d1, d2) |H n, whered1 = |I1| + 1. If r > m, thend1 < θ1 and we get the contradiction|I1| + ǫ1 ≤
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|I1| + 1 < θ1. Thusr ≤ m, as claimed. In fact, ifr = m then j = θ1 and thusθ1 ≤ |I1| + ǫ1 ≤
|I1| + 1 = θ1. Thereforer = m impliesǫ1 = 1.
Proof of Claim 3:In the proof of Claim 2 we showed thatr = m impliesǫ1 = 1. But this implies
(em−1, λ, γ )◦ is nondecreasing. We also know that(em−1, γ, em)◦ is nondecreasing, and together
these conditions force(λ, γ, em)◦ to be nondecreasing. Hence(λ, vm, em) ∈ AG(γ ). 
Proof of Claim 4: Sincec0 ∈ AF(γ ), Lemma 2.7.6 impliesP ⊕ (cm, c0)λ2,1 has descent class
(d1, d2) |H n, whered2 = |I2| + 1. But if 0 ≤ s ≤ m, thend2 ≤ θ2 and we get the contradiction
|I2| + ǫ2 ≤ |I2| + 1 ≤ θ2. Thusm < s ≤ k, as claimed. 
Proof of Claim 5:Clearlyc must be one of(em−1, vm, γ ), or (γ, vr , er ), or (es−1, vs, es) for a unique
s with 0 < s < m or r < s ≤ k, as these are all the corners ofG aside fromc0. If c = (em−1, vm, γ ),
thenc ∈ AG(λ) implies(em−1, λ, γ )◦ is nondecreasing, so thatǫ1 = 1. Then sinceN ⊕ (c0, c)λ1,3
has descent class(θ1, θ2, θ3), Lemma 2.7.6 impliesθ1 = |I1| + 1 = |I1| + ǫ1, which contradicts
|I1| + ǫ1 < θ1. Similarly, if c = (es−1, vs, es) with 0 < s < m, then|I1| ≥ θ1, again a contradiction.
Thereforec = (γ, vr , er ) or c = (es−1, vs, es) for somes with r < s ≤ k. 
Example 2.7.15.Let P be the ordered path shown in Figure 2.27A, and letλ = 6, γ = 2. The
single faceF of P has boundary walk((v0, e0), . . . , (v13, e13))◦, wherev0 andv7 are the white and
grey ends ofP, respectively, and
(e0, e1, . . . , e13) = (4, 8, 3, 5, 9, 7, 1, 1, 7, 9, 5, 3, 8, 4).
Thusm = 7 andk = 13. Letci = (ei−1, vi , ei ) for 0 ≤ i ≤ 13. ThenAF(λ) = {ci0, . . . , ci7} and
AF(γ ) = {c j0, . . . , c j7}, where
(i0, . . . , i7) = (0, 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12) and ( j0, . . . , j7) = (0, 2, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13).
Thus I1 = {1, 4, 5} and I2 = {8, 10, 11, 13}. Neither(em, λ, γ )◦ = (1, 6, 2)◦ nor (ek, γ, λ)◦ =
(4, 2, 6)◦ is nondecreasing, soǫ1 = ǫ2 = 0. Therefore|I1| + ǫ1 = 3 and|I2| + ǫ2 = 4.
If θ = (3, 2, 3), then|I1|+ǫ1 ≥ θ1 and we follow Case 1 to constructθ (λ,P, γ ). The process
is illustrated in Figure 2.27B. First observe thatP ⊕ (c0, cr )λ1,2 is of descent class(3, 5) only for
r = 5. ThereforeN = P⊕(c0, c5)61,2. Now notice thatr < m, and thatN ⊕(cm, c)
γ
2,3 is of descent
classθ = (3, 2, 3) precisely whenc is cornerc10 of N . Thusθ (λ,P, γ ) = N ⊕ (c7, c10)21,3.
If θ = (4, 3, 1), then|I1| + ǫ1 < θ1 and|I2| + ǫ2 > θ2. We therefore follow Case 2 to construct

























































Figure 2.27: Constructing smooth three-face planar maps from ordered paths.
θ (λ,P, γ ), as shown in Figure 2.27C. SinceP ⊕ (cm, cr )
γ
2,1 is of descent class(5, 3) only for
r = 11, we haveN = P ⊕ (c7, c11)22,1. SinceN ⊕ (c0, c12)
λ
1,3 is of descent classθ = (4, 3, 1),
we haveθ (λ,P, γ ) = N ⊕ (c0, c12)61,3. 
Let M be the smooth map constructed in Figure 2.27B, and letFi denote facei of this map,
for i = 1, 2, 3. Then the alternating cyclic lists of faces and edges encountered on clockwise tours
about the vertices ofM of degree 3 are(F1, 6, F3, 7, F2, 9)◦ and(F1, 9, F2, 2, F3, 5)◦. To reverse
the construction we compare these statistics with the diagrams of Figure 2.26. This identifiesM
as being in classC, with λ = 6 andγ = 2. Colour the ends ofλ andγ that are not of degree 3
white and grey, respectively. Then removing edges 2 and 6 fromM produces the original ordered
path. 
Theorem 2.7.14 provides a combinatorial proof of the following result, which is them = 3 case
of Theorem 2.6.11.
Corollary 2.7.16.
Ŵ3(z1, z2, z3, u) =
u4z1z2z3
(1 − uz1)(1 − uz2)(1 − uz3)
. (2.46)
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Proof. Theorem 2.7.14 shows smooth face-labelled planar maps of fixed descentclass(θ1, θ2, θ3) |H
n to be in edge-preserving bijection with edge-labelled structures(λ,P, γ ), whereλ, γ are distinct
edges andP is an ordered path onvertices. ThusŴ3(z1, z2, z3, u) = F(z, u) ◦ 1+(z; z1, z2, z3),
whereF(z, u) is the series counting tuples(e1,P, e2) with respect to vertices ofP, marked byz,
and labelled edges, marked byu. SinceF(z, u) = u2 · z/(1 − uz), Lemma 1.3.3 gives











The result follows upon simplification. 
Again, we note that Theorem 2.7.14 can be stated simply as a bijection between permutations on
n + 1 symbols and smooth planar maps of fixed descent class(θ1, θ2, θ3) |H n. There are therefore
(n + 1)! such maps, and Corollary 2.7.16 results by comparing coefficients on bothsides of (2.46).
The motivation behind our approach will become clear in Chapter 3.
2.7.5 A Differential Decomposition for Smooth Planar Maps
The bijections given in Theorems 2.7.11 and 2.7.14 share a common theme. Thatis, a smooth
map of predetermined descent class is built from an ordered path by attaching labelled edges to its
endpoints. Lemma 2.7.6 plays a fundamental rôle in these constructions, guaranteeing that edges
of any given label can be attached in a unique manner to create a map of the desired descent class.
Unfortunately, we have been unable to extend this method to give similar constructions for smooth
maps with more than three faces. Thus a combinatorial proof of Theorem 2.6.11 whenm > 3 is
currently beyond reach.
However, Lemma 2.7.6 can be used to develop a recursive decomposition for smo th planar
maps. This is done in the next theorem, where the result is stated in the form ofa differential
equation satisfied byŴm(z, u), for m ≥ 4. In fact, through the identityŴm(w, u) = 9m(x, u), this
result is equivalent to Theorem 2.5.6. A positive genus analogue is also readily obtained by the
methods used here.






























Figure 2.28: Decompositions of a smooth planar map.
Theorem 2.7.17.Fix m ≥ 4. For any subsetλ = {λ1, . . . , λk} ⊆ [m], whereλ1 < · · · < λk, let





















zj ∂i Ŵm−1(z j , u)
(1 − uzi )(zi − zj )
. (2.48)
Proof. The series on the left-hand side of (2.48) counts all possible structures obtained by deleting
the maximally labelled edge from a smooth face-labelled map withm faces. We show that the
series on the right-hand side of (2.48) counts these same structures. To this end, letM be a smooth
face-labelled planar map withm ≥ 4 faces, and lete = {a, b} be its maximal edge.
SinceM is smooth, the various diagrams of Figure 2.28 illustrate the six possible configurations
of ewithin M . In each diagram, the shaded squares represent smooth maps with at least two internal
faces (note that this distinguishes case E from F). Verticesu anda, as defined in the diagrams, may
coincide in all cases except D. The identityb = v is possible in cases A, B, and F, whilex = b is
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possible in E. With the aid of these diagrams, now consider the effect of deleting e from M .
First examine case F. Let the sole faceF incident withe have labeli . In this case, removal ofe
decomposesM into two planar maps,Ma andMb, containinga andb, respectively, whose faces
are labelled withλ ⊆ [m] andγ ⊆ [m], whereλ ∩ γ = {i }, λ ∪ γ = [m], and |γ |, |λ| > 2. Let
Fa andFb be the faces ofMa andMb labelledi . This decomposition is illustrated below. Note that








Sincee is maximal, botha andb are at descents ofF . Thereforeu is at a descent ofFa whenu = a,
andv is at a descent ofFb whenv = b. ThusMa has a tail inFa, andMb has a tail inFb. By
Lemma 2.7.10 and (2.47), the series counting all possible pairs(Ma,Mb) is
∂i Ŵ|γ |(zγ , u) · ∂i Ŵ|λ|(zλ, u).
Summing overi and over permissible pairs{λ, γ } gives the first sum on the right-hand side of (2.48).
Now consider cases A, B, and E simultaneously. Assume facesFi and F j are labelledi and
j , respectively. LetN be the planar map withm − 1 faces resulting from the separation of edge
f = {v, x} from M . Let F0 be the face ofN created by the merger ofFi andF j , and assign label
0 to this face. A vertex is at a descent ofF0 if and only if it is at a descent ofFi or F j . If F0 hasn
descents, thenFi andF j haved andn − d descents, respectively, for somed with 1 ≤ d ≤ n − 1.










Lemma 2.7.6 implies that the position of edgef within M is uniquely determined by its label, one
of its endpoints (that is,v or x), and the numberd of descents ofFi . But v can always be identified
as the only leaf ofN . ThusM can be recovered fromM , d, and f alone. Deletion ofe from M
is therefore equivalent to deletion ofe from N , provided thatd and f are recorded. Finally, note
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that deletinge from N is a reversible operation that results in a mapNa and an ordered pathP,






A similar, but less complicated, analysis is valid for cases C and D. Here, deletion of e from M
creates a new mapMa with m − 1 faces. Again, facesFi andF j (assumed to be labelledi and j ,
respectively) are merged into a single faceF0 of Ma, and this new face is given label 0. Note that
Ma has a tail inF0. As before, ifF0 hasn descents, thenFi and F j haved andn − d descents,
respectively, where 1≤ d ≤ n−1. Lemma 2.7.6 shows thatM can be recovered fromMa together
with the numberd of descents ofFi .





Ŵm−1(z, zi j , u)
counts maps such asNa orMa that havem−1 faces labelled with{0, . . . , m}\{i, j } and a tail in face
0. Herez marks descents of face 0, andu marks labelled edges, as usual. The seriesz/(1 − uz) · u
counts pairs(P, f ), whereP is an ordered path andf is a labelled edge. Let















Then, from our above analysis, the series counting all possible structuresM \e arising in cases A






j , for all n ≥ 1. From (1.1) and
Lemma 1.3.3, this gives
G(z, zi j , u) ◦ 1+(z; zi , zj ) =
zj G(zi , zi j , u) − zi G(zj , zi j , u)
zi − zj
.
Observe thatG(zi , zi j , u) = (1−uzi )−1∂i Ŵm−1(z j , u) andG(zj , zi j , u) = (1−uzj )−1∂ j Ŵm−1(zi , u).
Summing over all pairs{i, j } ⊆ [m] therefore results in the second summation on the right-hand
side of (2.48). 
Notice that the proof of Theorem 2.7.17 sheds some light on the mysterious algebr ic cancel-
lation that occurred in the earlier derivation of Theorem 2.5.6. In particular, the cancellation is
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reflected by our separate treatments of cases E and F (see Figure 2.28).In both cases,e is a bridge,
so its deletion separatesM into two maps, but the analysis above shows that case E can be naturally
grouped with cases A through D rather than with case F.
2.8 Bijections Between Factorizations and Trees
In §2.4.7 we described a bijection between minimal factorizations of full cyclesand vertex-labelled
trees. This gave a bijective proof of Dénes result,H0((n)) = nn−2, which is the special case of
the Hurwitz formula forH0(α) whenℓ(α) = 1. We conclude Chapter 2 with analogous correspon-
dences for minimal factorizations of permutations composed of two or three disjoint cycles, thereby
providing combinatorial proofs of the Hurwitz formula whenℓ(α) = 2 andℓ(α) = 3.
The framework for these results is already complete. In fact, the correspndences given in this
section are obtained simply by composing a close relative of the tree pruning bijection with the
bijections defined in Theorems 2.7.11 and 2.7.14.
2.8.1 Preliminaries
In order to describe the forthcoming correspondences cleanly, we mustintroduce some minor gen-
eralizations of earlier definitions. We begin with the normal indexing of boundary walks. As men-
tioned in §2.6.2, our earlier definition in the context of vertex-labelled maps was devised with an
extension to all maps in mind.
We say a map istrivial if it has exactly two vertices and one face. The following technical
lemma allows for a well-defined normal indexing of the boundary walks of a nontrivial map.
Lemma 2.8.1. Let W = ((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦ be the boundary walk of face F in the mapM . For
0 ≤ i ≤ k, define Li = (ei , ei+1, . . . , ei+k) ∈ Zk+1. If ≺ is the strict lexicographic order onZk+1,
then eitherM is trivial or there is a unique i with0 ≤ i ≤ k such that Li = min≺{L j : 0 ≤ j ≤ k}.
Proof. If there is no such value ofi , then(e0, . . . , ek) = (e0, . . . , ej , e0, . . . , ej , · · · , e0, . . . , ej )
for some j ≥ 0, where there arem ≥ 2 copies of the sequencee0, . . . , ej in the latter list. This
showsW to be of the form
((v0, e0), . . . , (v j , ej ), (v j +1, e0), . . . , (v2 j +1, ej ), · · · (v(m−1)( j +1), e0), . . . , (vm( j +1)−1, ej ))
◦.
Thus ei = {vi , vi+1} = {vi+ j +1, vi+ j +2} for all i . But vi+1 6= vi+ j +2, since otherwise corners
(ei , vi+1, ei+1) and (ei , vi+ j +2, ei+1) of W would be identical. It follows thatvi = vi+ j +2 and
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vi+1 = vi+ j +1. These identities combine to givei+2 = vi for all i . Sincev0 6= v1, we conclude that
W is incident with exactly two vertices. Moreover, each edge ofW is encountered at least twice
(hence exactly twice), implying thatF is the only face ofM . 
In light of the lemma, we say that a boundary walk((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦ in a nontrivial map is
normally indexed if (e0, . . . , ek) = min≺{(ei , . . . , ei+k) : 0 ≤ i ≤ k}. Observe that this definition
of normal indexing is compatible with Definition 2.6.3, in the sense that they agreefo nontrivial
vertex- and edge-labelled maps. (No effective definition of normal indexi g can be given for trivial
maps, since their two vertices are interchangeable.)
Let M be any nontrivial map, and let vertexv be at one of thed descents of faceF of M . Let
((e0, v0), . . . , (ek, vk))◦ be the normally indexed boundary walk ofF , and let j1 < · · · < jd be the
d values of j with 0 ≤ j ≤ k such thatv j is at a descent ofF . Then we havev ji = v for a unique
i ∈ {1, . . . , d}. We call this value ofi the index of vertexv in F .
The definitions of cores and branches given in §2.6.1 can be generalized, as follows. We define a
submapof the mapM to be any map that can be obtained fromM by successive removal of leaves
(and their incident edges). Thus thecore of a map is its minimal submap. LetN be a submap of
M , and lete = {u, v} be an edge ofM such thatN containsv but notu. Thene is incident with
only one face,F , of M . Detachinge from v yields a rooted treeT whose root vertex is incident
only with e. We call this tree anN -branch of faceF . Vertexv is thebase vertexof T and edgee
is its stem.
WhenN is nontrivial, theindexof T is defined as follows. Let the face ofN corresponding to
F haved descents and normally indexed boundary walk((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦. By Lemma 2.6.5,
(ej −1, e, ej )◦ is increasing for exactlyd values of j in the range 0≤ j ≤ k. Let these values ofj
be j1 < · · · < jd. Then theindex of T is the unique value ofi ∈ {1, . . . , d} such thatv = v ji .
Finally, we remark that the definition of normal indexing given here is compatible with that
given earlier for vertex-labelled maps. That is, the normal indexing of a boundary walk in a non-
trivial vertex-labelled map is the same whether our current definition (disregarding vertex labels) or
Definition 2.6.3 is used. Of course, this implies that our two definitions of the index of a branch are
also compatible.
Example 2.8.2.Consider the face-labelled mapM drawn in Figure 2.29A. Note that the high-
lighted vertexv is at a descent of face 1. The normally indexed boundary walk of this face is
































i = 3i = 1
v
Figure 2.29: (A) A mapM , (B) a submapN of M , and (C) theN -branches of face 1 ofM .
((v0, e0), . . . , (v18, e17))◦, where
(e0, e1, . . . , e17) = (1, 1, 7, 10, 12, 3, 3, 12, 14, 2, 5, 5, 2, 6, 4, 7, 13, 13).
Note thatej −1 ≥ ej for exactly thosej in the list( j1, . . . , j8) = (0, 1, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 14, 17). Since
v = v14 = v j8, vertexv has index 8 in face 1.
A submapN of M is given in Figure 2.29B. Face 1 of this map has 5 descents, with normally
indexed boundary walk((u0, f0), . . . , (u8, f8))◦, where
( f0, f1, . . . , f9) = (2, 2, 6, 4, 10, 12, 3, 3, 12, 14).
Thus theN -branches of face 1 ofM , and their indices, are as shown in Figure 2.29C. For in-
stance, the branch with stem 7 has index 3, since( f j −1, 7, f j )◦ is nondecreasing forj in the list
( j1, . . . , j5) = (1, 3, 4, 7, 8), and edge 7 ofM is incident with vertexu4 = u j3 of N . 
2.8.2 Factorizations of Class(n1, n2)
A dotted factorization of the permutationπ ∈ Sn is a factorization ofπ together with a choice
of a distinguished symboli ∈ [n]. The special symbol is identified by marking it with a dot.
For example,(1 3)(2̇ 4)(12̇)(1 5) is a dotted factorization of(1 5 4 2 3). Algorithm 2.8.3, below,
transforms a minimal transitive dotted factorization of class(n1, n2) into a pair of doubly rooted
vertex-labelled trees and a certain set partition of [n1 + n2]. Figure 2.30 on page 95 serves as a
running example of the algorithm, illustrating each step as it is applied to the dotted factorization
(9 10)(8 16)(2 5)(1 12)(5 15)(5 13)(1 8)(8 11)(2 4)(8 10)(6 12)(2 3)(7 16)(1 13)(5 12)(13 1̇4)
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of the permutation
(1 2 3 4 5 6)(7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16) ∈ S16.
The panels of the figure correspond to similarly labelled steps of the algorithm.
Algorithm 2.8.3.
INPUT: A genus 0 dotted factorizationf of (1 2 · · · n1)(n1 + 1 · · · n1 + n2).
A. Let M be the face-labelled map with distinguished descents corresponding tof (with its dot
ignored) through the bijection of Theorem 2.4.18. The descent class ofM is (n1, n2), and
the dotted symbolk of f distinguishes a vertex ofM , as follows. If 1≤ k ≤ n1, then mark
the vertex of indexk in face 1. Ifn1 < k ≤ n1 + n2, then mark the vertex of indexk − n1 in
face 2.
B. For j = 1, 2, let i j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n j } be the index of the vertex at the distinguished descent of
face j of M .
C. There is a unique shortest path inM from its distinguished vertex to a vertex in its core.
Remove all vertices and edges ofM except those belonging to eitherM c or this path to
obtain a submapN of M with a tail. Let(θ1, θ2) be the descent class ofN .
D. For j = 1, 2, letB j be the set ofN -branches of facej of M . Calculate the index of each
branch inB j .
E. Let(λ,P) be the pair corresponding toN through the bijection(θ1,θ2) of Theorem 2.7.11.
Let l1, . . . , ln1+n2−1 be the edge labels ofP, in order from white end to grey end.
F. SplitP into ordered pathsP1 andP2 of lengthsθ1 − 1 andθ2 − 1, respectively, having edge-
labelsl1, . . . , lθ1−1 and lθ1+1, . . . , lθ1+θ2−1, as encountered from white end to grey end. Set
e1 = λ ande2 = lθ1.
G. For j = 1, 2, form a doubly rooted treeTj on n j vertices by attaching all branches inB j of
index i to thei -th vertex ofPj . The white and grey vertices ofPj serve as the roots ofTj .
H. For j = 1, 2, let E j be the set of edge labels ofTj . Relabel the edges ofTj with {1, . . . , θ j }
so that the relative order of the original labels is preserved. RegardTj as a planar one-face
map, and assign labeln j to the vertex with indexi j . (If Tj has exactly two vertices, then its
white and grey roots are taken to have indices 1 and 2, respectively.)
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I. For j = 1, 2, transformTj into a doubly rooted, vertex-labelled tree by pushing the label of
each edge onto the endpoint ofe which is furthest from the vertex labelledn j .
OUTPUT: Pairs(T1, T2), (E1, E2), and(e1, e2), where eachTj is a doubly rooted, vertex-labelled
tree onn j vertices, and{E1, E2, {e1}, {e2}} is a set partition of [n1 + n2] such that|E j | = n j − 1 for
j = 1, 2.
Our previous work shows the algorithm above to be reversible. That is, we have the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.8.4.The correspondence defined by Algorithm 2.8.3 is a bijection between genus 0
dotted factorizations of(1 2 · · · n)(n1 + 1 · · · n1 + n2) and tuples(T1, T2, E1, E2, e1, e2), where
each Tj is a doubly rooted, vertex-labelled tree on nj vertices, and where{E1, E2, {e1}, {e2}} is a
set partition of[n1 + n2] such that|E j | = n j − 1 for j = 1, 2. 
Since there arenn doubly rooted, vertex-labelled trees onn vertices, and(n1+n2) · H0((n1, n2))
genus 0 dotted factorizations of any permutation of class(n1, n2), we have a combinatorial deriva-
tion of the following special case of the Hurwitz formula.








n1 − 1, n2 − 1, 1, 1
)





minimal transitive factorizations of any fixed permutationπ ∈ C(n1,n2). 
2.8.3 Factorizations of Class(n1, n2, n3)
We now describe an algorithm that transforms a minimal transitive factorizationof class(n1, n2, n3)
into three doubly rooted, vertex-labelled trees and a certain set partition of[n1 + n2 + n3 + 1]. The
structure of this algorithm is very similar to that of Algorithm 2.8.3. See Figure 2.31 on page 96 for
an illustration of the procedure as it is applied to the factorization
(11 12)(15 16)(14 17)(3 14)(14 16)(10 12)(7 13)(2 16)(6 13)(13 16)(5 16)(3 16)(9 13)(1 9)(9 12)(7 12)(3 4)(8 13)
of the permutation(1 2 3 4 5 6 7)(8 9 10 11 12 13)(14 15 16 17) ∈ S17.
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Algorithm 2.8.6.
INPUT: A genus 0 factorizationf of (1 2 · · · n1)(n1 +1 · · · n1 +n2)(n1 +n2 +1 · · · n1 +n2 +n3).
A. Let M be the decorated face-labelled map map of descent class(n1, n2, n3) corresponding to
f through the bijection of Theorem 2.4.18.
B. For j = 1, 2, 3, let i j ∈ {1, . . . , n j } be the index of the vertex at the distinguished descent of
face j of M .
C. LetN be the core ofM , and let(θ1, θ2, θ3) be its descent class.
D. For j = 1, 2, 3, let B j be the set of branches of facej of M . Calculate the index of each
branch inB j .
E. Let(λ,P, γ ) be the tuple corresponding toN through the bijection(θ1,θ2,θ3) defined in the
proof of Theorem 2.7.14. Letl1, . . . , ln1+n2+n3−1 be the edge labels ofP, in order from white
end to grey end.
F. SplitP into ordered pathsP1, P2 and P3 of lengthsθ1 − 1, θ2 − 1 andθ3 − 1, respectively,
having edge-labelsl1, . . . , lθ1−1 and lθ1+1, . . . , lθ1+θ2−1, and lθ1+θ2+1, . . . , lθ1+θ2+θ3−1, as en-
countered from white end to grey end. Sete1 = λ, e2 = lθ1, e3 = lθ1+θ2, ande4 = γ .
G. For j = 1, 2, 3, form a doubly rooted treeTj on n j vertices by attaching all branches inB j
of index i to thei -th vertex ofPj . The white and grey vertices ofPj serve as the roots ofTj .
H. For j = 1, 2, 3, let E j be the set of edge labels ofTj . Now relabel the edges ofTj with
{1, . . . , θ j } so that the relative order of the original labels is preserved. RegardTj as a planar
one-face map, and assign labeln j to the vertex with indexi j . (If Tj has exactly two vertices,
then its white and grey roots are taken to have indices 1 and 2, respectively.)
I. For j = 1, 2, 3, transformTj into a doubly rooted, vertex-labelled tree by pushing the label
of each edge onto the endpoint ofe which is furthest from the vertex labelledn j .
OUTPUT: Tuples(T1, T2, T3), (E1, E2, E3), and(e1, e2, e3, e4), where eachTj is a doubly rooted,
vertex-labelled tree on j vertices, and where{E1, E2, E3, {e1}, {e2}, {e3}, {e4}} is a set partition of
[n1 + n2 + n3 + 1] such that|E j | = n j − 1 for j = 1, 2, 3.
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Again, this algorithm is clearly reversible. We therefore obtain the following theorem and its
enumerative corollary, which is another special case of the Hurwitz formula.
Theorem 2.8.7.The correspondence defined by Algorithm 2.8.6 is a bijection between genus 0
factorizations of the permutation(1 2 · · · n)(n1 + 1 · · · n1 + n2)(n1 + n2 + 1 · · · n1 + n2 + n3) and
tuples(T1, T2, T3E1, E2, E3, e1, e2, e3, e4), where each Tj is a doubly rooted, vertex-labelled tree
on nj vertices, and where{E1, E2, E3, {e1}, {e2}, {e3}, {e4}} is a set partition of[n1 + n2 + n3 + 1]
such that|E j | = n j − 1 for j = 1, 2, 3. 
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minimal transitive factorizations of any fixed permutationπ ∈ C(n1,n2,n3). 
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Figure 2.30: An illustration of Algorithm 2.8.3.
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Tree T1 Tree T2
(i1, i2, i3) = (6, 2, 3)
Tree T3
(e1, e2, e3, e4) = (14, 7, 3, 6)
Vertex Data:  (i1, i2, i3) = (6, 2, 3)
E1 = {2, 5, 8, 10, 11, 15}
E2 = {1, 9, 12, 13, 18}


















(e1, e2, e3, e4) = (14, 7, 3, 6)
(l1, ... , l6) = (15, 7, 9, 12, 3, 4)








In this chapter we extend some of the results of Chapter 2 to factorizations ofpermutations in which
the factors are not necessarily transpositions. Throughout, we assumethe following definitions.
Definition 3.1.1. A factorization of π ∈ Sn of length r is an r-tuple(σr , . . . , σ1) of permutations
σi ∈ Sn such thatπ = σr · · · σ1. Theclass of a factorization(σr , . . . , σ1) of π is the cycle type of
π , and itsfactor type is the r-tuple(βr , . . . , β1), whereσi ∈ Cβi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r .
For example,((1 2)(3 4)(5), (1 2 4)(3)(5), (1 5)(2 3)(4)) is a factorization of(1 5)(2 4)(3) of length
3 since
(1 5)(2 4)(3) = (1 2)(3 4)(5) · (1 2 4)(3)(5) · (1 5)(2 3)(4). (3.1)
This factorization has class [1 22] and factor type([1 22], [12 3], [1 22]). As in Chapter 2, there is
typically no harm in circumventing some formality and referring equation (3.1) itself a a factoriza-
tion.
The factorization f = (σr , . . . , σ1) is transitive if the group〈 σ1, . . . , σr 〉 generated by its
factors acts transitively onSn. More generally, ifc = | orb〈 σ1, . . . , σr 〉| is the number of orbits
of [n] under the action of〈 σ1, . . . , σr 〉, then we sayf is ac-component factorization. Thus 1-
component factorizations are synonymous with transitive factorizations.
The following proposition is an extension of Proposition 2.2.9 to arbitrary factorizations.
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ℓ(σi ) ≤ n(r − 1) + 2c.
Proof. Each factor off can be decomposed into a productσi = τ ir i · · · τ
i
1 of r i = n − ℓ(σi ) trans-
positions. Henceπ = σr · · · σ1 can be expressed as a product of the
∑r
i=1 r i = nr −
∑r
i=1 ℓ(σi )




ℓ(σi ) ≥ n + ℓ(π) − 2| orbT |. (3.2)
But 〈 σ1, . . . , σr 〉 is a subgroup ofT , and so we have| orbT | ≤ | orb〈 σ1, . . . , σr 〉| = c. 
Since the quantitynr −
∑r
i=1 ℓ(σi ) on the left-hand side of (3.2) arises as the length of a factor-
ization ofπ into transpositions, the parity restriction of Proposition 2.2.6 impliesnr −
∑r
i=1 ℓ(σi ) ≡





ℓ(σi ) = n + ℓ(π) − 2c + 2g.
For transitive factorizations (that is, whenc = 1) we make the following definition.




ℓ(βi ) = n(r − 1) + 2 − 2g (3.3)
for a nonnegative integer g that is called theg nus of f . Genus 0 factorizations are also referred
to asminimal transitive factorizations.
3.2 Graphical Representation of General Factorizations
3.2.1 Polymaps
Recall that a map is2-coloured if its faces have been painted black and white so every edge is inci-
dent with both a black face and a white face. (Thus no two similarly coloured faces are adjacent.).
We shall be concerned with a special class of labelled 2-coloured maps, define as follows.






















Figure 3.1: (A) A polymap, and (B) its descent structure.
Definition 3.2.1. A polygonal map, or polymap, is a 2-coloured map in which the boundary walk
of every black face is a cycle.
We shall find constant need to differentiate between the black faces and white faces of a polymap.
The following terminology allows us to do so with minimal effort.
Definition 3.2.2. The black faces of a polymap are calledpolygons, with an m-gon being a black
face of degree m. The white faces of a polymap are referred to simply as itsfaces, and acorner
always refers to a corner of a white face.
If the polygons of a polymap are labelled, then we define therotator of a vertexv to be the
unique cyclic list of black face labels encountered on a clockwise tour of small radius aboutv.
Just as we worked exclusively with edge-labelled maps in Chapter 2, in this chapter we shall be
considering only polymaps with labelled polygons. Thus we adopt the following familiar convention
throughout:
• The polygons of every polymap are labelled with positive integers in such a way that the
rotator of each vertex is increasing.
Notice that, in contrast with our convention for edge-labelled maps, the polygon labels of a polymap
need not be distinct.
Example 3.2.3.Figure 3.1A illustrates a polymap with 9 polygons and 3 faces. Note that loops are
allowed. The rotator of vertexv is (1, 3, 4)◦. 
We regard the edges of a polymap as being labelled, with an edge inheriting its label from the
unique polygon that it borders. This convention allows us to definedescentsof the (white) faces















Figure 3.2: A 3-constellation on 5 vertices.
of a face, as well as itsdescent setanddescent cycle, are defined similarly. Since all rotators are
increasing, each vertex of a polymap is at a descent of exactly one face, implying that the descent
sets of the faces are disjoint and partition the vertex set. If a polymap hasmi faces containingi
descents, then itsdescent partition is [1m12m2 · · · ].
Example 3.2.4.Consider the polymap shown in Figure 3.1A. The cyclic list of edge labels encoun-
tered along the boundary walk of its outer face is(1, 4, 1, 3, 5, 5, 1, 4, 4, 2, 2)◦. This face therefore
has 7 descents. Similarly, the other faces contain 1 and 5 descents. Thus the polymap has descent
partition(7, 5, 1). In Figure 3.1B, all descent corners of this polymap are marked with crosses, and
the hollow vertices comprise the descent set of the outer face. 
3.2.2 Constellations
Let r be a positive integer. Anr -constellation is a vertex-labelled polymap in which the rotator of
every vertex is(1, 2, . . . , r )◦. Figure 3.2, for example, illustrates a 3-constellation on 5 vertices.
Our interest in this special class of polymaps stems from the fact that everytransitive factorization
of lengthr corresponds to a uniquer -constellation. A formal technical description of this corre-
spondence will be given below, but it is illuminating to begin with a rough outline.
Let f = (σr , . . . , σ1) be a transitive factorization. For each cycle(s1, . . . , sm) of σi , create a
blackk-gon labelledi and label its vertices1, . . . , sk in clockwise order around its perimeter. Doing
so for every cycle of each of the factorsσ1, . . . , σr results in a collection ofℓ(σ1) + · · · + ℓ(σr )
labelled black polygons. Now join these polygons by topologically identifying smilarly labelled
vertices to create a 2-coloured map in which the rotator of every vertex is(1, . . . , r )◦. This map is
ther -constellation associated withf .
Example 3.2.5.The 3-constellation of Figure 3.2 corresponds to the factorization(σ3, σ2, σ1) with
σ1 = (1 5)(2 4 3), σ2 = (1)(2 5)(3)(4), andσ3 = (1 5 3)(2)(4). This is a genus 0 factorization of
(1 2 4)(3)(5). 
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Formally describing this correspondence essentially amounts to replacing thesomewhat vague
reference to “topological identification” with an appeal to Theorem 1.3.4. We now proceed along
these lines.
Let f = (σr , . . . , σ1) be a transitive factorization ofπ ∈ Sn. Let H be the set of all 2nr symbols
of the form i +j or i
−
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For 1 ≤ k ≤ r , let πk denote the partial productσk · · · σ1. Then, under repeated action ofǫν, the
symbol 1+σ1( j ) is mapped along the following orbit:
1+π1( j ) → 2
+
π2( j )
→ 3+π3( j ) → · · · → (r − 1)
+
πr −1( j )
→ r +πr ( j ) → 1
+
π1πr ( j )
→ 2+π2πr ( j ) → · · · .
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i −j → i
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σ−1i ( j )
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σ−2i ( j )
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σ−3i ( j )
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is a cycle ofǫν whenevers = (s1 s2 · · · sm) is a cycle ofσi . In fact, all cycles ofǫν are of one of
the two forms (3.4) or (3.5), as can be seen by observing that every symbol i ±j appears in some such






s bs,i , where the first
product extends over all cycles ofπ , and the last extends over all cycles ofσi .
Since〈 σ1, . . . , σn 〉 acts transitively on [n], the pair(ǫ, ν) defines a transitive rotation system
on the set of half-edge symbolsH . Let M f be the map associated with this system through the
correspondence of Theorem 1.3.4. As described in §1.3.8, the half-edges ofM f are labelled with




















































































Figure 3.3: The map of the factorization(1)(2 4)(3) = (1 4 3)(2) · (1 3)(2 4) · (1)(2 3)(4).
Example 3.2.6.Consider the factorizationf = (σ3, σ2, σ1) of π = (1)(2 4)(3) ∈ S4, where
σ1 = (1)(2 3)(4), σ2 = (1 3)(2 4), andσ3 = (1 4 3)(2). Here we have






























































































The half-edge-labelled mapM f corresponding to the rotation system(ǫ, ν) is shown in Figure 3.3A.
Observe that the cycles in the product




























































2 ) lists the terminal
half-edges encountered along the boundary walk of the outer face. 
Now redecorateM f by replacing the half-edge labelling with the following equivalent scheme.













of ν. For 1≤ i ≤ r , assign labeli to each face ofM f that is associated with a cycle ofǫν of type
bs,i . Now paint the faces ofM f by colouring white all those faces corresponding to cycles ofǫν
of type wp, and colouring black all those corresponding to cycles of typebs,i . Note that the two
half-edgesi +j and i
−
σi ( j )
comprising the generic edge(i −j i
+
σi ( j )
) appear inǫν in cycles of typesbs,i
andwp, respectively. Thus no edge occurs in the boundary walk of two distinct,similarly coloured
faces. Moreover, the rotator of each vertex ofM f is (1, 2, . . . , r )◦, by construction. Remove the
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original half-edge labels ofM f , as they are now superfluous. The resulting structure, which we
continue to denote byM f , is anr -constellation naturally corresponding tof .
Example 3.2.7.The 3-constellationM f corresponding to the factorizationf = (σ3, σ2, σ1) dis-
cussed in the previous example is shown in Figure 3.3B. Note thatf is easily recovered fromM f ,
as the disjoint cycles ofσi are just the cyclic lists of vertex labels encountered alongclockwise
boundary traversals of the polygons ofM f labelledi . 
In agreement with the terminology of Chapter 2, we refer to the constellationM f corresponding
to a transitive factorizationf as thepolymap of f . The construction ofM f from f described above
is clearly reversible, so the correspondencef 7→ M f is bijective between transitive factorizations
and constellations. We denote this bijection byMAP.
3.2.3 A Bijection Between Factorizations and Polymaps
Let M be anr -constellation onn vertices. For 1≤ r ≤ n and j ≥ 1, let bi j be the number
of polygons ofM of degree j with label i . Since each vertex ofM is incident with exactly
one polygon labelledi , we have
∑
j jbi j = n for eachi . Define partitionsβ1, . . . , βr of n by
βi = [1bi 1 2bi 2 · · · ] ⊢ n. We call ther -tuple(β1, . . . , βr ) thepolygon typeof M .
The following result is an analogue of Theorem 2.4.11 for generic factorizations.
Theorem 3.2.8.Let α, β1, . . . , βr ⊢ n. The correspondenceMAP : f 7→ M f restricts to a bijec-
tion between genus g factorizations of classα and factor type(β1, . . . , βr ) and r-constellations of
genus g with descent partitionα and polygon type(β1, . . . , βr ). Moreover, if f is a factorization of
π ∈ Sn, then the descent cycles ofM f coincide with the cycles ofπ .
Proof. Let f = (σr , . . . , σ1) be a factorization ofπ ∈ Ca ⊂ Sn with factor type(β1, . . . , βr ).
From (3.5) it is immediate thatM f possesses precisely one polygon labelledi for each cycle ofσi ,
so the polygon type ofM f is (β1, . . . , βr ). From (3.4) we see that each cycle ofπ corresponds to a
unique (white) face ofM f . Let F be the face corresponding to the cycle(p1, . . . , pm) of π . Then,
in particular, (3.4) indicates that the cyclic list of edge labels encountered along the boundary walk
of F is (1, 2, . . . , r, 1, 2, . . . , r, · · · , 1, 2, . . . , r )◦, where there arem iterations of the sequence
1, 2, . . . , r . Moreover, the descents ofF are seen from (3.4) to occur at the vertices ofM f labelled
p1, . . . , pm. Thus the descent cycle ofF is precisely(p1 p2 · · · pm).
SinceM f hasn vertices, each of degree 2r , it hasnr edges. It also hasℓ(α)+
∑r
i=1 ℓ(βi ) faces;






































Figure 3.4: The cactus of the factorization (3.6).
Then the Euler-Poincaré formula givesn − nr + ℓ(α) +
∑r
i=1 ℓ(βi ) = 2 − 2g. Equation (3.3) now
identifiesg with the genus of the factorizationf . 
3.2.4 Minimal Transitive Factorizations of Full Cycles
A planar polymap with only one face is called ac ctus. Thus cacti are natural polymap analogues
of trees. What follows is a generalization of the correspondence introduced in §2.4.7 between trees
and minimal transitive factorizations of full cycles into transpositions.
For r ≥ 1, anr -cactus is a cactus in which every vertex has rotator(1, 2, . . . , r )◦ or, equiv-
alently, a planar -constellation with only one face. By Theorem 3.2.8, minimal transitive factor-
izations of lengthr and class(n) are in bijection with vertex-labelledr -cacti onn vertices. For
example, Figure 3.4 illustrates the 3-cactus corresponding to the factorization
(1 2 3 · · · 12) =
σ3︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1 2 12)(3 4 5)(6 7 8 10) ·
σ2︷ ︸︸ ︷
(5 10 11)(8 9) ·
σ1︷ ︸︸ ︷
(2 11). (3.6)
If f is a genus 0 factorization of a fixed full cycle, then observe that the second laim of The-
orem 3.2.8 implies all vertex labels of the cactusM f are determined by the position of vertex 1.
Thus minimal transitive factorizations of(1 2 · · · n) with factor type(β1, . . . , βr ) are in one-one
correspondence with vertex-rootedr -cacti having polygon type(β1, . . . , βr ). Counting suchr -cacti
leads to the following result, which originally appears in [27]. See the Additional Notes at the end
of this section for further comments.












































































Figure 3.5: Decomposition of a rooted cactus.
Theorem 3.2.9.Letβ1, . . . , βr ⊢ n, and set ti = ℓ(βi ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r . If t1+· · ·+ tr = (r −1)n+1,
then there are
nr −1
(t1 − 1)! (t2 − 1)! · · · (tr − 1)!
| Aut(β1)| | Aut(β2)| · · · | Aut(βr )|
minimal transitive factorizations of(1 2 · · · n) of factor type(β1, . . . , βr ), and there are no such
factorizations when this condition is not met.
Sketch proof:Fix r ≥ 1, and letCi be the set of all vertex-rooted cacti in which every vertex except
the root has rotator(1, 2, . . . , r )◦, while the root vertex itself is incident with a single polygon
labelledi . Let ωi = ωi (ui , pi ) be the generating series forCi , whereui records the total number
of black polygons labelledi , and the componentpi j of pi = (pi 1, pi 2, . . .) marks the number of
j -gons labelledi .
Consider any fixed cactusC ∈ Ci . If its root vertex is incident with ak-gon, then removal
of this polygon results in an ordered collection ofk rooted cacti,C1, . . . , Ck, each of whose roots
has rotator(1, . . . , î , . . . , r )◦, where the hat indicates that labeli is to be suppressed. In turn, each
cactusC j decomposes intor − 1 rooted cacti,C j1, . . . , Ĉ
j




i ∈ Ci , as is seen
by detaching polygons from the root. See Figure 3.5 for an illustration of thisdecomposition in the
caser = 3, k = 4 andi = 2.






Then the combinatorial decomposition just described yields
ωi = ui Pi (ω1 · · · ω̂i · · · ωr ), for 1 ≤ i ≤ r , (3.7)
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where again the hat indicates that the factorωi is suppressed in the product.
Let  = (u, p) be the generating series for the setC of all vertex-rootedr -cacti, where
u = (u1, u2, · · · ), p = (p1, p2, · · · ), and the various indeterminates mark the same substructures
as before. Letβi = [1bi 1 2bi 2 · · · ] andbi = (bi 1, bi 2, . . .) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r , and setb = (b1, b2, . . .).
Then the number of vertex-rooted cacti with polygon type(β1, . . . , βr ) is [utpb] . Now observe
that unhinging a rootedr -cactus at its root vertex results in anr -tuple of rooted cacti, one from each
of the setsC1, . . . ,Cr . Thus = ω1 · · · ωr .
The system (3.7) of functional equations implicitly definesωi ∈ Q[p][[ u]] for 1 ≤ i ≤ r .
The coefficient [utpb]  = [utpb] ω1 · · · ωr can now be evaluated through multivariate Lagrange
inversion applied to this system; see [27] for details. Note that the conditiont1+· · ·+tr = (r −1)n+1
necessary for the desired coefficient to be nonzero is immediate from (3.3) upon settingg = 0,
ℓ(βi ) = ti , andℓ(α) = 1. 
3.2.5 Suppression of Loops
Let e be a loop in the polymapM . Thene appears in the boundary walk of a unique polygon.
In fact, since the boundary walk of this polygon must be a cycle, we see that e bounds a 1-gon.
Contractinge to the single vertex with which it is incident has the effect of eliminating this 1-gon
from M . Of course, the contraction of loops can be iterated.
Definition 3.2.10. The loopless polymap obtained from the polymapM by contracting each of its
loops is called thereduction of M , and is denoted byM †.
Of importance here is the observation that anr -constellationM can be recovered from its
reductionM † provided thatr is known. This follows because the location and label of the missing
1-gons are uniquely specified by the fact that the rotator of every vertex of M is (1, 2, . . . , r )◦. For
example, Figure 3.6 illustrates the reduction of the map of the factorization
f = (σ3, σ2, σ1), σ3 = (1 5 3)(2)(4), σ2 = (1)(2 5)(3)(4), σ1 = (1 5)(2 4 3). (3.8)
To recoverM f from M
†
f , loops are simply added so as to make each rotator equal(1, 2, 3)
◦.
For the factorization (3.8), notice that the descent structure of the 3-constellationM f is effec-
tively unaltered by suppressing its loops. That is, the descent cycle of each face ofM f is equal to
that of the corresponding face ofM †f . That this is usually the case is a consequence of the increasing
rotator condition, as we now demonstrate.






















Figure 3.6: The reduction of a 3-constellation.
Lemma 3.2.11.LetM be a polymap on at least two vertices, and let e be a loop incident with the
face F ofM . LetM ′ be the polymap obtained fromM by contracting e, and let F′ be the face of
M ′ corresponding to F. Then the descent cycles of F and F′ are identical.
Proof. Supposee is incident with vertexv. If F were of degree 1, thenewould bound bothF and a
1-gon, sov would be the only vertex ofM . If F were of degree 2, then its boundary walk would be
((v, e), (v, e′))◦ for some loope′ 6= e. But, sincee′ also bounds a 1-gon, no edges aside frome and
e′ could be incident withv, and againv would be the only vertex ofM . ThereforeF is of degree at
least 2.
The boundary walk ofF is therefore((v, e), (v, e0), (v1, e1), . . . , (vk, ek))◦ for somevi , ei , so
that the boundary walk ofF ′ is ((v, e0), (v1, e1), . . . , (vk, ek))◦. Thusv is at a descent ofF if and
only if ek ≥ e or e ≥ e0, while v is at a descent ofF ′ if and only if ek ≥ e0.
If e0 = ek, then one ofek ≥ e or e ≥ e0 holds, and obviouslyek ≥ e0. Thusv is at a descent of
both F andF ′ in this case.
If e0 6= ek, thenv is incident with at least three polygons, namely the 1-gon bounded bye and
at least two other polygons with labelse0 andek. In fact,(ek, e, e0)◦ is a subsequence of the rotator
of v in M , and is therefore increasing. Thus eitherek < e < e0, or e < e0 < ek, or e0 < ek < e. It
follows thatek ≥ e0 if and only if eitherek ≥ e or e ≥ e0. That is,v is at a descent ofF ′ if and only
if it is at a descent ofF . Clearly the cyclic orders in which the descents ofF and F ′ occur along
their respective boundary walks are the same, and the result follows. 
Proposition 3.2.12.Let f be a transitive factorization of a permutation on at least two symbols.
Then the descent cycles of corresponding faces ofM f andM
†
f are identical.
















































Figure 3.7: Maps corresponding to the factorization (3.9).
3.2.6 Factorizations into Transpositions
Consider the transitive factorizationf = (τr , . . . , τ1) of (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8)(9 10 11 12) into r = 12
transpositions given below:
(1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8)(9 10 11 12)
= (6 7)(4 5)(7 12)(2 3)(1 7)(3 10)(1 11)(5 12)(3 9)(1 10)(7 8)(3 12). (3.9)
The mapM f of this factorization is a 12-constellation that contains precisely one 2-gon and ten 1-
gons labelledi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ 12. The only polygons in the reductionM †f are therefore 2-gons, which
are labelled distinctly with the integers 1, . . . , 12. See Figure 3.7A for an illustration ofM †f . Since
the value ofr is preserved as the maximal label of these 2-gons, no information has beenlost in the
reductionM f 7→ M
†
f . Furthermore, “flattening” each 2-gon ofM
†
f into a single edge is clearly a
reversible process that results in the vertex- and edge-labelled map drawn in Figure 3.7B. This is, of
course, the map we previously called the “map off ”, and studied extensively in Chapter 2,
Clearly these same considerations apply more generally to associate with every transitive fac-
torization f into transpositions the vertex- and edge-labelled map previously called the mapof f .
In this way, Theorem 2.4.11 is seen to be a special case of Theorem 3.2.8.We point out that Propo-
sition 3.2.12 is instrumental in this connection, for it establishes that the descent cycles ofM f are
the same as those ofM †f , which are, in turn, plainly identical to those of the final “flattened” map.
The need for many of the contrivances introduced in the earlier discussion of Theorem 2.4.11 (such
as carriers and orbits) is eliminated when the result is established in this more general manner.
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3.2.7 Additional Notes
We have borrowed the termconstellationfrom [8], where it is used in reference to maps that are
dual to the constellations defined here. Schaeffer and Bousquet-Mélou do not consider descent
structure in [8]. However, their main result, stated in our language, is a very el gant bijective
proof of the following formula for the number of planarr -constellations with descent partition
α = [1m1 2m2 · · · ]:
r
((r − 1)n − 1)!










By Theorem 3.2.8, this formula gives the total number of minimal transitive factorizations(σr , . . . , σ1)
of classα ⊢ n. If none of the factorsσi of such a factorization is the identity, thenℓ(σi ) ≤ n − 1
for all i , and thus
∑r
i=1 ℓ(σi ) ≤ r (m − 1). With (3.3), this givesr ≤ n + ℓ(α) − 2. Setting
r = n + ℓ(α) − 2 forces these inequalities to be tight, so thatℓ(σi ) = n − 1 for all i . That is to say,
a genus 0 factorization of classα and of lengthr = n + ℓ(α) − 2 in which no factor is the identity
is necessarily a minimal transitive factorization into transpositions. This fact isused in [8] to derive
the Hurwitz formula from (3.10), by applying inclusion-exclusion to eliminate thecontribution of
factorizations containing trivial factors.
Since all factorizations of a full cycle are necessarily transitive, Theorem 3.2.9 actually provides
an evaluation of the connection coefficientc(n)β1,...,βr of Z(CSn) in the special case that
∑r
i=1 ℓ(βi ) =
(r −1)n+1. It is in this context that the result first appears, in Goulden and Jackson’s extension [27]
of previous work of Goupil and B́edard [40]. (See also Farahat and Higman [21].) The cacti
considered in [27] are dual to those introduced in this section.
Theorem 3.2.9 is thoroughly generalized in [58], which contains an evaluation of c(n)β1,...,βr for
arbitrary r and partitionsβ1, . . . , βr ⊢ n. The special casec
(2k)
β,[2k] is of particular interest because of
the following link with geometry. Factorizations of the formπ = σρ, whereσ is a full cycle and
ρ is a fixed-point free involution, are seen, by Theorem 1.3.4, to parameterize monopoles— that
is, maps with a single vertex. They appeared in this guise in the work of Harerand Zagier [43] on
the Euler characteristic of the moduli space of curves. These authors obtain explicit enumerative
formulae through integration over random matrices, but the same results have since been derived
through the character theory of the symmetric group [46, 58] and, recently, by direct bijection [37].
Many other attempts have been made at evaluating particular connection coefficients of Z(CSn).






















Figure 3.8: The reduced map of the cycle factorization (3.11).
3.3 Cycle Factorizations
We shall now restrict our focus somewhat and explore factorizations whose factors are all cycles,
possibly of different lengths. The factorizations (into transpositions) studied in Chapter 2 are of this
variety, so that the results of this section naturally generalize our earlier efforts. In particular, we
shall find that the method of pruning trees developed in §2.6 remains effective in this more general
setting.
3.3.1 Preliminaries
A cycle factorization is a factorization whose factors are all cycles of length at least 2. Thecycl
index of such a factorization is the vector(c2, c3, . . .), whereck is the number ofk-cycle factors it
contains. For example,
(1 2 3 4 5 6 7)(8)(9 10)(11)(12)
= (7 8 9 10) · (1 2 8 7) · (6 11 12) · (4 12) · (2 3 11) · (3 12) · (6 10) · (10 11) · (4 5) (3.11)
is a transitive cycle factorization of length 9 with cycle index(5, 2, 2, 0, 0, . . .).
If f is a transitive cycle factorization of lengthr with cycle index(c2, c3, . . .), then its reduced
mapM †f is composed ofr polygons distinctly labelled 1, . . . , r , with ck of these beingk-gons, for
k ≥ 2. For example, Figure 3.8 shows the reduced map of the factorization (3.11).
As we shall be working exclusively with cycle factorizations in this section, we adopt the fol-
lowing conventions throughout:
• All polymaps are loopless.
• The polygons of every polymap are distinctly labelled.
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It will also be convenient to define thepolygon indexof a polymap containingik k-gons, fork ≥ 2,
to be the vector(i2, i3, . . .). Of course, cycle factorizations with cycle index(c2, c3, . . .) correspond
to polymaps with polygon index(c2, c3, . . .) under the bijectionf 7→ M
†
f .
3.3.2 Properly Labelled Polymaps
Let α = (α1, . . . , αm) be anm-part composition. In accordance with §2.4.10, we say a polymap
is of descent classα if it contains exactlym faces, these being labelled 1, . . . , m so that the face
with labels has exactlyαs descents, for 1≤ s ≤ m. Thecanonical descent setsD1(α), . . . , Dm(α)
associated withα are defined as before, as is the subsetS(α) of permutations whose cycles are
supported by these sets.
Definition 3.3.1. A vertex- and face-labelled polymap is said to beproperly labelled if it is of
descent classα and the face labelled s has descent setDs(α), for 1 ≤ s ≤ m.
Theorem 3.3.2, below, is a generalization of Theorem 2.4.18 for cycle factorizations. It is a
straightforward consequence of Theorem 3.2.8 and the fact that vertex-lab lled polymaps have no
nontrivial automorphisms.
Theorem 3.3.2.Let α be a composition. The set of all genus g cycle factorizations(σr , . . . , σ1)
satisfyingσr · · · σ1 ∈ S(α) is in bijection with the set of properly labelled, genus g polymaps that
are of descent classα and contain r polygons. Moreover, under this bijection, a factorization with
cycle index(c2, c3, . . .) corresponds to a polymap with polygon index(c2, c3, . . .).
Proof. Let f = (σr , . . . , σ1) be a genusg cycle factorization ofπ ∈ S(α). Supposeα hasm
parts. Then Theorem 3.2.8 and Proposition 3.2.12 together show thatM †f is a loopless, vertex-
labelled, genusg polymap withm faces, whose descent cycles are supported byD1(α), . . . , Dm(α),
and whose polygons are labelled distinctly with 1, . . . , r . Moreover, the cycle index off coincides
with the polygon index ofM †f . Assigning labels to the face ofM
†
f with descent setDs(α), for
1 ≤ s ≤ m, therefore produces a loopless, properly labelled, genusg polymap of descent classα
with polygon index equal to the cycle index off . Clearly any such polymap can be constructed in
this way and, sinceM †f admits only the trivial automorphism, two different factorizations cannot
lead to the same polymap. 
Example 3.3.3.The properly labelled polymap corresponding to the cycle factorization (3.11) is



























Figure 3.9: The properly labelled planar polymap corresponding to (3.11).
Like its earlier analogue, Theorem 3.3.2 puts us in position to study transitive cycl factoriza-
tions solely through the combinatorics of properly labelled polymaps. We beginwith the following
definitions, which are familiar from §2.4.10.
Definition 3.3.4. For a vector i = (i2, i3, . . .) of nonnegative integers and a compositionα, let
Mg(α ; i) denote the number of properly labelled genus g polymaps of descent classα that have
polygon indexi. For fixed m≥ 1, let














be the generating series for the numbers{Mg(α ; i) : ℓ(α) = m, i ≥ 0}, wherex = (x1, . . . , xm)
andp = (p2, p3, . . .) are vectors of indeterminates, and r(i) = i2 + i3 + · · · . When considering the
genus 0 series, we shall typically write9m in place of9(0)m .
For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the indeterminatexi in 9
(g)
m (x, p, u) is an exponential marker for vertices at
descents of facei of a polymap. These vertices are labelled with thei -th canonical descent set.
Clearlyu is an exponential marker for labelled polygons, andpk records the number ofk-gons, for
k ≥ 2. Observe that the series9(g)m (x, u) introduced in §2.4.10 is recovered by settingp2 = 1 and
p3 = p4 = · · · = 0 in 9
(g)
m (x, p, u). Throughout the remainder of this section, the symbolp will
denote the vector(p2, p3, . . .) of indeterminates.
Corollary 3.3.5. Let α ⊢ n and fixπ ∈ Cα. The number of genus g cycle factorizations ofπ with
cycle indexc = (c2, c3, . . .) is given by
r ! α1 · · · αm · [xαpcur ] 9(g)m (x, p, u),
where r = c2 + c3 + · · · .
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Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 3.3.2 and the fact that|S(α)| =
∏
i (αi − 1)!. 
The next proposition is a polymap analogue of Proposition 2.4.24, and playsa similar r̂ole
in our analysis. It implies that the vertices of a planar, face-labelled polymapof descent class
α = (α1, . . . , αm) can usually be labelled inα1! · · ·αm! ways to obtain distinct properly labelled
polymaps. The only exceptions to this rule are polymaps with only one polygon,since the vertices
of a k-gon can clearly be labelled in(k − 1)! distinct ways. In particular, form ≥ 2, we can regard
Ŵm(z, p, u) as the counting series for smooth, planar, face-labelled polymaps withm faces, with
respect to descent class and polygon type.
Proposition 3.3.6. A face-labelled planar polymap with at least two polygons has no nontrivial
automorphisms.
Proof. Supposeφ is a nontrivial automorphism of the face-labelled planar polymapM . Clearly a
vertex and its image underφ are incident with precisely the same polygons. Therefore, sinceφ is
nontrivial, it cyclically permutes the vertices of all polygons. Thus eitherM consists of a single
polygon, or there exist distinct verticesu andv, each incident with at least two polygons, such that
φ(u) = v. In the latter case, the cyclic lists of alternating polygon and face labels encountered on
clockwise tours aboutu andv must be the same. In particular,u andv are both incident with distinct





Compatibly directed half-edges in the diagram must be connected to complete polygona so that the
marked corners remain in the same face. Clearly it is not possible to do this in theplane. 
Note that the Proposition 3.3.6 is restricted toplanar polymaps. Counterexamples in positive
genus are given in Figure 3.10A, where both face-labelled polymaps shown are invariant under
rotation of all their polygons by 180◦. Since non-planar, face-labelled polymaps may have nontrivial
automorphisms, vertex-labellings cannot generally be ignored when working with 9(g)m for g ≥ 1.
This problem could be overcome by considering rooted maps, but we shallnot need to do so since
















Figure 3.10: Failure of Proposition 3.3.6 in genus 1.
3.3.3 Minimal Transitive Cycle Factorizations of Full Cycles
Recall that acactusis a planar polymap with a single face. By definition, the series91(x, p, u)
counts properly labelled cacti, wherex is an exponential marker for labelled vertices,pk is an
ordinary marker fork-gons, andu is an exponential marker for polygons. We wish to evaluate this
series, and thereby count minimal transitive cycle factorizations of(1 2 · · · n).
To this end, first letw = w(x, p, u) be the generating series for vertex-rooted, properly labelled




91(x, p, u). (3.12)
We now give a decomposition for such cacti that preserves labelled vertices and polygons.
Suppose the root vertexv of a rooted cactus is incident withm polygons. Detaching these
polygons from the root results in the single vertexv together with a collection{C1, . . . , Cm} of
rooted cacti with labelled non-root vertices. The root of eachCi is unlabelled and incident with
only one polygon. See Figure 3.11. (Labels have been suppressed in the diagram for clarity.) Note
that the ordering ofC1, . . . , Cm aroundv need not be recorded, as it is can be deduced by virtue of
the increasing rotator condition. Thusw = x
∑
m≥0(w̄)
m/m! = xew̄, wherew̄ = w̄(x, p, u) is the
generating series for cacti such asCi , andx marks only labelled vertices throughout.
If the root ofCi is incident with ak-gon, then removal of this polygon leaves a(k − 1)-tuple
C1i , . . . , C
k−1
i of rooted cacti, as shown in Figure 3.11. This accounts for a contributionpkw
k−1 to
the seriesw̄. Summing overk therefore gives
w̄ = u P(w), (3.13)











Figure 3.11: Decomposition of a rooted cactus.






Hence we obtain the recursive definition
w = xeu P(w). (3.15)
This functional equation can be solved inQ[p, u][[ x]] by Lagrange inversion, as is demonstrated in
the proof of the next theorem. Since the analysis above is actually a simplification of that used to
prove Theorem 3.2.9, this result also follows immediately as a special case ofthat earlier theorem.
Theorem 3.3.7.Let (i2, i3, . . .) be a sequence of nonnegative integers and set r= i2 + i3 + · · · .
Then there are
nr −1 r !∏
k≥2 ik!
minimal transitive cycle factorizations of(1 2 · · · n) with cycle index(i2, i3, . . .) in the case that
n + r − 1 =
∑
k≥2 kik, and zero otherwise.
Proof. From (3.15), Lagrange inversion gives
[xnpiur ] w =
1
n




















The result follows by Corollary 3.3.5, since (3.12) implies [xnpiur ] w = n · [xnpiur ] 9m(x, p, u).

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An interesting special case of this theorem concerns factorizations of a full cycle into cycles of
the same length. In general, fork ≥ 2, we define ak-cycle factorization to be a factorization whose
factors are allk-cycles.
Lemma 3.3.8. Let k ≥ 2. A k-cycle factorization ofπ ∈ Sn of genus g has exactly
n + ℓ(π) + 2g − 2
k − 1
factors. If this number is not integral then no such factorization ofπ exists.
Proof. Let (σr , . . . , σ1) be ak-cycle factorization ofπ of genusg. Thenℓ(σi ) = n − k + 1 for all
1 ≤ i ≤ r , so thatℓ(π) +
∑r
i=1(n − k + 1) = n(r − 1) + 2 − 2g. Solving for r produces the
result. 
Notice that the lemma identifies1k−1(n + ℓ(α) − 2) as the minimal number of factors in a
transitivek-cycle factorization of classα, with this minimum attained for minimal transitive (i.e.
genus 0) factorizations. We now have the following corollary of Theorem3.3.7.
Corollary 3.3.9. Fix n ≥ 1 and k≥ 2. If n = 1 + r (k − 1) for a positive integer r , then there are
nr −1 minimal transitive k-cycle factorizations of the full cycle(1 2 · · · n). 
3.3.4 Differential Equations for Planar Polymaps
Having introduced properly labelled polymaps, we should now look for a polymap analogue of
Theorem 2.5.1. Such a result would, at least, provide us with a recursive computational scheme for
evaluating the series9m for all m ≥ 1.
To prove Theorem 2.5.1, we considered the effect of deleting the edge of maximal label from
a face-labelled map. Since an edge is incident with at most two faces, its deletion either separates
a map into two maps, or merges two faces into one. Our proof of Theorem 2.5.1came from an
analysis of these distinct cases. Analogously, we should now study the effect of deleting polygons
from face-labelled planar polymaps. (Vertex labels can be ignored by virtue of Proposition 3.3.6.)
Let M be a planar polymap with two faces. Clearly no polygon ofM can border more than
two faces, so the removal of any polygon leaves either two cacti, or a cactus nd a smaller two-face
polymap. This decomposition leads to a recursive differential equation involv g (3.12) as initial
data. Solving this equation yields an expression for92(x, p, u) that generalizes Corollary 2.5.4.
The derivation is similar to that of the earlier corollary, but is not included here b cause we shall
obtain the result through different methods later. (See Corollary 3.3.15.)






















Figure 3.12: Complicated polymaps.
For polymaps with three or more faces, a cursory analysis reveals complications that did not
arise in Chapter 2. Consider, for example, the polymapM shown in Figure 3.12A. Let1i be the
triangle (3-gon) ofM with label i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ 8. Observe that some triangles, such as12, are
incident with only one face, some are incident with two faces (e.g., 15), and some are incident with
three faces (e.g., 16). Thus deletion of a triangle can result in one, two, or three polymaps, and
faces ofM can be merged in complicated ways in the process. This makes it quite difficult tokeep
track of descents. For example, removal of15 results in two polymaps; the outer face of one of
these inherits descents from faces 2 and 4 ofM , while the outer face of the other inherits descents
only from face 2.
In general, removal of ak-gon incident withj faces results in a collection ofk− j +1 polymaps
(some of these may consist only of a single vertex), and the possible interactions between ak-gon
and its ambient polymap grow more complex for larger values ofk. For instance, consider the
removal of the octagon from the polymap of Figure 3.12B. This leaves fourp lymaps (one of these
consists of a single vertex), each with only one face. Clearly some description of the incidences
between these polymaps and the original must be recorded if the deletion process is to be reversible.
Significant progress has been made on this problem in [31], though the paper is written entirely
in terms of minimal transitivek-cycle factorizations, and not their associated polymaps, as is done
here. To describe the results contained therein, some notation is required.For k ≥ 2, let 9m,k(x)
be the series obtained by settingu = pk = 1 andpi = 0, for i 6= k, in 9m(x, p, u). For instance,










Of course,9m,k counts minimal transitivek-cycle factorizations of permutations composed ofm
disjoint cycles.
The main result of [31] is a recursive differential equation satisfied by the specialized series
9m,k(x) for m ≥ 1, wherek ≥ 2 is fixed. Whenk = 2, the equation coincides with that given
in Theorem 2.5.1. However, for generalk ≥ 2, the terms of the equation are indexed by certain
two-coloured trees onk edges, which themselves correspond to factorizations of full cycles inSk.
In our language, these trees parameterize the possible incidences of ak-g n in am-faced polymap.
The equations are solved easily whenm = 1, 2, but significantly more effort is required to obtain
93,k. For m ≥ 4 the expressions involved appear intractable. Thus the following partial resu t is
currently the best that is known. (The formula for92,k(x) given in [31] is off by a factor ofk − 1.)
Theorem 3.3.10.Fix k ≥ 2. Let s be defined as in(3.16), let si = s(xi ) for i ≥ 1, and set
F1,k(s1) = 1,
F2,k(s1, s2) = (k − 1) (hk−2(s1, s2))
2 ,
F3,k(s1, s2, s3) = (hk−3(s1, s2, s3) + (k − 1)h2k−4(s1, s2, s3))
2 ,


















Whenk = 2, we haveF1,k = F2,k = F3,k = 1, and the theorem is seen to be a special case
of Theorem 2.3.9. It is conjectured that, for suitable symmetric polynomialsFm,k dependent on the
parameterk, the identity (3.17) holds for allm ≥ 1.
The methods employed in [31] are generally more transparent when interpreted in the context
of polymaps, but no real progress has been made by this change of view. We expect that it should
be tedious, but not fundamentally difficult, to extend the proof of Theorem3.3.10 to obtain an
expression for93(x, p, u). This work has not yet been done. The only higher genus analogues
known for any of these results are those that can be obtained through specialization of the arbitrary







PolymapM CoreM c BranchC
Figure 3.13: The core of a polymap and one of its branches.
genus extension [58] of Theorem 3.2.9.
3.3.5 Pruning Cacti
Since cacti are the natural polymap analogues of trees, it comes as no surprise that the tree pruning
bijection generalizes to the pruning of cacti from polymaps corresponding tocycle factorizations.
The necessary definitions and constructions are essentially the same as those given earlier.
Definition 3.3.11. A leaf of a polymap is a polygon that shares exactly one vertex with another
polygon. A polymap ismooth if it does not have any leaves. If the polymapM is not a cactus,
then iteratively removing the leaves ofM results in a unique smooth polymap that we call thecore
of M and denote byM c.Labels ofM are inherited byM c in the obvious way.
Let M be any polymap that is not a cactus. Letp be a polygon ofM that shares only one
vertex,v, with the coreM c. Let F be the unique face ofM incident with p. Separatingp from v
results in two components, one of which is a rooted cactusC whose root vertex is incident only with
the polygonp. (If M is vertex-labelled, then the non-root vertices ofC are labelled, but its root is
not.) The cactusC is called abranch of faceF , and the polygonp is itsstem. We say that vertexv
is thebase vertexof this branch. IfFc is the face ofM c corresponding toF , then the corner ofFc
at which p was attached is called thebase cornerof C. See Figure 3.13 for an illustration of these
constructions, where the arrow indicates the base corner of branchC.
If the boundary walks ofM can be normally indexed, then theindexof the branchC is defined
exactly as before. SupposeFc hasd descents and let((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦ be its normally indexed
boundary walk. Let(eb−1, v, eb) be the base corner ofC, where 0≤ b ≤ k. Then(eb−1, p, eb)◦






























































































































































Figure 3.14: Pruning cacti from a polymap.
(ej −1, p, ej )◦ is increasing for exactlyd values of j with 0 ≤ j ≤ k, say j1 < · · · < jd. The
index of C is the unique value ofi ∈ {1, . . . , d} such thatji = b.
With these definitions, the tree pruning bijection (Theorem 2.6.7) is readily extended to a cactus
pruning bijection for polymaps, as follows. LetM be a properly labelled genusg polymap of
descent classα = (α1, . . . , αm), and letθ = (θ1, . . . , θm) be the descent class ofM c. For 1≤ s ≤
m and 1≤ i ≤ θs, let Bsi be the set of all branches of indexi in faces of M . Assemble all the cacti
of Bsi into a single rooted cactusC
s
i by identifying their root vertices, and then letFs be the ordered
forest(Cs1, . . . , C
s
θs
). This gives a reversible decomposition ofM into the smooth polymapM c of
descent classθ and them-tuple(F1, . . . ,Fm) of ordered forests of rooted cacti. See Figure 3.14 for
an example of this decomposition.
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Definition 3.3.12. For a vectori = (i2, i3, . . .) of nonnegative integers and a compositionα, let
Sg(θ ; i) denote the number of smooth, properly labelled, genus g polymaps of decent classα that
have polygon indexi. For fixed m≥ 1, let














be the generating series for the numbers{Sg(θ ; i) : ℓ(θ) = m}, wherez = (z1, . . . , zm) and
r (i) = i2 + i3 + · · · . We typically writeŴm for the genus 0 seriesŴ(0)m .
Proposition 3.3.6 implies the genus 0 seriesŴm can generally be viewed as the generating series
for smooth planar polymaps withm labelled faces.
The cacti pruning bijection described above leads to the following polymap generalization of
Theorem 2.6.10. Its proof is essentially identical to that of the earlier theorem, the only change
being that the tree series of Chapter 2 is now replaced by the generating series for rooted cacti.
Theorem 3.3.13.For i ≥ 1, let wi = w(xi , p, u), wherew is given by(3.15). Then, for g≥ 0 and
m ≥ 1 with (g, m) 6= (0, 1), we have
9(g)m (x, p, u) = Ŵ
(g)
m (w, p, u), (3.18)
wherex = (x1, . . . , xm) andw = (w1, . . . , wm).
Proof. Let C be the set of vertex-rooted cacti with labelled non-root vertices. Unhinging the poly-
gons incident with the root ofC ∈ C leaves a collection of rooted cacti whose root vertices are
unlabelled and incident with only one polygon. The seriesw̄ = w̄(x, p, u) counting such cacti was
derived in §3.3.3. In particular, (3.13) implies thateu P(w) ∈ Q[u, p][[ x]] is the generating function
for C, wherex marks labelled vertices.
Each of the forestsF1, . . . ,Fm obtained through the pruning bijection is comprised of cacti
belonging toC. The proof now proceeds exactly as it did for Theorem 2.6.10, using(eu P(wi ))θi as
the generating series of the forestFi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. 
For example, note that this theorem anticipates the appearance in Theorem 3.3.10 of the series
s, which counts rooted cacti all of whose polygons arek-gons. Indeed, withŴm,k(x) defined in the
obvious way, (3.18) gives the identity9m,k(x1, . . . , xm) = Ŵm,k(s1, . . . , sm) for all m ≥ 2, k ≥ 1,
wheresi = s(xi ).
122 Generalizations
In what follows, the symbolsw andP are defined as in (3.15) and (3.14). That is,P ∈ Q[p][[ z]]
is given byP(z) =
∑
k≥2 pkz
k−1, andw = w(x, p, u) is the generating series for rooted cacti, im-








= w ξ(w, p, u), (3.19)
where we have defined the seriesξ ∈ Q[u, p][[ z]] by




Dependence of these series onp andu will be assumed, and we shall henceforth writew(x) and
ξ(z) for w(x, p, u) andξ(z, p, u), respectively, whenever it is convenient to do so. Also, fori ≥ 1,
we define the symbolswi , ξi , Pi , andP′i as follows:




Thus, for instance,xi (dwi /dxi ) = wi ξi = wi /(1 − uwi P′i ).
3.3.6 Two-Face Smooth Planar Polymaps
We now show how the methods of §2.7.1 can be extended to enumerate smooth, planar, roperly
labelled, two-face polymaps. With Theorem 3.3.13, this leads to an expression for 92(x1, x2, p, u),
the series counting minimal transitive cycle factorizations of class(n1, n2) with respect to cycle
index.
Theorem 3.3.14.
Ŵ2(z1, z2, p, u) = log
(
z1 − z2








Proof. We interpretŴ2 as the generating series for smooth planar polymaps with two labelled faces.
Let M be such a map, say withr distinctly labelled polygons. Observe thatM is simply a closed
chain of polygons, each incident with exactly two others. Let(l1, . . . , lr )◦ be the cyclic list of
polygon labels encountered along the boundary walk of face 1, and setγi = ( j1, j2) if the polygon
labelledl i is a( j1 + j2)-gon that hasjs −1 vertices incident only with faces, for s = 1, 2. ThenM
is completely described by the cyclic sequence(l1, γ1, . . . , lr , γr )◦. We say that a vertex incident
with only one face isinternal to that face; all other vertices are said to beextremal. For example,







Figure 3.15: A smooth, planar, two-face polymap.
the polymap shown in Figure 3.15 corresponds to the sequence
(1, (1, 1), 3, (2, 1), 5, (3, 3), 2, (1, 2), 4, (3, 2))◦.
Extremal vertices are coloured white in the diagram.
Clearly all vertices internal to a given face are at descents of that face. Therefore, temporarily



























The sole extremal vertex incident with polygonsl i−1 andl i is at a descent of face 1 if(l i−1, l i ) is a
fall of the cyclic permutation(l1, . . . , lr )◦, and at a descent of face 2 otherwise. By Lemma 2.7.1,
we therefore have









































































































Observe thatξ1 − ξ2 = uξ1ξ2(w1P′1 − w2P
′
2) to complete the proof. 
As a special case of Corollary 3.3.15, we can quickly derive them = 2 case of Theorem 3.3.10.
















where s1 = s(x1) and s2 = s(x2).
Proof. Set pi = 0 for i 6= k, andu = pk = 1 in Corollary 3.3.15. These substitutions reducewi to
si , Pi to s
k−1
i , wi P
′
i to (k − 1)s
k−1






















and the result follows. 
3.3.7 Attaching Digons to a Polymap
The material of §2.7.2 is readily modified to describe the addition of digons (i.e. 2-gons, or fat-
tened edges) to a polymap. Indeed, letF be a face of the polymapM with boundary walk
((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦, and letci = (ei−1, vi , ei ) andc j = (ej −1, v j , ej ) be distinct corners of
F . Let g ∈ R be distinct frome0, . . . , ek. If (ei−1, g, ei )◦ and(ej −1, v j , ej )◦ are both increasing,




















Figure 3.16: (A) A polygonal path. (B) A two-face polymap with a tail.
then the polymapM ⊕ (ci , c j )
g
s,t is created by first attaching a digon labelledg betweenci and
c j , and then assigning labelss andt , respectively, to the faces of the resulting polymap containing
corners(g, vi , ei ) and(g, v j , ej ). Since the descents ofF are split between these two faces, the
proof of Lemma 2.7.6 remains valid in this setting.
These observations can be used to give a bijective proof of Corollary 3.3.15 that exactly mimics
our earlier proof of Corollary 2.7.13. The method is outlined below. We emphasize that the bulk
of the work has already been done, in §2.7.3. In particular, the generalature of our proof of
Theorem 2.7.11 makes it applicable in the current context, essentially withoutc ange. We need
only define suitable polymap generalizations ofordered pathsandtails.
Let (g1, . . . , gl ) be a list ofl distinctly labelled polygons. Choose two distinct vertices of each
of these polygons, calling one thetop and the other thebottom, and join the polygons in the plane
by identifying the top ofgi with the bottom ofgi+1, for 1 ≤ i < l . This results in a cactus composed
of l polygons, each incident with at most one other. Now distinguish the bottom ofg1 and the top
of gl by colouring them white and grey, respectively. We call the resulting structure an (ordered)
polygonal path of length l , and refer to the white and grey vertices as itsends. For example,
Figure 3.16A shows a polygonal path of length 6. Taking cyclic symmetry into acc unt, there are














= z(ξ(z) − 1) (3.21)
is the generating series for polygonal paths of length at least one, where z marks vertices, andp and
u record polygon index and labelled polygons, as usual.
As a natural extension of Definition 2.7.9, we say a polymapM has atail in face F if either
(1) M is smooth and a vertex at a descent ofF has been coloured grey, or (2)M contains only
one branch, which is a polygonal path in faceF whose white end is the base vertex of the branch.
126 Generalizations
For example, the two-face polymap shown in Figure 3.16B has a tail in face 2.Using (3.21), a
derivation similar to that of Lemma 2.7.10 shows the counting series for planar polymaps withm




Ŵm(z, p, u). (3.22)
Unsurprisingly, polymaps with tails of fixed descent class can be constructed from polygonal
paths by the addition of a polygon, as follows. Fixθ = (θ1, θ2) |H n. Let P be a polygonal path
containingn vertices, letλ be distinct from the polygon labels ofP, and letd1, d2 be any nonneg-
ative integers. Now let the sole faceF of P have boundary walk((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦, wherev0
andvm are the white and grey ends ofP, respectively. For 0≤ i ≤ k, let ci = (ei−1, vi , ei ). This








Clearly F hasn descents andc0 ∈ AF(λ), so Lemma 2.7.6 guarantees a unique cornercr ∈ AF(λ),
with 0 < r ≤ k, such that the two-face mapM = P ⊕ (c0, cr )λ1,2 is of descent class(θ1, n − θ1) =
(θ1, θ2). Strip v0 of its colour and, ifr 6= m, colour the bottom of the polygon incident with edge
er white. ThenM is of descent classθ and has a tail. Finally, observe thatM can made to be of
descent class(θ1+d1, θ2+d2) simply by transforming the newly added digon into a(d1+d2+2)-gon
with exactlydi of its vertices incident only with facei , for i = 1, 2.
Example 3.3.17.The polygonal pathP in Figure 3.17A contains 17 vertices, and the crosses mark
the corners at which a digon labelledλ = 5 could be attached to this path. The enlarged cross
indicates the unique cornerc such thatP ⊕ (c0, c)51,2 is of descent class(7, 10) |H 17. The polymap
P ⊕ (c0, c)51,2, itself, is drawn in Figure 3.17B, and crosses there mark the 7 descents offace 1.
Notice that transforming the additional digon into a 7-gon results in the polymap of descent class
(10, 12), with a tail, shown in Figure 3.16B.
Similarly, the polygonal path in Figure 3.17C has 15 vertices. Crosses mark corners at which
a digon labelledλ = 3 could be attached, and the large cross is the unique such corner at which
attachment yields a polymap of descent class(9, 6) |H 15. This smooth polymap with a tail is shown
in Figure 3.17D. 
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Figure 3.17: Creation of a two-face polymap with a tail.
The correspondence(P, λ, d1, d2) 7→ M described above is a straightforward adaptation of
the bijectionθ defined in Theorem 2.7.11. Modifying that proof in the obvious way showsthat
this correspondence is a polygon-preserving bijection between planar polymaps of descent class
(θ1+d1, θ2+d2) with a tail, and polygon-labelled structures(P, λ, d1, d2), whereP is a polygonal
path onθ1+θ2 vertices and(λ, d1, d2) describes a labelled( 1+d2+2)-gon. Therefore, from (3.21),
we see thatP contributes the factor
z(ξ(z) − 1) ◦ 1+(z; z1, z2) = z1z2
ξ(z1) − ξ(z2)
z1 − z2



































Finally, observe that (3.19) implieswi ξ(wi ) ∂∂wi = xi
∂
∂xi
. Hence (3.20) is obtained by replacing
zi with wi in the expression above and applying Theorem 3.3.13, and our alternate poof of Corol-
lary 3.3.15 is complete. Of course, the advantage of this proof is that it assigns simple combinatorial














Figure 3.18: Creation of three-face smooth polymaps.
Smooth three-face polymaps can similarly be built by attaching digons to the endsof a polygonal
path, as shown in Figure 3.18A. However, not all smooth three-face polymaps can be created in this
way. For example, this construction does not account for those maps containing a polygon incident
with all faces, such as the one drawn in Figure 3.18B. This is the same complication that was
discussed in §3.3.4, and it makes the quest for a polymap analogue of Corollary 2.7.16 technically
involved.
3.3.8 Additional Notes
The failure of Proposition 3.3.6 in positive genus is reflected by the lack of acycle factorization
analogue of Proposition 2.4.15. In fact, there exist transitivek-cycle factorizationsf = (σr , . . . , σ1)
such that f = (ρσr ρ−1, . . . , ρσ1ρ−1) for permutationsρ other than the identity. For instance,
consider the transitive 4-cycle factorization
(1 5 4 7 2 6 3 8) = (1 7 2 8)(3 5 4 6)(1 3 2 4).
Notice that each of the three factors on the right-hand side is invariant under conjugation byρ =
(1 2)(3 4)(5 6)(7 8). Incidentally, this factorization is of genus 1, and was obtained by assigning
vertex labels to the rightmost polymap in Figure 3.10. Proving the genus 0 cyclefactorization
analogue of Proposition 2.4.15 directly (i.e. working only within the symmetric group) seems to be
tedious.
Theorem 3.3.7 has also appeared in [65], where Springer derives it by using the same decom-
position of factorizations into cacti as we do here. He counts these cacti byway of a bijection that
generalizes Prüfer’s [59] encoding of trees.
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3.4 The Double Hurwitz Problem
Recall that theHurwitz Enumeration Problem, studied extensively in Chapter 2, asks for the number
of genusg factorizations of a fixed permutation into transpositions. In this final section of Chap-
ter 3, we discuss a particular generalization of this question known as theDouble Hurwitz Problem.
Formal definitions will be given below, but the distinction between the problemsis quite simply put
as follows.
Rather than counting factorizationsπ = τr . . . τ1 of a permutationπ into transpositionsτi ,
we now count factorizationsπ = στr · · · τ1, where again theτi are transpositions, but the last
factor σ is forced to be of some fixed, but arbitrary, cycle type. Factorizations ofthis sort have
geometrical significance in terms of ramified coverings of the sphere. As outlined in §2.3.6, a genus
g factorizationπ = στr · · · τ1 in Sn corresponds to an-sheeted branched covering of the sphere
by a Riemann surface of of genusg, with r + 2 branch points{0,∞, P1, . . . , Pr } having simple
branching over thePi , and branching over 0 and∞ specified by the cycle types ofπ andσ . See
also the Additional Notes at the end of this section.
3.4.1 β-Factorizations
Let π ∈ Sn andβ ⊢ n. A β -factorization of π is a transitive factorization(σ, τr , . . . , τ1) of π
such thatσ ∈ Cβ and eachτi is a transposition. We allowr = 0, but note that only the trivial
factorizationπ = σ of a full cycleπ is possible in this case. As a nontrivial example, consider
(1 2 3 4 5)(6 7)(8)(9 10) = (1 6 5)(2 7)(3 4 10 9)(8) · (4 8)(1 7)(2 8)(4 6)(2 9)(6 8). (3.23)
This is a(4, 3, 2, 1)-factorization of(1 2 3 4 5)(6 7)(8)(9 10) of class(5, 2, 2, 1). Notice that (3.3)
givesr = ℓ(π) + ℓ(β) + 2g − 2 for aβ-factorization ofπ of genusg. Thus the factorization above
is of genus 0.
Definition 3.4.1. Letα, β be partitions, and let g≥ 0. Then we write Hg(α, β) for the number ofβ-
factorizations of genus g and classα, and we let rg(α, β) denote the numberℓ(α)+ℓ(β)+2g−2 of
transposition factors any such factorization contains. The numbers Hg(α, β) are known asdouble
Hurwitz numbers.
The double Hurwitz numbers are symmetrical, in the sense thatHg(α, β) = Hg(β, α) for all
partitionsα, β. This is immediate from the fact thatπ = στr · · · τ1 is equivalent toσ = πτ1 · · · τr .




































Figure 3.19: The hybrid map of a double Hurwitz factorization.
is equal to the (single) Hurwitz numberHg(α), for which we have the simple formula of Theo-
rem 2.3.3. (Note that genus is preserved becauserg(α, [1n]) = ℓ(α) + n + 2g − 2 = rg(α).)
Thus far, we have seen how to evaluate only one other special class of double Hurwitz numbers. In
particular, we have the formula
H0((n), β) = n
ℓ(b)−1 (ℓ(β) − 1)!
| Aut(β)|
(3.24)
for arbitraryβ ⊢ n, which comes from specializing Theorem 3.2.9.
3.4.2 Hybrid Maps
Let f = (σ, τr , . . . , τ1) be aβ-factorization, whereβ = [1b12b2 · · · ] ⊢ n. Then the reduced
polymapM †f hasr digons distinctly labelled 1, . . . , r , and, for eachi ≥ 1, exactlybi i -gons
labelledr + 1, where a 1-gon is interpreted as a vertex not incident with any polygon.(This caveat
is an artifact of our elimination of loops.) We call a polymap with this structure ahybrid map of
polygon typeβ . The rationale behind this terminology will be made clear momentarily.
The hybrid map of polygon typeβ = (4, 3, 2, 1) corresponding to theβ-factorization (3.23) is
shown in Figure 3.19A. Notice that no information in the diagram is lost by suppressing the labels
of the polygons with maximal labelr +1 = 7, and flattening the remaining labelled digons to edges,
as illustrated in Figure 3.19B. This is true in general, and we shall always drw hybrid maps in this
simplified manner. Thus a hybrid map of polygon typeβ appears to consist ofℓ(β) unlabelled
polygons (including 1-gons) joined together by distinctly labelled edges. That is, hybrid maps are
essentially hybrids of polymaps and the edge-labelled maps of Chapter 2.
We slightly alter our terminology to reflect this view of hybrid maps. By apolygon of a hybrid
mapM we always mean either a polygon with maximal label, or a vertex not incident withany
such polygon. Vertices of this sort are also called1-gons. We refer to the remaining digons ofM
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as itssimple edges. Thus every vertex is incident with a unique polygon, and every simple edge
is incident with one or two (white) faces. Finally, it is both convenient and suggestive to regard
the polygons of a hybrid map, and their bounding edges, as having label∞. This reflects the fact
that the polygons of hybrid maps are always maximally labelled, and suggeststhat our interest lies
in the labelling of simple edges. For the purposes of descent structure,∞ is interpreted as some
fixed integer larger than all other labels. For example, therotator of vertex 4 in the hybrid map
of Figure 3.19B is(3, 6,∞)◦, which is, of course, increasing. The list of edge labels encountered
along the boundary walk of the outer face of this map is(2,∞,∞, 3,∞,∞, 5,∞)◦, so the outer
face has 5 descents.
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2.8 and theseconventions.
Theorem 3.4.2.Let α, β ⊢ n and g≥ 0. There is a bijection betweenβ-factorizations of genus g
and classα, and vertex-labelled hybrid maps of genus g with descent partitionα a d polygon type
β. Under this bijection, a factorization(σ, τr , . . . , τ1) of π corresponds with a hybrid map with n
vertices,ℓ(β) polygons, and r simple edges, whose descent cycles coincide with the cycles ofπ . 
If the faces of a hybrid map are labelled, then we speak of itsdescent classrather than its descent
partition. A vertex- and face-labelled hybrid mapM is properly labelled if it is of descent classα
and the face labelleds has descent setDs(α), for 1 ≤ s ≤ m. The next definition should, by now,
be familiar.
Definition 3.4.3. For a partitionβ and a compositionα, let Mg(α, β) denote the number of properly
labelled genus g hybrid maps of polygon typeβ and descent classα. For fixed m≥ 1, let














be the generating series for the numbers{Mg(α, β) : α, β ⊢ n, ℓ(α) = m}, whereq = (q1, q2, . . .)
andx = (x1, . . . , xm), and where qβ = qβ1qβ2 · · · for the partitionβ = (β1, β2, . . .). We typically
write 2m in place of2(0)m .
Notice that2(g)m (x, q, u) is naturally exponential in the indeterminatesx1, . . . , xm, which mark
labelled vertices in faces 1, . . . , m of a properly labelled hybrid map, and also inu, which marks
labelled simple edges. The symmetrized Hurwitz series9(g)m (x, u) of Chapter 2 is acquired from
2
(g)
m (x, q, u) by settingq1 = 1, andqi = 0 for i ≥ 1.
132 Generalizations
Vertex-labelled hybrid maps have no non-trivial automorphisms, so their faces can be labelled
arbitrarily without obtaining duplicate maps. The proof of Theorem 3.3.2 therefore applies, almost
verbatim, to connectβ-factorizations with properly labelled hybrid maps. The result is the following
analogue of Corollary 3.3.5.
Theorem 3.4.4.For any compositionα = (α1, . . . , αm) and partitionβ, we have
Hg(α, β) = α1 · · · αm rg(α, β)! [xαqβurg(α,β)] 2(g)m (x, q, u).

Since face-labelled hybrid maps with at least two faces do not admit nontrivial automorphisms,
their vertices can be labelled arbitrarily without fear of duplication. Thus2(g)m (x, q, u) can, for
m ≥ 2, be regarded as the counting series for face-labelled hybrid maps with respect to descent
class, polygon type, and labelled simple edges.
3.4.3 Hybrid Cacti
A hybrid cactus is a planar hybrid map with only one face. In what follows, we shall be concerned
exclusively with vertex-rooted, vertex-labelled hybrid cacti. To avoid redundancy, we refer to these
maps simply ascacti throughout. We further introduce the termsimple cactusto describe a cactus
whose root vertex is incident only with simple edges (i.e. the root vertex is a 1-gon). Letϑ =
ϑ(x, q, u) andw = w(x, q, u), respectively, be the generating series for cacti and simple cacti with
respect to labelled vertices (marked byx), polygon type (marked byq), and labelled simple edges
(marked byu). The following combinatorial decomposition of cacti closely resembles the one given
in §3.3.3.
Let C be a cactus whose root is incident with ank-gon. Then deletion of this polygon results in
an ordered list(C1, . . . , Ck) of simple cacti, as depicted in Figure 3.20. Thus we haveϑ = Q(w),










21(x, q, u) = ϑ = Q(w). (3.26)







Figure 3.20: Decomposition of a hybrid cactus.
Now observe that if the root of a simple cactus is incident withm simple edges, then removing




mϑm/m! = xeuϑ . Thus we find thatw is the unique series solution of the functional
equation
w = xeuQ(w). (3.27)
Using (3.26) and (3.27), we may apply Lagrange inversion to obtain the coefficients of the series
21(x, q, u), thereby obtaining a formula forH0((n), β) for arbitraryβ ⊢ n. In fact, this work was
essentially carried out in Example 1.3.2, where we found that
[qβu




Combining this result with Theorem 3.4.4 does indeed yield (3.24).
3.4.4 Pruning Cacti
A leaf of a hybrid map is a polygon incident with at most one simple edge, and a hybridmap is
smooth if it does not contain any leaves. As usual, leaves (and their incident simpleedges) can be
iteratively removed from any hybrid mapM which is not a cactus to produce its unique smooth
core, M c.Branches ofM and their indices are now defined as before. (That is, branches are simpl
cacti whose roots are unlabelled and incident with exactly one simple edge.) This permits the
pruning of cacti from a properly labelled hybrid mapM , with similarly indexed branches of each
face being removed fromM and joined at their roots to produce forests of simple cacti. These
forests, together with the smooth mapM c, completely specifyM .





































































i = 2 i = 3
Figure 3.21: Pruning cacti from a properly labelled hybrid map.
map shown there has no branches, so all focus on face 2. Its branches are displayed along with their




3 that are formed when similarly indexed
branches are joined together.
Mimicking the proof of Theorem 3.3.13 leads to the following expected result. (Of course, the
rooted cactus series used in the proof of Theorem 3.3.13 is to be replacedwith the simple cactus
seriesw defined through (3.27).)
Theorem 3.4.5.Let Sg(α, β) be the number of smooth properly labelled genus g hybrid maps of
polygon typeβ and descent classα. For fixed m≥ 1, set














For i ≥ 1, let wi = w(xi , q, u), wherew is given by(3.27). Then, for g≥ 0 and m ≥ 1 with
(g, m) 6= (0, 1), we have
2(g)m (x, q, u) = 3
(g)
m (w, q, u),
wherew = (w1, . . . , wm). 
We shall be concerned exclusively with the genus 0 series, and write3m in place of3(0)m .
Throughout the remainder of this section, we use the symbolsw andQ as they are defined in (3.27)
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Figure 3.22: (A) A hybrid path. (B) A two-face hybrid map with a tail.







= w ξ(w, q, u), (3.28)
where the seriesξ ∈ Q[u, q][[ z]] is defined by




Dependence of these series onq andu is assumed, and generally suppressed. Note the close simi-
larity between these definitions and those of the same symbols in §3.3.5.
3.4.5 Combinatorial Constructions for Smooth Hybrid Maps
The material of §2.7.2 is again easily extended to allow for the addition of simple edges to a hybrid
map, and hybrid map analogues of all the results recorded in §2.7 are readily obtained. These are
described briefly below. As was the case in §3.3.7, the work reduces to giving suitable hybrid map
analogues of ordered paths and tails.
Let n ≥ 0 and let(l1, . . . , ln) be a list ofn distinct positive integers. Let(p1, . . . , pn+1) be a
list of n + 1 polygons in the plane, possibly including 1-gons (i.e. single vertices). Distinguish one
vertex of each polygon as itsop, and a second as itsbottom. Here we allow the top and bottom
of a polygon to coincide. For 1≤ i ≤ n, attach the top ofpi to the bottom ofpi+1 by a simple
edge with labeli . This results in a hybrid cactus containing+ 1 polygons, each incident with at
most two simple edges. Distinguish the bottom ofp1 and the top ofpn+1 by colouring them white
and grey, respectively. We call the resulting structure an (ordered)hybrid path of lengthn. For














Figure 3.23: Construction of two-face hybrid maps with tails.















(ξ(z) − 1) (3.30)
counts hybrid paths, withz marking vertices,u marking labelled simple edges, andq recording
polygon type.
We say the hybrid mapM has atail in face F if either (1) M is smooth and a vertex at a
descent ofF has been distinguished, or (2)M contains only one branch, which is in faceF , and is
a hybrid path of length at least one whose white end is the base vertex of thebranch. For example,
the two-face hybrid map shown in Figure 3.22B has a tail in face 1. Note that the white end of a
hybrid path forming a tail is always a 1-gon, and that such a path cannot be of length 0. Therefore,
by (3.30), we find that the serieszu · 1u(ξ(z) − 1) = z(ξ(z) − 1) counts hybrid paths of this type.




3m(z, q, u). (3.31)
See the proof of Lemma 2.7.10 for further details regarding this derivation.
Attaching a labelled simple edge from the white vertex of a hybrid path to any of itsther ver-
tices plainly results in a planar two-face hybrid map with a tail. This is illustrated in Figure 3.23,
where a simple edge labelled 4 is attached to a hybrid path containing 15 verticesto obtain hy-
brid maps with tails of descent classes(5, 10) and(10, 5). The following generalization of Theo-
rem 2.7.11 ensures that this process faithfully produces all such maps.
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Theorem 3.4.6.Fix θ = (θ1, θ2) |H n. There is a polygon- and edge-preserving bijection between
planar face-labelled hybrid maps of descent classθ with a tail, and edge-labelled pairs(λ,P)
whereλ is a simple edge andP is a hybrid path containing n vertices.
Proof. Let (λ,P) be a pair as described in the theorem. Let((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦ be the bound-
ary walk of the sole face,F , of P, wherev0 is its white end and(ek, λ, e0)◦ is increasing. Notice
that definingv0 as the white end ofP is not enough to uniquely define an indexing of the boundary
walk of F , since this vertex may appear more than twice in the walk. However, the additional c -
dition that(ek, λ, e0)◦ be increasing makes the indexing well-defined. Now letm be the minimal
positive integer such thatvm is the grey end ofP, and follow the proof of Theorem 2.7.11. With
very few (trivial) modifications, it remains valid in this setting. 
The following corollary appears in [36], though with a different proof fr m that given here. See
the Additional Notes for further details..









22(x1, x2, q, u) =
w2
w1 − w2




Proof. By (3.31), the series on the left-hand side counts two-face hybrid maps witha tail. Now
follow the proof of Corollary 2.7.13, replacing the serieszu/(1 − uz) for ordered paths used there













(ξ(z) − 1) ◦ 1+(z; z1, z2)
]
.
Apply Lemma 1.3.3 to expand the umbral composition, and then substitutewi for zi , for i = 1, 2.
The result follows from (3.28) and Theorem 3.4.5. 
We remark that this corollary can also be deduced by extending the methods of §2.7.1 and §3.3.6
to two-face hybrid maps. Doing so yields





− u (Q(z1) + Q(z2)) ,
from which the corollary is immediately obtained by differentiation and an appeal to Theorem 3.4.5.
Of course, three-face smooth hybrid maps can be built by adding two labelled simple edges to


















Figure 3.24: Construction of three-face smooth hybrid maps.
edges labelled 2 and 5 being attached to a path on 15 vertices in two differentways o obtain smooth
hybrid maps of descent classes(4, 3, 8) and(3, 8, 4). The next theorem is surely expected; it shows
that the process just described creates all possible smooth hybrid maps ofa given descent class, and
does so uniquely.
Theorem 3.4.8.For any fixedθ = (θ1, θ2, θ3) |H n, there is a polygon- and edge-preserving bijec-
tion between smooth, face-labelled, planar hybrid maps of descent classθ , nd edge-labelled tuples
(λ,P, γ ), whereλ, γ are distinct simple edges andP is a hybrid path containing n vertices.
Proof. Modulo some obvious minor modifications, the proof of Theorem 2.7.14 remainsv lid in
this context. The most subtle alteration is that the indexing((v0, e0), . . . , (vk, ek))◦ of the single face
of P should be chosen here so thatv0 is the white end ofP, and(ek, λ, e0)◦ is increasing. This
is clearly always possible, and uniquely specifies the symbolsvi , ei . We now letm be the unique
index, with 0< m ≤ k, such thatvm is the grey vertex ofP and(em−1, γ, em)◦ is increasing. Note
that these conditions guarantee simple edges labelledλ andγ can, indeed, be attached at corners
c0 = (ek, v0, e0) andcm = (em−1, vm, em), respectively. 
We quickly derive the following corollary, which again can be found in [36].
Corollary 3.4.9. Letwi = w(xi , q, u) andξi = ξ(wi ) for i = 1, 2, 3. Then







wi − w j
(ξi − 1).
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Proof. Copy the proof of Corollary 2.7.16, replacing the serieszu/(1 − uz) for ordered paths used
there with the series (3.30) for hybrid paths. This results in
33(z1, z2, z3, q, u) = u2(ξ(z) − 1) ◦ 1+(z; z1, z2, z3).
Now apply Lemma 1.3.3, replacezi with wi , for i = 1, 2, 3, and apply Theorem 3.4.5 to complete
the proof. 
Finally, we mention that Theorem 2.7.17 also has a natural hybrid map analogue. We only state
the result here, since the proof is virtually identical with the one given earlier. An algebraic proof
can be found in [36]. Together with Theorem 3.4.5 and Corollary 3.4.9, thistheorem shows that
2m(x, q, u) is a rational series inw1, . . . , wm, with no explicit dependence onx1, . . . , xm. As with
Theorem 2.7.17, positive genus analogues are readily obtained.
Theorem 3.4.10.Fix m ≥ 4. For any subsetλ = {λ1, . . . , λk} ⊆ [m], whereλ1 < · · · < λk,
definezλ = (zλ1, . . . , zλk). For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, setzi = z[m]\{i }. Also, for each i, letξi = ξ(zi ) and
∂i = zi ξi
∂
∂zi
, and letPi be the set of all pairs{γ, λ} with γ, λ ⊂ [m] such thatγ ∩ λ = {i } and
γ ∪ λ = [m]. Then
∂
∂u










zj ξi ∂i 3m−1(z j , u)
(zi − zj )
.

3.4.6 A Final Bijection
For π ∈ Sn andg ≥ 0, letFg(π) be the set of all transitive factorizations ofπ into transpositions.
We conclude this chapter with a bijection onFg(π) that can be described nicely in terms of duals
of hybrid maps.
Let π ∈ Sn be of cycle typeβ, and let f ∈ Fg(π). Then f is naturally associated with the
β-factorization f ′ = (π−1, τr , . . . , τ1) of the identity inSn, and hence also to the hybrid mapM
corresponding tof ′ through Theorem 3.4.2. Note thatM is of descent class [1n], of polygon type
β, and containsr simple edges. Now construct the dual mapM ∗ in the usual way, by placing a
vertex in each face and polygon ofM and attaching two of these new vertices by an edge if their
corresponding faces are incident with a common edge inM (simple or not). The faces and edges
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of M ∗ inherit labels from the vertices and edges ofM in the process. See Example 3.4.11, below,
for an illustration.
Let F be a face ofM with boundary walk((v0, e0), . . . , (vm, em))◦, and letP be ak-gon ofM ,
wherek ≥ 2. LetvF andvP be the vertices ofM ∗ corresponding toF and P, respectively. Then
the rotator ofvF is (em, . . . , e0)◦. But (e0, . . . , em)◦ is increasing, sinceM is of descent class [1n],
so the rotator ofvF is decreasing. Also note that no edge can appear twice in the boundary walk of
F , and the same is obviously true ofP. This holds for all faces and polygons ofM , so every one
of its edges is incident with two distinct faces. HenceM ∗ is a loopless edge- and face-labelled map
in which the rotator of every vertex corresponding to a (white) face ofM is decreasing.
TransformM ∗ into a hybrid map, as follows. First replace edge labell with r − l + 1, for
1 ≤ l ≤ r , so that decreasing rotators are made increasing. DeletevP from M ∗ and form a polygon
from its neighbours in the obvious way; repeat this process for each polygon P of M with at least
two vertices. LetM # be the resulting face-labelled hybrid map of polygon typeβ. Note thatM #
containsn vertices andn (white) faces, and is therefore of descent class [1n].
Now shift the label of each face ofM # to the unique vertex that is at a descent of that face.
This transformsM # into a vertex-labelled hybrid map whose polygons are labelled identically
with those ofM . Let (π−1, τ ′r , . . . , τ
′
1) be theβ-factorization of the identity corresponding toM
#
through Theorem 3.4.2 and, finally, letf # be the associated factorization(τ ′r , . . . , τ
′
1) of π into
transpositions.
Example 3.4.11.Let f be the factorization ofπ = (1 2 3 4)(5 6 7 8 9)(10)(11) given below:
π = (7 11)(5 6)(9 10)(6 11)(7 11)(3 4)(9 10)(1 6)(7 9)(2 4)(7 8)(1 4)(4 6). (3.32)
The hybrid mapM corresponding to the associated(5, 4, 1, 1)-factorization of the identity is shown
in Panel A of Figure 3.25, on page 3.25. Panel B of the figure illustrates theconstruction of the dual
M ∗. The hybrid mapM # is shown in Panel C, and from it we see that
π = (4 6)(1 6)(7 8)(1 2)(8 9)(1 4)(8 10)(2 3)(9 11)(1 9)(8 10)(5 9)(6 11) (3.33)
is the factorizationf # of π associated withM #. 
The transformationf 7→ f # defined above is clearly invertible and genus-preserving, and is
therefore a bijection fromFg(π) to itself. We now introduce two statistics onFg(π) that behave
well with respect to this transformation.
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Definition 3.4.12. Let f = (τr , . . . , τ1) ∈ Fg(π), and let j ∈ [n]. We say that jappears k times in
f if exactly k of the transposition factorsτi are of the form( j l ) for some l∈ [n]. We say that j is
moved k times by f if there are exactly k factorsτi such thatτi τi−1 · · · τ1( j ) 6= τi−1 · · · τ1( j ), where
τ0 is understood to be the identity. We writeαk( f ) for the set of symbols which appear k times in f ,
andµk( f ) for the set of symbols it moves only once.
For example, we haveα1( f ) = {2, 3, 5, 8} andµ2( f ) = {1, 2, 4, 10, 11} for the factorization
f given in (3.32). From (3.33), also note thatα2( f #) = {1, 2, 3, 10, 11} andµ1( f #) = {2, 3, 5, 8}.
The fact thatα1( f ) = µ1( f #) and|µ2( f )| = |α2( f #)| is, of course, no coincidence.
Theorem 3.4.13.We haveαk( f ) = µk( f #) for all f ∈ Fg(π) and k≥ 1.
Proof. Let f # = (τ ′r , . . . , τ
′
1), and letM andM
# be the hybrid maps corresponding tof and
f #, respectively. Fixj ∈ [n], and letv andv#, respectively, denote the vertices ofM andM #
labelled j . Let v# be at a descent of faceF of M #, so thatv is the vertex ofM dual to F . Let
((v0, e0), . . . , (vm, em))◦ be the boundary walk ofF , wheree0 is maximal amongste0, . . . , em. We
now prove thatj ∈ αk( f ) is equivalent toj ∈ µk( f #).
First note thatj ∈ αk( f ) if and only if v is incident with exactlyk simple edges inM . But the
rotator ofv is (r − em + 1, . . . , r − e0 + 1)◦, so this occurs precisely when either (1)e0 = ∞ and
k = m, or (2)e0 6= ∞ andk = m + 1. Sincee0 ≥ e1 is the single descent ofF , we havev1 = v#.
Henceτ ′i τ
′
i−1 · · · τ
′
1( j ) 6= τ
′
i−1 · · · τ
′
1( j ) holds precisely wheni ∈ {e1, . . . , em} in the casee0 = ∞,
whereas the condition holds fori ∈ {e0, e1, . . . , em} otherwise. In the former case,j ∈ µm( f #),
while j ∈ µm+1( f #) in the latter. Thereforej ∈ µk( f #) if and only if either (1) or (2), above, is
satisfied. 
A similar proof shows that we also haveαk( f #) = {π( j ) : j ∈ µk( f )}, and therefore
|αk( f #)| = |µk( f )|, for f ∈ Fg(π). This is reflective of the obvious near-duality betweenf
and f # induced by our constructions. In fact, we have the general identity( f #)# = π f π−1, where
the notation on the right indicates that each of the factors off is to be conjugated byπ .
Since f 7→ f # is a bijection onFg(π), we get the following corollary of Theorem 3.4.13.
Corollary 3.4.14. |{ f ∈ Fg(π) : αk( f ) = S}| = |{ f ∈ Fg(π) : µk( f ) = S}| for all S ⊆ [n]. 
A factor of f ∈ Fg(π) is called aconsecutive pairif it is of the form ( j π( j )) for some j .
Consider the case wheref = (τn−1, . . . , τ1) ∈ F0(π) is a minimal transitive factorization of the
full cycle π ∈ C(n). Since all factors off are joins, by Lemma 2.2.5, the consecutive pairs off are
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distinct. Whenn > 2, we claim that the mappingj 7→ ( j π( j )) is a bijection betweenµ1( f ) and
the set of consecutive pairs off .
Proof of claim: If j is moved only once byf , then the unique factorτi such thatτi τi−1 · · · τ1( j ) 6=
τi−1 · · · τ1( j ) is clearly the consecutive pairτi = ( j π( j )). If π( j ) were also moved only once by
f , we would haveπ2( j ) = j , which is impossible sinceπ is a full cycle onn > 2 symbols. Hence
each j ∈ µ1( f ) corresponds with the unique consecutive pair( j π( j )) of f .
As noted above, all factors off are joins. So ifτi = ( j π( j )), then j does not appear in factors
τ1, . . . , τi−1, andπ( j ) does not appear inτi+1, . . . , τn−1. (Otherwise,j andπ( j ) would not appear
consecutively, in that order, in the single cycle ofπ = τn−1 · · · τ1.) Thus each consecutive pair
( j π( j )) of f corresponds withj ∈ µ1( f ). 
We remark that this claim is also evident through graphical considerations.If f ∈ Fg(π),
then the symbols moved once byf correspond with faces in the associated hybrid mapM whose
boundaries contain only one simple edge. Such an edge necessarily joins consecutive vertices of
a polygon, and therefore corresponds to a consecutive pair inf . So the mappingj 7→ ( j π( j ))
defined above is generally one-one, but not always onto. However,when f is a minimal factor-
ization of a full cycle, thenM is a planar map with only one polygon, and a simple edge con-
necting two consecutive vertices of this polygon clearly borders a face of d gree 2 whose other
boundary edge is not simple. Thus, in this case, consecutive pairs off c rrespond with symbols
moved only once. For example, the hybrid map corresponding to the factorizati n(1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8) =
(2 6)(4 5)(1 7)(2 5)(7 8)(2 3)(1 6) is illustrated below. Its consecutive pairs are(2 3), (4 5), and













Proposition 3.4.15.Let π be a full cycle ofSn, where n > 2. The number of minimal transi-
tive factorizations ofπ containing the consecutive pairs( j1 π( j1)), . . . , ( jk π( jk)) is equal to the
number of such factorizations in which each of the symbols j1, . . . , jk appears only once.
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Proof. This follows directly from the claim and Corollary 3.4.14. 
Proposition 3.4.15 appears in [39], albeit in a somewhat different form than t at given here. It
is stated in terms of a bijection between vertex-labelled trees and minimal transitivefactorizations
of a full cycle, through which leaves of a tree are matched with consecutivpairs of a factorization.
The bijection is essentially a composition of a specialization of the correspondence b tween factor-
izations and hybrid maps given here, and the bijection between trees and factoriz tions described
in §2.4.7.
3.4.7 Additional Notes
A great deal of information on the double Hurwitz problem is contained in [36], including a de-
scription of some conjectural links with intersection theory. For more on the deep connections with
geometry, also see [35]. Using localisation theory and certain results of [36], it is shown there that
Faber’s intersection number conjecture [20] can be reduced to a statement concerning genus 0 dou-
ble Hurwitz numbers. The conjecture concerns intersection theory of the moduli space of genusg
smooth curves, and it is hoped that a combinatorial viewpoint will lead to a moredirect proof.
Corollaries 3.4.7 and 3.4.9, and Theorem 3.4.10, are proved in [36] throug the methods dis-
cussed in §2.5.2. (In fact, we simplified our description of those methods by restricting to the single
Hurwitz case.) It is also shown there how to extract the desired coefficients from22(x1, x2, q, u)
and23(x1, x2, x3, q, u) so as to obtain an explicit evaluation of the double Hurwitz numberH0(α, β)
in the case thatβ ⊢ n is arbitrary andα has two or three parts. Finally, the representation theory of
CSn is used, as in §2.3.1, to give closed form expressions forHg((n), β), for all g ≥ 0 andβ ⊢ n.
The bijection of [39] is phrased in terms of what are referred to there ascircle chord diagrams.
A circle chord diagram consists of a circle withn points on it, labelled 1, . . . , n in clockwise order
around the perimeter, andn − 1 chords labelled 2, . . . , n that connect these points to form a tree.
Thus a circle chord diagram is simply an edge-labellednon-crossing treeon the circle; see [14, 55],
and also §4.4, for more on non-crossing trees. Notice that if a circle chord diagram is turned “inside-
out”, so that its chords lie on the outside of the circle, then the resulting structure an be viewed as
a planar hybrid map with a singlen-gon (the circle) andn − 1 simple edges (the chords).
A glimpse at the connection between factorizations and circle chord can be found in the work
of Cohn and Lempel [11]. They use a chord diagram induced by a collecti n τ1, . . . , τn of transpo-
sitions to determine a matrix whose rank is directly related to the number of cycles inthe product





















































































The definition of factorizations as ordered tuples of permutations may be viewd as somewhat rigid,
as it distinguishes between factorizations that differ only trivially in the order of their factors. The
factorizations(3 4)(2 5)(3 5)(1 2) and(2 5)(3 4)(3 5)(1 2) of (1 2 3 4 5), for instance, are considered
distinct, despite the fact that they share the same sets of factors, and the second is obtained from
the first simply by swapping the two leftmost (commuting) factors. We now relax the notion of
sameness and consider the enumeration of factorizations up to an equivalence relation induced by
commutation. Under this relation, the factorizations above will be deemed equivalent.
For the most part, we shall confine our discussions to cycle factorizations. Si ce two cycles
commute only if they are disjoint or equal, we adopt the following definition of equivalence.
Definition 4.1.1. Two cycle factorizations arequivalent if one can be obtained from the other by a
sequence of interchanges of adjacent, disjoint factors. We write f∼ g to indicate that factorizations
f and g are equivalent.
Clearly,∼ is an equivalence relation on the set of cycle factorizations. For example,one equiv-
alence class under this relation consists of the factorizations
{(3 4)(2 5)(3 5)(1 2), (2 5)(3 4)(3 5)(1 2), (3 4)(2 5)(1 2)(3 5),
(2 5)(3 4)(1 2)(3 5), (2 5)(1 2)(3 4)(3 5)}.
We shall occasionally use the symbolf̃ to denote the equivalence class containing the representative
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factorization f , but we typically speak of “inequivalent factorizations” rather than “equivalence
classes under∼”.
The broad goal is to determine the number of inequivalent cycle factorizations of a fixed permu-
tation, subject to a variety of constraints, such as minimality, transitivity, genus, tc.Relatively little
work has been done on this problem in comparison with the vast amount of literatur on ordered
factorizations. After describing in moderate detail the few results that are known, we show how the
methods of the previous two chapters can be modified so they are relevant inthis new context.
4.2 Inequivalent Factorizations into Transpositions
As the title suggests, this section concerns only factorizations into transpositions. The termfactor-
ization is used exclusively with this meaning throughout.
4.2.1 Minimal Factorizations
The study of inequivalent factorizations began with the work of Eidswick [16] and Longyear [49].
Both authors determined, through different methods, the number of inequivalent minimal factor-
izations of a full cycle into transpositions. Longyear’s analysis relied on adirect decomposition of
such factorizations to a canonical form, while Eidswick employed an inclusion-exclusion argument.
Here we briefly describe only the work of Longyear, since it seems the mornatural of the two
approaches. (In fact, our description more closely follows a refined treatment of the method, found





denote a minimal transitive factorization of the permutationπ . It is shown in [49] that,
for any f =
[
(1 2 · · · n)
]
, wheren ≥ 2, there are uniquea, b with 1 < a ≤ b ≤ n such that
f ∼
[








(a (a + 1) · · · b)
]
, (4.1)
where ‘∗’ indicates that the factorizations on the right are to be concatenated in the given order.
Moreover, the three factorizations on the right-hand side are clearly unique up to equivalence, and
all values ofa, b with 1 < a ≤ b ≤ n are attainable. Thus (4.1) provides a canonical form for
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inequivalent minimal factorizations of a full cycle. For example, we have
(1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9) = (2 4)(6 7)(1 8)(5 7)(1 4)(2 3)(4 7)(8 9)









∗ (1 4) ∗
[
(4 5 6 7)
]
,
so thata = 4 andb = 7 in this case. In general, the parametersa andb corresponding to the
factorization f = τn−1 · · · τ1 are given bya = τk(1) andb = τ1 · · · τk(1), wherek is the minimal
index such thatτk(1) 6= 1. Note that this identifies(1a) as the rightmost factor of that moves 1,
as is clearly the case from (4.1).
Let h̃n be the number of inequivalent minimal factorizations of(1 2 · · · n), taking h̃1 = 1 for






The canonical form (4.1) leads to the cubic functional equation
h(x) = 1 + xh(x)3, (4.2)









Thus h̃n is a generalized Catalan number. This ubiquitous form implies the existence of myriad
bijections between inequivalent factorizations of full cycles and other well-known combinatorial
objects.
Indeed, since the publication of [16] and [49], other derivations of (4.3) have been found. Post-
nikov, for instance, has given a bijection between inequivalent factorizations and non-crossing trees
on the circle. This can be found in [68, pg. 139], as can a bijection between non-crossing trees and
plane cubic trees. Together, these results establish (4.2). In fact, we shall derive Postnikov’s bijec-
tion later, in §4.4, as a special case of the graphical interpretation of inequivalentβ-factorizations.
Springer [65], and also Goulden and Jackson [28], have generalized these results. Their work is
described in §4.3.1.
We have treated here only the case of inequivalent minimal factorizations offull cycles. How-
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ever, the ostensibly more general problem of determining the number of inequivalent minimal fac-
torizations of a permutationπ composed of disjoint cyclesπ1, . . . , πm is no more difficult. If f








. By (4.3), the number of in-








. As we shall soon see, the structure of inequivalent minimaltransitivefactoriza-
tions is far more complex.
4.2.2 Factorizations of a Prescribed Length
Let π ∈ Sn be any permutation of cycle typeα. Following the notation of §2.3, let̃Fr (α) denote the
number of inequivalent factorizations (not necessarily transitive) ofπ into exactlyr transpositions,
and letH̃g(α) denote the number of inequivalent genusg (transitive) factorizations ofπ . Note that
F̃n−1((n)) = H̃0((n)) = h̃n is given by (4.3). We introduce the generating series



















wherep = (p1, p2, . . .) and pα = pα1 pα2 · · · for α = (α1, α2, . . .).
As in §2.3.1, an expression for̃ϒ can be given in terms of the irreducible characters ofSn, and
through the standard logarithmic connection this leads to an expression for8̃(g). The derivation
of these formulae is based on the commutation monoid of Cartier and Foata [9], which e now
introduce.
Let A be a finite alphabet, and letC be a set of unordered pairs fromA. The elements ofC
are to be understood ascommutative pairs, and two (finite) words onA areC-equivalent if one
can be transformed into the other by iteratively exchanging adjacent symbolsa anda′ for which
{a, a′} ∈ C. For example, ifA = {a, b, c, d} andC = {{a, b}, {a, c}, {a, d}, {b, c}}, then the words
a b c dandc b d aareC-equivalent, but neither isC-equivalent tod a b c.




a1a2 · · · ak,
which extends over all subsetsA = {a1, . . . , ak} ⊆ A of sizek such that every pair{ai , a j } ⊆ A
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belongs toC. More precisely, we mean thatck should be taken to be any sumof this form, since the
word a1 · · · ak corresponding toA = {a1, . . . , ak} depends on the order in which the elements ofA
have been indexed, and is therefore well-defined only up toC-equivalence. Thus we always have
c1 =
∑
a∈A a, whereasc2 =
∑
{a,b}∈C ab depends on the ordering chosen for each pair ofC.
It is shown in [9] that
1




where the summation on the right extends over a complete list ofC-inequivalent wordsw on the
alphabetA. Of course, this expression is purely formal. It simply indicates that exactlyone word
from eachC-equivalence class appears in
∑
j (c1−c2+c3−· · · )
j , with unit coefficient, upon formal
expansion and simplification of the sum. Products here are interpreted as theu ual (noncommuta-
tive) concatenations of words. The particular words that appear in the expansion depend on the
choice ofc j for j ≥ 2.
Following a suggestion of Goulden [24], we apply the result of Cartier-Foata in the following
context. Fixn ≥ 1, and letA be the set of all transpositions inSn. Let C be the set of all pairs of
disjoint elements ofA. Then F̃r (α) is equal to the number ofC-inequivalent words of lengthr on
A that evaluate to a permutation of classCα when interpreted as a product inSn. Since we clearly
havec j = K[1n−2 j 2 j ] , for j ≥ 1, it follows from (4.5) that





(−1) j u j K[1n−2 j 2 j ]
)−1
. (4.6)
Let β j = [1n−2 j 2 j ] for j ≥ 0. Then, sinceK[1n]Kθ = Kθ for all θ ⊢ n, we have


















































where the second and final equalities follow by (1.2), and the third by the idempotency of theFθ .





j |Cβ j |χ
θ
β j
. This notation is intended to be suggestive,
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as (2.8) implies thats∗θ (u) is obtained from the Schur functionsθ (viewed as a function of the power
sums) through the restrictionsp1 = 1, p2 = −u, andp3 = p4 = · · · = 0. Then, from (4.4), (4.7),
and (2.8), we have



























Moreover, if f is a factorization with componentsf1, . . . , fm, then the factors of distinct compo-
nents fi and f j clearly commute pairwise, so the classf̃ can be viewed as the unordered collection
of classes{ f̃1, . . . , f̃m}. Hence we have the following connection betweenϒ̃ and the series̃8(g)
counting transitive factorizations:






As was the case with the analogous expressions (2.9) and (2.11) for ordered factorizations,
equations (4.8) and (4.9) do not shed much light on the nature of inequivalent f ctorizations. In
particular, they do not simplify in any obvious way even for restricted cases where simple results
are known. For example, it is unclear how one would derive (4.3) from these expressions.
4.2.3 Transitive Factorizations
Formula (4.3) for the number of inequivalent, minimal transitive factorizationsof a full cycle into
transpositions is strikingly simple. However, for partitionsα with two or more parts, far less is
known about the numbers̃H0(α). In particular, no analogue of the Hurwitz formula (2.12) is known
for H̃0(α) whenℓ(α) ≥ 2. Moreover, the existence of large factors in numerical data (obtained
through computer search) implies that these numbers are not of a simple multiplicative form. Some
of this data is reproduced in Table 4.1. We remark that the Lagrangian structure of the Hurwitz
series (see §2.3.3) was discovered in hindsight, with the Hurwitz formula alredy conjectured from
numerical evidence. We have not surmised any similar structure in the series8̃(g) of any genus.
Notice that the simple cut-and-join analysis that led to the differential equation (2.13) is not
applicable to the study of inequivalent factorizations, as there is no canonical factor whose behaviour
can be analyzed. Recently, however, Goulden, Jackson and Latour [32] have combined elementary
cut-join analysis, reduction to a canonical form, and an inclusion-exclusion argument to determine
a generating series for the numbers̃H0((n1, n2)), wheren1, n2 ≥ 1 are arbitrary. In fact, the series
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α H̃0(α) α H̃0(α) α H̃0(α)
(1, 1) 1 (1, 1, 1) 24 (1, 1, 1, 1) 1578
(2, 1) 8 (2, 1, 1) 300 (2, 1, 1, 1) 24000
(2, 2) 74 (2, 2, 1) 3792 (2, 2, 1, 1) 357312
(3, 1) 54 (3, 1, 1) 2754 (3, 1, 1, 1) 258606
(3, 2) 540 (4, 1, 1) 22704 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) 183120
(4, 1) 352 (3, 2, 1) 35028
(3, 3) 4134 (2, 2, 2) 48288
(4, 2) 3696 (3, 2, 2) 447984
(5, 1) 2275 (3, 3, 1) 324756
(4, 3) 29232 (4, 2, 1) 289920
(5, 2) 24700 (5, 1, 1) 177450
(6, 1) 14688
Table 4.1: Numbers of inequivalent minimal transitive factorizations.
they obtain is a familiar symmetrization of̃8(0).
For m ≥ 1, let 9̃m(x, u) be the image of̃8(0)(1, p, u) under the symmetrization operator5m














With h(x) defined by the functional equation (4.2), the main result of [32] is the identity







The proof given there proceeds roughly as follows.
For n1, n2 ≥ 1, let S1n1 = {1
1, . . . , n11} andS
2
n2
= {12, . . . , n22}. We consider factorizations of
permutations on the setS1n1 ∪ S
2
n2
. In particular, letF(n1, n2) be the set of all minimal transitive
factorizations of permutationsπ on this set that are composed of an1-cycle onS1n1 and ann2-cycle
on S2n2. Notice that everyf ∈ F(n1, n2) is of lengthr0((n1, n2)) = n1 + n2 and has a unique cut,
by Lemma 2.2.5. In fact, the unique cut off is the leftmost factor that is composed of one element




A transposition factor is called apossible cutof f ∈ F(n1, n2) if it is the unique cut of some
factorization equivalent tof . That is,τ is a possible cut of if the factors of f can be commuted so
thatτ is a cut of the resulting factorization. Fork ≥ 0, letDk(n1, n2) be the set of all factorizations
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f ∈ F(n1, n2) in which k of the possible cuts have been distinguished. Thus a factorization with




times inDk(n1, n2). Let d̃k(n1, n2) denote the number of inequivalent
factorizations inDk(n1, n2). Then, since every element ofF(n1, n2) has at least one possible cut, a
straightforward inclusion-exclusion argument gives
∑
k≥0
(−1)kd̃k(n1, n2) = 0.
But clearlyd̃0(n1, n2) = (n1 − 1)! (n2 − 1)! H̃0((n1, n2)), so from (4.10) there follows














In [32], determination of the series̃Dk(x1, x2) hinges on a subtle combinatorial decomposition
that the authors call aswitching algorithm. It is first shown that any two given possible cutsτ =
(a1 b2) andρ = (c1 d2) of a factorizationf ∈ F(n1, n2) can be commuted so that they are adjacent
in some factorizationf ′ that is equivalent tof . Theswitch of f , denotedϑ( f ), is then obtained by
replacing the consecutive pair of factorsτρ = (a1 b2)(c1 d2) in f ′ with the pair(a1 d2)(c1 b2). Of
course,ϑ( f ) depends on the cutsτ andρ, but, given these, it is unique up to equivalence.
Note thatϑ( f ) is never an element ofF(n1, n2). In fact, the combinatorial significance of the
switch is that it “splits” f into two smaller, disjoint factorizations,f1 and f2. That is, we have
ϑ( f ) ∼ f1 ∗ f2, where eachfi is a minimal transitive factorization of a permutation composed of






such thatC11 ∪ C
1
2
and C21 ∪ C
2
2 are set partitions ofS
1
n1
and S2n2, respectively. Moreover, bothf1 and f2 contain
fewer possible cuts thanf . The process can be iterated by choosing possible cuts off1 and f2 and
constructing the corresponding switchesϑ( f1) andϑ( f2), etc., and it naturally terminates when
factorizations with only one possible cut are produced.
If applied only to distinguished possible cuts, the switching algorithm gives a decomposition
of a factorization f ∈ Dk(n1, n2) into a collection ofk elements ofD1(n1, n2). Moreover, it
can be shown that the algorithm is reversible, up to equivalence. It transpi es thatD̃k(x1, x2) =
1
k D̃1(x1, x2)
k, where the factor 1/k comes by taking ordering of the output into account. Thus (4.12)
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gives
9̃2(x1, x2, 1) = log
(
1 + D̃1(x1, x2)
)
. (4.14)
A canonical form akin to (4.1), but for special elements ofD1(n1, n2), is now introduced. Let
D⋆(n1, n2) ⊂ D1(n1, n2) be the set of factorizations of(11 . . . n11)(1
2 . . . n22) whose only distin-
guished possible cut is(11 12). A tedious argument shows that, for anyf ∈ D⋆(n1, n2), there exist
uniquep1, p2 with 1 ≤ p1 ≤ n1 and 1≤ p2 ≤ n2 such that
f ∼
[
(12 (p2 + 1)




(11 (p1 + 1)
1 · · · n11)
]
∗ (11 12) ∗
[
(11 · · · p11 1







again denotes a minimal transitive factorization ofπ . Let d̃⋆(n1, n2) be the number of













whereh̃i andh are as defined in §4.2.2. Finally, observe that the symbols of any factorizati n in
D⋆(n1, n2) can be relabelled in1!n2! ways to obtain distinct elements ofD1(n1, n2). Therefore
d̃1(n1, n2) = n1!n2! d̃⋆(n1, n2). Equations (4.13), (4.14), and (4.16) now combine to give (4.11).
We have investigated the extension of this method to the enumeration of inequival nt minimal
transitive factorizations of class(n1, n2, n3), but our attempts have met with little success. Factor-
izations of this type haver0((n1, n2, n3)) = n1 + n2 + n3 + 1 factors and exactly two cuts, which
we call theleft andright with obvious meaning. The existence of two cuts introduces complications
that were not encountered in the derivation of9̃2, above. For instance, note that the cuts, them-
selves, may commute. This makes the analysis of factorizations of(11 · · · n11)(1
2 · · · n22)(1
3 · · · n33)
quite intricate. It is unclear whether one should focus on a single cut at a time, trying to devise some
sort of shelling scheme, or whether one should instead consider possible pairs of simultaneous left
and right cuts.
LetD⋆(n1, n2, n3) be the set of minimal transitive factorizations of(11 · · · n11)(1
2 · · · n22)(1
3 · · · n33)
that have a single distinguished pair of possible left and right cuts, namely(11 12) on the left and
(13 a1) on the right, where 1≤ a ≤ n1. Notice that this choice of cuts is completely general, since
any minimal transitive factorization of(11 · · · n11)(1
2 · · · n22)(1
3 · · · n33) can be relabelled to be of this
form. By arguments similar to those used in [32] to obtain (4.15), we have found ca onical forms for
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factorizations inD⋆(n1, n2, n3). However, whereas (4.15) is universally valid for all factorizations
in D⋆(n1, n2), the elements ofD⋆(n1, n2, n3) fall into five disjoint categories, each of which has its
own canonical form. Because of their length, these forms are listed in Appendix A. Only under
the strong restrictionsn2 = n3 = 1 have we been able to obtain enumerative results based on such
decompositions. (We do not report further here, as these results are superseded by Theorem 4.3.13,
to follow.) In all other cases, some analogue of the inclusion-exclusion engin employed in [32]
must be found before further progress can be made.
4.3 Inequivalent Cycle Factorizations
In this section we apply the methods developed in the previous chapters to the enumeration of
inequivalent cycle factorizations. In particular, we describe how equivalence classes of cycle fac-
torizations can be represented by certain decorated polymaps, and further show how cacti can be
pruned from these polymaps so as to simplify their enumeration.
These graphical connections are exploited to count inequivalent minimal transitive cycle factor-
izations of permutationsπ with ℓ(π) = 1 or ℓ(π) = 2, thereby generalizing the results outlined
in §4.2.1 and §4.2.3. The caseℓ(π) = 3 is far more complex, but by restricting our attention to
factorizations into transpositions we are able to derive a rough form of theseri s9̃3(x, u) defined
in (4.10). Whenℓ(π) = 1, our methods are closely related to work done by Springer [65], so we
begin the section with a brief description of his work.
4.3.1 Factorizations of Full Cycles
Goulden and Jackson were first to obtain a result concerning inequivalent cycle factorizations into
factors other than transpositions. In [28], they utilize a link between the connection coefficients of
CSn and those of a certain symmetric function algebra to obtain a simple formula for thenumber
s̃(n, k) of inequivalent minimal transitivek-cycle factorizations of a full cycle inSn. In particular,








in the case thatn = 1 + r (k − 1) for some positive integerr , ands̃(n, k) = 0 otherwise. This is
done with the aid of the Cartier-Foata monoid, which is initially used to reduce the problem to a
coefficient extraction involving class sums inCSn. (See (4.6) for an analogous expression. In fact,
the class sumK[1n−2 j 2 j ] appearing there need only be replaced withK[1n−k j k j ] to count factorizations
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into k-cycles.) The extraction is transformed into a computation involving symmetric functions,
through which the seriessk(x) =
∑
n≥1 s̃(n, k)x
n−1 is found to satisfy the functional equation
sk(x) = 1 + x
k−1sk(x)
2k−1. (4.17)
The formula fors̃k(n) given above then follows by Lagrange inversion.
Observe that (4.17) givess2(x) = 1+xs2(x)3 whenk = 2. This identifiess2(x) with Longyear’s
seriesh(x), defined in (4.2). However, whereas (4.2) was obtained through a straightforward com-
binatorial decomposition, the circuitous derivation of (4.17) leaves it devoi of combinatorial mean-
ing. The quest for a combinatorial explanation of this functional equation isleft in [28] as an open
problem.
Springer [65] found such an explanation by generalizing Longyear’sc nonical form (4.1) to
cycle factorizations. Iff is a minimal transitive cycle factorization of(1 2 · · · n), he shows that
there is a uniquek ≥ 1, and uniquea1, . . . , ak, b1, . . . , bk with 1 < a1 ≤ b1 < a2 ≤ b2 < · · · <
ak ≤ bk ≤ n, such that
f ∼
[




((b1 + 1) (b1 + 2) · · · a2)
]
∗ · · · ∗
[
((bk + 1) (bk + 2) · · · n 1)
]
(4.18)
∗ (1a1 a2 · · · ak) ∗
[
(a1 (a1 + 1) · · · b1)
]
∗ · · · ∗
[







represents a minimal transitive cycle factorization ofπ . This decomposition is then used
to recursively define a rooted plane tree associated with the equivalenceclass of f . The non-leaf
vertices of these trees are all of odd degree. In fact, iff hasik k-cycle factors, fork ≥ 2, then the
tree corresponding tõf has exactlyik vertices of degree 2k − 1. Inequivalentk-cycle factorizations
therefore correspond to trees whose non-leaf vertices are all of degree 2k − 1. The series counting
such trees satisfies the functional equation (4.17), thus explaining its combinatorial significance. In
particular, whenk = 2 we have the previously mentioned bijection between inequivalent minimal
factorizations of a full cycle into transpositions and plane cubic trees.
More generally, trees with a specified number of internal vertices of given degree can be counted
(see [18], for example) to obtain the following formula for the number of inequivalent minimal







































Figure 4.1: Polymaps of equivalent cycle factorizations.
4.3.2 Graphical Representation of Equivalence Classes
Commuting the factors of a cycle factorization clearly maintains the relative ordering of the factors
that move any given symbol. Here a factorσ is understood tomovethe symboli if σ(i ) 6= i , or,
equivalently, ifi lies on the cycleσ . Thus cycle factorizationsf andg of π ∈ Sn are equivalent if
and only if (1) they have precisely the same factors, and (2) for eachi ∈ [n], the factors that movei
appear in the same order inf as they do ing.
From these comments, we see that commuting the factors off is synonymous with relabelling
the polygons of its (reduced) polymapM †f in such a way that the relative order of the labels of the
polygons incident with any given vertex is preserved. Thus, in particular, we have f ∼ g if and
only if M †f andM
†
g have the same descent structure.
Consider, for example, the following equivalent cycle factorizations of(1 2 3)(4 5)(6 7 8):
(2 8 6)(3 5 7)(4 6)(5 6)(1 4 3)(2 7) ∼ (3 5 7)(2 8 6)(2 7)(4 6)(1 4 3)(5 6). (4.20)
The factors moving symbol 6 are(5 6), (4 6), and(2 8 6), and they appear in exactly this right-to-
left order in both factorizations. Letf andg, respectively, be the factorizations on the left and right
of (4.20). The polymapsM †f andM
†
g are drawn in Figure 4.1. Note that the descent structure of
these polymaps is identical. That is, vertexi is at a descent of a given face ofM †f (Figure 4.1A) if
and only if it is at a descent of the corresponding face ofM †g (Figure 4.1B).
In this way, the equivalence classes of cycle factorizations are seen to have a natural graphical
representation. The class̃f containing the factorizationf is represented by the polymap that results
from stripping the polygon labels ofM †f and recording, instead, only the location of its descents.
For instance, the decorated polymap corresponding to both factorizationsin (4.20) is shown in
Figure 4.2A.
















Figure 4.2: Descent-marked polymaps.
Definition 4.3.1. A polymap is said to bemarked if certain of its corners have been distinguished
so that every vertex is at exactly one distinguished corner. Therotator of a vertexv in a marked
polymap is the tuple(P1, . . . , Pm) of polygons incident withv, listed in order as they are encoun-
tered along a clockwise tour aboutv beginning in the unique distinguished corner containingv. A
valid labelling of a marked polymap is a polygon-labelling under which descent corners coincide
with distinguished corners.
For instance, the polymap in Figure 4.2B is marked, with its distinguished corners being indi-
cated by small crosses. (This will be our standard convention for drawings of marked polymaps.)
Note that the rotator of vertexv is (P1, P2, P3). Figure 4.1 shows two valid labellings of this marked
polymap.
Definition 4.3.2. A loopless polymapM is said to bedescent-marked if it is marked and admits
a valid labelling. The distinguished corners of a descent-marked polymapM are calleddescents.
Thedescent set of a face F ofM is composed of all vertices at descents of F. IfM has mi faces
containing exactly i descents, then itsdescent partition is [1m12m2 · · · ].
Observe that the descent structure of a descent-marked polymap is consi tent with that induced
by any of its valid labellings. From Theorem 3.2.8 we can immediately deduce thatinequiv-
alent cycle factorizations of genusg, classα, and cycle index(i2, i3, . . .) are in bijection with
vertex-labelled, descent-marked polymaps of genusg with descent partitionα and polygon index
(i2, i3, . . .). However, as usual, we prefer to work with face-labelled maps.
Definition 4.3.3. LetM be a descent-marked polymap with m labelled faces. Thedescent class of
M is the composition(α1, . . . , αm), whereαi is the number of descents in face i, for1 ≤ i ≤ m.
We sayM is properly labelled if its vertices are also labelled in such a way that face s has descent
setDs(α), for 1 ≤ s ≤ m.
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The following result comes immediately from Theorem 3.3.2.
Theorem 4.3.4. Inequivalent genus g cycle factorizations(σr , . . . , σ1) satisfyingσr · · · σ1 ∈ S(α)
are in bijection with genus g, properly labelled, descent-marked polymapsth t are of descent classα
and contain r polygons. Moreover, under this bijection, a factorization with cycle index(i2, i3, . . .)
corresponds to a polymap with polygon index(i2, i3, . . .). 
For a vectori = (i2, i3, . . .) of nonnegative integers and a compositionα, let M̃g(α ; i) denote
the number of genusg, properly labelled, descent-marked polymaps of descent classα nd polygon
index i. Form ≥ 1 andg ≥ 0, let












wherex = (x1, . . . , xm), p = (p2, p3, . . .), andr (i) = i2 + i3 + · · · . As usual, we writẽ9m instead
of 9̃(0)m for the genus 0 series. Notice that Theorem 4.3.4 impliesH̃g(α ; i) = M̃g(α ; i)·
∏
i (αi −1)!.
We therefore have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3.5. Letα = (α1, . . . , αm) be a partition and letπ be any permutation with cycle type
α. Then, for g≥ 0 and any vectori = (i2, i3, . . .) of nonnegative integers, the number of inequiva-
lent genus g factorizations ofπ with cycle indexi is given byα1 · · · αm · [xαpiui2+i3+···] 9̃
(g)
m (x, p, u).

4.3.3 Descent-Marked Cacti
Recall that acactusis a planar polymap with only one face. Notice that any marked cactus is
necessarily descent-marked. As a result, descent-marked cacti admit a part cularly elegant recursive
decomposition.
Let C be the set of vertex-rooted, descent-marked cacti with labelled non-root vertices. For the
remainder of this section, we refer to elements ofC simply ascacti. Let w = w(x, p, u) be the
generating series forC, with respect to labelled vertices (marked byx), polygon index (marked by




9̃1(x, p, u). (4.21)
Let C ∈ C, and suppose its root vertex has rotator(P1, . . . , Pm). Detach polygonsP2, . . . , Pm
from the root to form a cactusC′ whose root has rotator(P2, . . . , Pm), as shown in Figure 4.3.



















Figure 4.3: Decomposition of a descent-marked cactus.
(Vertex labels have been suppressed for clarity.) Notice that ifm = 1, thenC′ consists of a single
vertex. Now focus on polygonP1. SupposeP1 is a k-gon, and letv be one of itsk − 1 non-
root vertices. Let(P1v , . . . , P
r
v , P1, P
r +1
v , . . . , P
s
v ) be the rotator ofv, where the degenerate cases





whose roots have rotators(P1v , . . . , P
r
v ) and (P
r +1
v , . . . , P
s
v ), respectively. See Figure 4.3 for an
illustration. ThusC decomposes into a cactusC′, together withk-gon P1 and a(k − 1)-tuple of
triples(v, C1v , C
2
v ).
It follows thatw = 1 +
∑
k≥2 w · upk(xw
2)k−1, where the presence of 1 accounts for the case






so that we can write
w = 1 + uwP(xw2). (4.23)
Notice that settingu = pk = 1, andpi = 0 for i 6= k, in this identity givesw = 1 + xk−1w2k−1.
Thusw, under these restrictions, is identified with the seriessk(x) of (4.17). That this should be the
case is clear from (4.21).
Through Lagrange inversion, (4.21) and (4.23) yield the following result, which is equivalent to
Springer’s formula (4.19).
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Theorem 4.3.6.Let (i2, i3, . . .) be a sequence of nonnegative integers and set r= i2 + i3 + · · · .
Then the number of inequivalent minimal transitive cycle factorizations of(1 2 · · · n) with cycle
index(i2, i3, . . .) is




in the case that n+ r − 1 =
∑
k≥2 kik, and zero otherwise.
Proof. Setv = w − 1 so that (4.23) becomes
v = u(1 + v)P(x(1 + v)2).
By (4.21) and Corollary 4.3.5, we wish to determine [xnur pi ] xw = [xn−1ur pi ] (1 + v). This is
accomplished through Lagrange inversion:
[xnur pi ] (1 + v) = [xn−1pi ]
1
r













[λr −1] (1 + λ)r (1 + λ)2n−2
(
r




















2n + r − 2
r
)
inequivalent minimal transitive k-cycle factorizations of the full cycle(1 2 · · · n). 
In hindsight, we remark that the decomposition of descent-marked cacti desribed here is es-
sentially a high-level graphical interpretation of Springer’s canonical form (4.18). First observe
that an equivalence class̃f of factorizations of the fixed full cycle(1 2 · · · n) corresponds with
a cactusC whose root has label 1. The labels of all other vertices ofC are determined from its
descent structure. Letf be any member of the class̃f . Then the polygonP1 in our decomposi-
tion of C corresponds with the rightmost factor off that moves 1. If, as in (4.18), this factor is
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the cycle(1a1 a2 · · · ak), thenP1 is a(k + 1)-gon with vertices labelled 1, a1, . . . , ak in clockwise
order about its perimeter. Moreover, for 1≤ i ≤ k, the factorizations
[




((bi−1 +1) (bi−1 +2) · · · ai )
]
appearing in (4.18) correspond with cactiC1ai andC
2
ai of our decom-
position, respectively, while
[
((bk + 1) · · · n 1)
]
corresponds withC′. Here we have letb0 = 1.
One benefit of our graphical approach to Theorem 4.3.6 is that it emphasizes “larger structure”
by eliminating the need to invoke intricate “element-wise” decompositions such as (4.18).
4.3.4 Pruning Cacti
The absence of polygon labels makes pruning cacti from descent-marked polymaps a less involved
process than that described by the cacti-pruning bijections of Chapter 3.The enumerative conse-
quence of such pruning is given by Theorem 4.3.9, below, which is an anlogue of Theorem 3.3.13
for descent-marked polymaps. As to be expected, it describes a relationship betweeñ9(g)m and a
certain series̃Ŵ(g)m counting smooth descent-marked polymaps. However, the seriesŴ̃
(g)
m introduced
here is a refinement of its earlier counterparts, in that it accounts for an extra statistic, namely face
degree. We define theface degree sequenceof a polymap withm labelled faces to be them-tuple
d = (d1, . . . , dm), whereds is the degree of the face labelleds, for 1 ≤ s ≤ m. Equivalently,ds is
the total number of corners in faces.
Definition 4.3.8. Let S̃g(α ; i ; d) denote the number of smooth, properly labelled, descent-marked
polymaps of genus g and descent classα with polygon indexi and face degree sequenced. For
m ≥ 1, let












wherez = (z1, . . . , zm), t = (t1, . . . , tm), p = (p2, p3, . . .), and r(i) = i2 + i3 + · · · . We typically
write Ŵ̃m in place of̃Ŵ
(g)
m for the genus 0 series.
The construction of the core of a polymap (see Definition 3.3.11) must be modified slightly
to account for distinguished corners in marked polymaps. Observe that removal of a leaf from a
marked polymapM results in the amalgamation of two of its corners,c1 andc2, that contain the
same vertex. The amalgamated corner is to be distinguished if and only if either of c1 or c2 isa
descent. (Note thatc1 andc2 cannot both be descents.) With this convention, the core ofM is
defined as before by the iterated removal of leaves.
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Theorem 4.3.9.Let g ≥ 0 and m ≥ 1 with (g, m) 6= (0, 1). For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, let wi =
w(xi , p, u),wherew is given by(4.23). Then we have
9̃(g)m (x, p, u) = Ŵ̃
(g)
m (x ◦ w, w, p, u),
wherex = (x1, . . . , xm), w = (w1, . . . , wm) andx ◦ w = (x1w1, . . . , xmwm).
Proof. Let M be a smooth, face-labelled, descent-marked polymap of genusg with m faces. Letc
be a corner of the face ofM labelleds, letv be the vertex at this corner, and let(c1, P1, . . . , ck, Pk)◦
be the alternating cyclic list of corners and polygons encountered along aclockwise tour aboutv.
Assume this list is indexed so thatc = c1.
If c is a descent corner, then(P1, . . . , Pk) is the rotator ofv. Let C1 andC2 be cacti and letR1
and R2, respectively, be the rotators of their root vertices. Then, by identifying their roots withv,
cactiC1 andC2 can be attached toM in cornerc in a unique way so that the rotator ofv becomes














Observe that the marked polymap so formed is descent-marked, since a validlabe ling is readily
obtained from any valid labelling ofM .
Similarly, if c is not a descent corner, then(Pi , . . . , Pk, P1, . . . , Pi−1) is the rotator ofv, for
somei 6= 1. Any cactusC whose root has rotatorR can be attached toM in cornerc so that the














In either case, each non-root vertex of the attached cacti contributes adescent to the face ofs of the
newly formed map.
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Figure 4.4: Pruning cacti from a descent-marked polymap.
Clearly any face-labelled, descent-marked polymap with coreM can be created by carrying out
this attachment process at all corners ofM . Moreover, if the vertices ofM are labelled, then its
corners are distinguishable and the process is reversible.
Observe that two cacti are to be attached at each of theαs d scent corners of faces of M , while
one cactus is attached at its remainingds − αs corners. Thusαs + ds cacti are attached in faces
altogether. Since the seriesw(x, p, u) counts cacti (with respect to the usual parameters), it follows
that9̃(g)m (x, p, u) is obtained from̃Ŵ
(g)
m (z, t, p, u) through the substitutionszs 7→ xsws andts 7→ ws,
for 1 ≤ s ≤ m. 
The pruning of all cacti from a descent-marked polymap is illustrated in Figure 4.4. For the
process to be reversible, vertex labels (or some other identifying mechanism) must be preserved. To
avoid clutter, these are not shown in the diagram.
4.3.5 Factorizations of Class(n1, n2)
We now apply Theorem 4.3.9 to evaluate the series9̃2, thereby generalizing (4.11) to factorizations
with arbitrary cycle index. The main result comes as Corollary 4.3.12, which gives an expression
for Ŵ̃2. Note the similarities between the derivation here and that of92 given in §3.3.6. Throughout,
P andw are defined as in (4.22) and (4.23).











1 − (x + y)
)




Figure 4.5: A smooth, two-face, descent-marked polymap and its associatednecklace.
Proof. Any such necklace is formed by attaching the two ends of a string of labelled white and black
beads. A string of this type decomposes into blocks of the formw w · · · w b b · · · b, wherew andb





(1 − x)(1 − y)
)k
strings consisting ofk such blocks. However, by circular symmetry, exactlyk of these strings form





















(1 − x)(1 − y)
)−1
.
The result follows upon rearrangement. 
Theorem 4.3.11.




1 − δ(z1 + z2)
)




Proof. Let M be a smooth, properly-labelled, marked planar polymap with two faces. ThenM
is a closed chain of polygons, each incident with exactly two others. We saythat a vertex incident
with two polygons isextremal. Notice thatM is descent-marked if and only if at least one extremal
vertex is at a descent of each face. Suppose now that this is the case.
Let L = (v1, . . . , vr )◦ be the cyclic sequence of extremal vertices encountered along the bound-
ary walk of face 1 ofM . By regarding thosevi that are at descents of face 1 as white beads, and
those at descents of face 2 as black beads,L corresponds with a necklace of the sort counted by
Lemma 4.3.10. See Figure 4.5 for an illustration. Vertex (and bead) labels arenot shown in the
diagram, but extremal vertices are indicated in grey.
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By the lemma, the generating series for such necklaces with respect to labelled whit and black





1 − (bx + by)
)
. (4.24)
Let M be the monomial iñŴ2(z1, z2, t1, t2, p, u) corresponding toM . Each vertexvi contributes
the factorz1t1t2 to M if it is at a descent of face 1, and contributesz2t1t2 otherwise. A polygon
of M with js − 1 vertices incident only with faces, for s = 1, 2, further contributes the factor
upj1+ j2(t1z1)
j1−1(t2z2) j2−1 to M . ThusŴ̃2(z1, z2, t1, t2, p, u) is obtained by performing the substitu-









in (4.24). The series resulting from these substitutions agrees with the claim of the theorem. 
Corollary 4.3.12. Withwi = w(xi , p, u) for i = 1, 2, we have
9̃2(x1, x2, p, u) = log
(
(x1w1 − x2w2)2





Proof. From Theorem 4.3.9 and Theorem 4.3.11 we get
9̃2(x1, x2, p, u) = Ŵ̃2(z1, z2, t1, t2, p, u)
∣∣

















But (4.23) givesP(xi w2i ) = 1 − w
−1
i , so we have
δ = w1w2























which can be rearranged to give the result. 
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Under the restrictionsu = p2 = 1, andpi = 0 for i ≥ 3, the functional equation (4.23) becomes
w = 1+ xw3. That is,w restricts to the seriesh of (4.2). In this case we also havexw2 = 1− w−1,
so that (4.25) yields








((1 − w−11 ) − (1 − w
−1









This is the series (4.11) discovered by Goulden-Jackson-Latour. Notethat the current derivation
eliminates their intricate inclusion-exclusion argument entirely (see §4.2.3), andsuggests a more
natural r̂ole for the logarithm in (4.11). (Namely, that log(1 − x)−1 is the exponential generating
series for cycles.) In hindsight, all the constructs of the GJL argument, includi g the switching
algorithm, have natural graphical interpretations.
4.3.6 Factorizations of Class(n1, n2, n3)
As explained in §3.3.4, the analysis of polymaps with at least three faces is compli ated by the fact
that a single polygon may be incident with three or more faces. This technicalityh s prevented
us from finding a general expression for9̃3(x, p, u). However, the difficulty does not arise when
considering polymaps that contain only 2-gons, and we have been able to derive a rough form of
the restricted series̃93(x, p, u)|p3=p4=···=0 that counts inequivalent minimal transitive factorizations
(into transpositions) of class(n1, n2, n3).
Since the polymaps considered here consist solely of 2-gons, we referto them simply asmaps
and draw them accordingly, by “flattening” all 2-gons into edges. For brevity, we write9̃3(x, u) and
Ŵ̃3(z, t, u) for the restrictions of̃93(x, p, u) andŴ̃3(z, t, p, u) underp2 = 1, p3 = p4 = · · · = 0.
The following notation will also be convenient:
• For a triplex = (x1, x2, x3) and a permutationσ ∈ S3, we letσ(x) = (xσ(1), xσ(2), xσ(3)).
• For f ∈ Q[t, u][[ z]] we write 〈 f 〉 for the seriesu(1 − u f )−1.
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A B C








Figure 4.7: Smooth, face-labelled, marked planar maps.
Theorem 4.3.13.Letz = (z1, z2, z3) andt = (t1, t2, t3). Define G(z, t, u) ∈ Q[t, u][[ z]] by





1 〉 + P12+ P23+〈V
13














+ 2V11231 P12+ P13+ + V
1123
2 P21+ P13+ + V
1123
3 P31+ P12+ (4.29)
+ P11
(









where, for1 ≤ i, j, i1, . . . , im ≤ 3, we have set V
i1···im





Pi j + = Pi j − 〈V
i j
i 〉. Then
Ŵ̃3(z, t, u) =
∑
σ∈{ι,(1 2),(1 3)}
G(σ (z), σ (t), u).
Proof. Every smooth, planar, three-face map belongs to one of the three categories depicted in
Figure 4.7. Observe that labelling the faces of any such map eliminates all non-trivial automor-
phisms. Thus̃Ŵ3(z, t, u) may be regarded as the (ordinary) generating series for smooth, face-
labelled, descent-marked planar maps with three faces, with respect to descent class, face-degrees,
and edges. Examples of such maps are shown in Figure 4.7. We shall hand-cou t these by category
to obtainŴ̃3.
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Category (A). Maps of this type contain exactly two vertices,u andv, of degree three. Observe
that the cyclic sequences of face labels encountered on a clockwise tourab t these vertices are
always(1, 2, 3)◦ and(1, 3, 2)◦. We focus on three subcategories of maps defined by the following
conditions: (A1)u andv are both at descents of face 1, (A2)u at a descent of face 2 whilev is at
a descent of face 3, and (A3)u is at a descent of face 3 whilev is at a descent of face 2. These












A map in any of these classes decomposes into verticesu andv together with the three pathsα, β,
andγ which connect them, as seen in the diagram. For each class, we count all possible descent-
marked pathsα, β, andγ such that every face of the map they generate contains at least one
distinguished corner and at least one undistinguished corner. To do so, we exploit the observation
that a smooth, three-face, planar marked map admits a valid labelling (i.e. is descent-marked) if and
only if every face contains at least one distinguished corner and one undistinguished corner. We
also make heavy use of the series〈V i ji 〉, Pi j , etc., as defined in the statement of the theorem. Notice
that these series have the following natural combinatorial interpretations in thi context:
• V i1···imj corresponds to a vertex that is at a descent of facej and is incident withm corners
altogether, these belonging to facesi1, . . . , im.
• 〈V i ji 〉 counts paths bordering facesi and j in which every vertex is at a descent of facei .
• Pi j counts paths bordering facesi and j .
• Pi j + counts paths bordering facesi and j that have at least one vertex at a descent of facej .
Class (A1):If every vertex ofα is at a descent of face 1, then some vertex ofβ must be at a descent
of face 2 (otherwise face 2 would not contain any descents), and some vertex ofγ must be at a
descent of face 3 (otherwise every corner of face 1 would be a descent). The maps corresponding to
this subcase are therefore counted by the series(V1231 )
2〈V121 〉P12+ P23+ . One factor ofV
123
1 appears
here for each ofu andv, while α, β, andγ give rise to factors〈V121 〉, P12+ , andP23+ , respectively.
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If every vertex ofγ is at a descent of face 3, then similar logic shows that the resulting counting
series is(V1231 )
2P12+ P23+〈V131 〉. Finally, if at least one vertex ofα and at least one vertex ofγ are
at a descents of face 2, then the descents ofβ can be arbitrary; in fact,β can be of length 1, without
any descents. The corresponding series is(V1231 )
2P12+ P13+ P23. The total contribution tõŴ3(z, t, u)






1 〉 + P12+ P23+〈V
13
1 〉 + P12+ P13+ P23
)
(4.31)
Classes (A2) & (A3):The analysis above could be applied here, with only minor modifications,
to obtain an expression similar to (4.31). Alternatively, notice that the only waypathsα, β, γ can
result in a map that is not descent-marked is forα andβ to contain only vertices at descents of faces
2 and 3, respectively. All other choices ofα, β, γ are valid. Thus the contribution from each of












Summary:The total contribution tõŴ3(z, t, u) from classes (A1), (A2), and (A3) is given by the
sum of (4.31) and twice (4.32). Finally, observe that all other maps in category (A) are obtained
uniquely by transposing either face labels 1 and 2, or 1 and 3, of the maps inthese three classes.
Thus (4.27) and (4.28) are accounted for.
Category (B). Maps in this category contain exactly one vertex,v of degree four. We consider
four subcategories. In each of these, the cyclic sequence of face labels obtained from a tour aboutv
is (1, 2, 1, 3)◦. The classes are characterized by which of the four corners containing v is a descent,













Every map in classes (B1) through (B4) decomposes into vertexv and pathsα, β, as illustrated.
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Applying the same analysis as in category A, we find that these classes together contribute
(B1)︷ ︸︸ ︷
V11231 P12+ P13+ +
(B2)︷ ︸︸ ︷
V11233 P31+ P12+ +
(B3)︷ ︸︸ ︷
V11231 P12+ P13+ +
(B4)︷ ︸︸ ︷
V11231 P21+ P13+
to Ŵ̃3(z, t, u). In the case of (B1), for instance, pathα (respectively,β) must contain at least one
vertex at a descent of face 2 (respectively, face 3) to create a valid descent-marked map; otherwise,
face 2 or 3 would have no descents. Again, all other maps in category (B)can be uniquely obtained
from those in these four classes by transposing either face labels 1 and 2, or 1 and 3. This accounts
for (4.29).
Category (C). As in category (A), these maps contain exactly two vertices,u andv, of degree
three. We focus on nine subcategories. In each, the cyclic sequencesof faces encountered about
andv are(1, 2, 2)◦ and(1, 3, 3)◦, respectively. The classes are distinguished by which of the three
































A map in any one of these classes decomposes as shown. In each case,β is an arbitrary path incident
only with face 1. The corresponding counting series isP11. In classes (C1) through (C6), note thatα
must contain at least one vertex at a descent of face 2, while in classes (C7) through (C9) it instead
must contain a vertex at a descent of face 1. Note that the choice ofα is always independent of that
of γ . Of course, this argument is symmetric inα andγ , so we find that the total contribution to
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Once more, all other maps in category (C) can be obtained from those in these nine classes by
transposing face labels 1 and 2, or 1 and 3. This accounts for (4.30), and completes the proof. 
We have been unable to combine the contributions toŴ̃3(z, t, u) arising from the three distinct
categories of smooth three-face planar maps to produce any significantly more homogeneous repre-
sentation of the series than that which is given in Theorem 4.3.13. ThroughTheorem 4.3.9, we are
therefore left with the following “rough form” of̃93(x, u).
Corollary 4.3.14. For i = 1, 2, 3, let wi = w(xi , u), wherew = w(x, u) is the unique series
solution ofw = 1 + uxw3. Letx = (x1, x2, x3) and define F(x, u) ∈ Q[u][[ x]] by















2 〉 + P21+ P31+
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where, for1 ≤ i, j, i1, . . . , im ≤ 3, we have X
i1···im












Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 4.3.13 by symmetrizing and applying Theorem 4.3.9.
Note that the functional equation forw comes from restricting (4.23) withp3 = p4 = · · · = 0. 
We have not been able to simplify this expression for9̃3(x, u) in any meaningful way. The
functional equationw = 1 + uxw3 allows for the elimination of high powers ofw, but it is un-
clear what general form should be targeted when using this relation for simplification. Though it
represents truly minimal evidence, one might conjecture from (4.26) that9̃3(x, u) can be expressed







lend support to this claim.
For now we regard Corollary 4.3.14 as a piece of raw data, and hope thatit can be manipulated
to uncover further structure of inequivalent factorizations. It would be more tedious than difficult to































Figure 4.8: (A) Hybrid maps of equivalentβ-factorizations, and (B) the vertex-labelled, descent-
marked hybrid map corresponding to their common equivalence class.
does not appear to be good reason to do so until more is known about the “true” nature of the results
that have already been obtained.
4.4 Inequivalentβ-Factorizations
We say that twoβ-factorizations(σ, τr , . . . , τ1) and (σ ′, τ ′r , . . . , τ
′
1) areequivalent if the factor-
izations(τr , . . . , τ1) and(τ ′r , . . . , τ
′
1) are equivalent according to Definition 4.1.1. For instance we
have the following equivalence amongst(3, 2, 1)-factorizations of(1 2)(3 4)(5)(6):
(1)(2 5 3)(4 6) · (1 6)(2 4)(3 1)(2 6)(4 5) ∼ (1)(2 5 3)(4 6) · (2 4)(4 5)(1 6)(2 6)(3 1). (4.33)
The methods introduced in the previous section to count inequivalent cyclefactorizations are readily
altered to make them applicable to the enumeration of inequivalentβ-factorizations. The nicest
result that we have obtained in this way concerns the number of inequivalent minimal transitive
β-factorizations of a fixed full cycle. We conclude with a brief derivation of this result.
Observe that combining the material from §3.4.2 and §4.3.2 shows equivalence classes ofβ-
factorizations to be in correspondence with vertex-labelledd scent-marked hybrid mapsof polygon
type β. The formal definition of this class of maps is the obvious hybrid map analoguef Def-
inition 4.3.2, and will not be given here. Instead, we refer to Figure 4.8, where the hybrid maps
corresponding to theβ-factorizations of (4.33) are shown, along with the vertex-labelled, descent-
marked hybrid map corresponding to their common equivalence class. Rotators, descents sets,etc.,
are also defined as before. Notice that a rotator in a descent-marked hybri map consists of either
simple edges only, or simple edges and a single polygon. In the latter case, wepoint out that the









Figure 4.9: Decomposition of a rooted, descent-marked, hybrid cactus.
map are maximally labelled.
Theorem 4.4.1.Letα, β ⊢ n and g≥ 0. There is a bijection between inequivalentβ-factorizations
of genus g and classα, and vertex-labelled, descent-marked hybrid maps of genus g with descent
partition α and polygon typeβ. 
Theorem 4.4.1 establishes that the set of inequivalent minimal transitiveβ-factorizations of class
(n) is in bijection with vertex-labelled descent-marked hybrid cacti onn vertices with polygon type
β. Note that any such factorization hasℓ(β) − 1 transposition factors, so the corresponding cacti
have this number of simple edges.
Let C be the set of vertex-labelled, descent-marked, rooted hybrid cacti, andlet ϑ = ϑ(x, q, u)
be the generating series forC, wherex marks labelled vertices,u marks edges, andq = (q1, q2, . . .)
records polygon type. For brevity, we shall henceforth refer to elements of C simply ascacti. By
the comments above, the number of inequivalent minimal transitiveβ-factorizations of(1 2 · · · n)
is given by
[xnqβu
ℓ(β)−1] ϑ(x, q, u). (4.34)
Define asimple cactusto be a rooted, descent-marked, hybrid cactus, with labellednon-rootver-
tices, whose root vertex is incident only with simple edges. Letw = w(x, q, u) be the generating
series for simple cacti, with respect to the same statistics as above. We now develop functional
equations relatingϑ andw by considering decompositions of cacti.
Let C ∈ C be a cactus whose root is incident with polygonP. If P is ak-gon, then observe that













Figure 4.10: Decomposition of a simple cactus.





k = Q(xw), (4.35)






Now consider a simple cactusC whose root vertexv has rotator(e1, . . . , em). Let u be one
endpoint of the simple edge1. Then the rotator ofu is either(a1, . . . , a j , e1, b1, . . . , bk, P) or
(a1, . . . , a j , e1, b1, . . . , bk), where theai andbi are simple edges,P is a polygon, and we allow the
degenerate conditionsj = 0 andk = 0 (interpreted in the obvious way). In the former case, notice
thatC decomposes intoe1, two simple cactiCv, C′, and a cactusCu, where the roots ofCv, C′, and
Cu whose roots have rotators(e2, . . . , em), (a1, . . . , a j ), and(b1, . . . , bk, P). The same holds true
in the latter case, except thatCu instead has rotator(b1, . . . , bk). See Figure 4.10.
From this decomposition there followsw = 1+ uw2ϑ , where the addition of 1 accounts for the
case in whichCv consists of a single root vertex. With (4.35), we get
w = 1 + uw2Q(xw). (4.36)
Lagrange inversion may now be applied to evaluate (4.34). This yields the following tidy result.
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n + 2m − 3
m − 2
)
inequivalent minimal transitiveβ-factorizations of the full cycle(1 2 · · · n). If m = 1, then the only
such factorization is the trivial factorization(1 2 · · · n) = (1 2 · · · n).
Proof. Settingv = w − 1 in (4.36) gives
v = u(1 + v)2Q(x(1 + v)),
so (4.35) implies [xnum−1qβ ] ϑ = [xnum−1qβ ] Q(x(1 + v)). Lagrange’s theorem now yields

































and the result follows. 
A minimal transitive factorizationf = (τn−1, · · · , τ1) of π = (1 2 · · · n) into transpositions
is equivalent to a minimal transitive [1n]-factorization ofπ . Settingβ = [1n] in Theorem 4.4.2
therefore yields Longyear’s formula (4.3). Alternatively,f is associated with the(n)-factorization
(π, τ1, . . . , τn−1) of the identity. Thus the equivalence class containingf corresponds with a
descent-marked hybrid map with descent partition [1n], consisting of a singlen-gon andn − 1
simple edges, where the vertices of then-gon are labelled 1 ton in clockwise order around its
perimeter. Turning this polygon “inside-out” and removing the descent markings (which are super-



















This correspondence between inequivalent minimal transitive factorizations of a fixed full cycle and
non-crossing trees on the circle is essentially the same as a bijection credited toPostnikov in [68].
In closing, we mention that Theorem 4.3.9 is easily modified to describe the pruning of simple
cacti fromproperly labelleddescent-marked hybrid maps. This can be applied, as in §4.3.5, to
determine a generating series for inequivalent minimal transitiveβ-factorizations of permutations
composed of two cycles. The form of this series is not particularly illuminating,so we do not
include it here. The usual difficulties are encountered when attempting to extend the method to the
enumeration ofβ-factorizations of permutations with arbitrary cycle type.
Appendix A
Canonical Forms for Inequivalent
Factorizations of Class(n1, n2, n3)
Fix n1, n2, n3 ≥ 1, and letSini = {1
i , . . . , nii } for i = 1, 2, 3. Let f be a minimal transitive factor-
ization of(11 · · · n11)(1
2 · · · n22)(1
3 · · · n33) whose left cut is(1
1 12) and whose right cut is(13 a1), for





represents a minimal transitive factorization ofπ , and the notationg ∗ h indicates
that the factorizationsg andh are to be concatenated in the given order.
Case 1:There are uniqueq, p1, p2, p3 with a ≤ q ≤ p1 ≤ n1, 1 ≤ p2 ≤ n2 and 1≤ p3 ≤ n3 such



















(11 · · · a1(q + 1)1 · · · p111





(a1 · · · q113 · · · p33)
]
.
Case 2:There are uniqueq, p1, p2, p3 with 1 ≤ p1 < a ≤ q ≤ n1, 1 ≤ p2 ≤ n2 and 1≤ p3 ≤ n3























(11 · · · p111
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Case 3:There are uniqueq, p1, p2, p3 with 1 ≤ q < a ≤ p1 ≤ n1, 1 ≤ p2 ≤ n2 and 1≤ p3 ≤ n3























(a1 · · · p111
2 · · · p221
1 · · · q113 · · · p33)
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.
Case 4:There are uniquer, p1, p2, p3 with 1 ≤ a ≤ p1 ≤ n1, 1 ≤ r ≤ p2 ≤ n2, and 1≤ p3 ≤ n3
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.
Case 5: There are uniquer, q, p1, p2, p3 with q ≤ p1 < r < q < a ≤ n1, 1 ≤ p2 ≤ n2 and
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Of the numerous questions left open in our investigations, we feel that the following three are of the
greatest importance. Of these, the first is the top priority.
• A combinatorial proof of Theorem 2.6.11 remains a major goal of future resarch. The ratio-
nal form ofŴm(z, u) makes it an enticing object of study, yet assigning combinatorial meaning







seems difficult. We conjecture that the
effect of this operator is to build certain trees (by repeatedly attaching paths) that could take
the place of the pathP in analogues of Theorems 2.7.11 and 2.7.14. That is, edges would be
repeatedly attached from the leaves of these trees so as to form smooth maps. Schaeffer’scon-
jugation of trees[62] could potentially be helpful in this context, but edge- and face-labelling
complicates matters.
In general, the possibility that Lemma 2.7.6 could be used to build smooth maps fromtrees
in some canonical manner should be explored further. Smooth planar maps of de cent class
(1, . . . , 1) would provide a natural starting point for such investigations. These arecounted
by thesimple Hurwitz numbers H0([1n]) = nn−3(2n − 2)!. While this formula is suggestive
of various combinatorial interpretations, no bijective proof has been foud.
Note that the close similarities between §2.7 and §3.4.5 make it certain that a better under-
standing of Theorem 2.6.11 would immediately lead to further insight into the double Hurwitz
problem.
• Letα = (α1, . . . , αm) be a partition ofn. Letrα = n+ℓ(α)−2 and letGα = n·H0(α)/
∏
i αi .


























where the first sum is over all pairs(β, γ ) = (αS, αT ), where(S, T) is a partition of [m], and
the second sum is over all pairs(β, γ ) = (α′S, α
′
T ), whereα
′ = (α1, . . . , α̂k, . . . , αm, p, q)





























































where the sum extends over all{β, γ } = {αS, αT }, where(S, T) is a partition of [m]. How-
ever, the
By Corollary 2.4.22, note thatGα is the number of planar, vertex-rooted, edge- and face-
labelled maps of descent classα. Interpreting the recursions above in terms of the combi-
natorics of such maps would be a great step forward. No progress hasyet been made along
these lines.
• More work should be done to manipulate Corollary 4.3.14 into a more enlighteningform. To
this end, comparison with the counting series for each of the five categoriesof factorizations
listed in Appendix A could be helpful. Further attempts should also be made at extending
the switching construction of GJL [32], with graphical intuition potentially beinga valuable
source of insight.
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